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In this era of constantly changing educational 
philosophies, it is essential that institutions of higher 
learning keep their objectives current. Every institution 
that is committed to the preparation of future music teachers 
should continuously appraise and evaluate its objectives and 
practices. Without this self-evaluation on the part of 
institutions, music programs will not be attuned to the 
current needs in music education. 
No institution takes its commitment to prepare 
teachers seriously unless it tries to arrive at an honest 
evaluation of the quality of its graduates a~d those 
persons being recommended for certification. 
There are various ways an institution can determine 
its effectiveness. The comprehensive examination prior to 
graduation provides institutions with one means of evaluation. 
This examination indicates whether the student has adequately 
mastered the material presented. Aptitude and achievement 
tests provide the institution with data concerning its stu­
dents. All of these tests have their value. However, is 
this information sufficient for the institution to make an 
honest evaluation of its objectives, philosophies, and 
IStandards and Evaluative Criteria for the Accredita­
tion of Teacher Education, A Draft of the Proposed New 
Standards with Study Guide (Washington: The,American Associ­
ation of Colleges for Teacher Education, 19b7), p. 22. 
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curriculum? Another means of evaluation might be for colleges 
and universities to open their doors and see what is happening 
--or should be happening--in the school systems according to 
the opinions of their graduates. Are music education gradu­
ates being equipped with the tools that are relevant to what 
they are encountering? 
Colleges and universities need to develop philosophies 
and objectives which are oriented toward the trends of future 
education. 
It is customary for an institution to project plans 
for its future development. Long-range plans provide a 
basis for making decisions in such matters as increasing 
or limiting enrollment, introducing new programs, 
expanding present programs, or discontinuing inferior 
programs. It is expected that the institution's pro­
jected plans will take into acrount the development of 
its teacher education program. 
Institutions must look for all of the possible means of 
evaluating its goals and practices to make intelligent deci­
sions concerning future growth. Not only must the present 
program be effective, but it must be flexible enough to make 
changes as the need arises to be current with trends in the 
world outside the campus. 
Studies have been conducted to supplement the data 
administrators need to evaluate the music teaching program 
in their institutions. It will be noted in Chapter II that 
these studies have been approached in a variety of ways and 
for slightly different purposes. The important point is 
1 23Ibid., p •... 
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that studies should be conducted periodically with the results 
considered in the evaluation of music teaching programs. 
This report is another means of evaluation for the 
Music Department at Drake University. It provides insight 
into the music teaching programs as seen by the Drake gradu­
ates. The information found in this stUdy should be of 
interest to those developing the philosophies, objectives and 
curriculum for the Bachelor of Music Education program. 
I. PURPOSE 
Purpose of this field report. In the past no effort 
has been made to communicate with music education graduates 
to verify the adequacy of their training at Drake University 
and its relevance to their teaching experience. The purpose 
of this field report is to contact Drake music graduates by 
means of a questionnaire and obtain specific information for 
use in evaluating the Bachelor of Music Education program. 
More	 specifically the purpose is to: 
1.	 Investigate the actual music teaching positions as 
compared to student teaching experience. 
2.	 Survey the music administrative positions held and 
the respective duties. 
3.	 Evaluate the adequacy of specific subjects in the 




4.	 Evaluate the reasons music graduates are leaving 
the teaching profession. 
5.	 Survey the extra-curricular activities of both 
teaching and non-teaching graduates. 
6.	 Evaluate the degree to which the College of Fine 
Arts meets its objectives according to the 
opinions of graduates. 
7.	 Establish recommendations for improving the Bachelor 
of Music Education program at Drake University. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The need to appraise and evaluate the music teacher 
training program is evident by other studies that have been 
conducted during the past ten years. These studies have 
been concerned with the effectiveness of the curriculum for 
the Bachelor of Music Education degree, the rating of college 
music courses by self-contained elementary classroom teachers 
and special music teachers, the present curriculum practices 
as compared with desired objectives and accreditation 
requirements, the trends of small colleges toward training 
prospective elementary teachers and music teachers, and the 
evaluation of student teaching programs; the studies also 
examined the identification of instrumental music teachers' 
duties and their importance, the investigation of student 
teaching philosophies and the relationship of current prac­
tices to these philosophies, the development of a music 
department to meet the needs of the music student and the 
total campus enrollment, the status of music education in the 
public schools and identification of trends, the adequacy of 
graduate music offerings and current needs, and the relation­
ship of undergraduate work to effectiveness of instrumental 
music teachers. 
Most of the studies mentioned were made in connection 
with the specific needs of a particular institution, state, 
6 
or area. The procedures and conclusions of these studies 
provide information which can be of value to other institu­
tions and individuals. Those studies that are similar to the 
one contained in this report are mentioned to provide further 
insight into this type of investigation. 
The purpose of an investigation conducted by Josiah 
Darnall was: 
To determine the effectiveness of the Bachelor of 
Music Education (B.M.E.) curriculum at Murray state 
College for training of its graduates in music teaching 
competencies considered essential for well-trained music 
teachers. 
In order to answer the basic question of the study, Darnall 
determined the competencies essential for well-trained B.M.E. 
graduates. He also obtained the opinions of Murray B.M.E. 
graduates concerning both the value of these competencies and 
the extent these competencies were developed. The final part 
of the study involved the relationship between the relative 
importance of the competencies and the extent of the training 
received. Darnall's study covered the period from 1943 to 
1959 and was based on 170 questionnaires returned. 
The respondees (about two-thirds the total) considered 
94 per cent of the 222 competencies substantially important 
to their teaching situations. The training at Murray was 
IJosiah Darnall, "An Evaluation of the Bachelor of 
Music Education at Murray State College Through an Analysis 
of the Opinions of its 'reaching Graduates, II Disserta tioD 




effective for only 68 per cent of the same competencies. 
Those competencies concerned with discriminative hearing of 
music, human relations, and instrumental techniques received 
the highest estimates of importance. The highest ratings of 
effectiveness were in areas of hearing music, the applied 
major, conducting, and teaching high school music. The grad­
uates considered the least important competencies in the 
areas of composing, the applied major, and music literature. 
The least effective training at Murray, according to the 
graduates, was in the care and repair of instruments, select­
ing equipment, producing pUblic performances, and music 
literature. 
Items rated important for the teaching situation, but 
considered ineffectively developed by a third of the 
respondees, were the care and repair of the instruments, the 
production of public performances, the evaluation and selec­
tion of music education materials, the teaching of elementary 
classroom music, the organization and teaching of beginning 
instrumental classes, and development of functional piano 
facilities. 
Wilson1s examination of the music education program at 
Ohio State University was concerned with methods courses at 
the elementary and secondary levels, conducting courses, 
instrumental and vocal applied music, and elementary and 
secondary student teachlng. l A questionnaire was developed 
lGeorge High Wilson, IIA Study of Professional Music 
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by Wilson, listing the criteria for evaluation of the teacher 
education at Ohio State University. The questionnaire was 
given to 102 graduates of Ohio State University, 37 seniors 
just finishing their student teaching, music education 
faculties of 29 publicly supported institutions, 56 teacher 
education institutions, 21 music teachers at Ohio State Uni­
versity, 38 cooperating teachers, and 34 music supervisors 
who had recently supervised graduates of Ohio State 
University. 
An interesting analogy can be made of the comments 
written in by graduates of Ohio State University and those 
by graduates of Drake. FolloWing are the comments by Ohio 
State graduates: 
Need a course in dance band arranging; less major 
applied study; more choral and instrumental arranging; 
more emphasis on liberal arts courses; some thought on 
television in today's schools; more history of music; 
more ensemble experience; more "dO\'ln-to-earth" methods; 
more evaluations such as this study; teach them about 
podunk!l 
Music methods courses and student teaching received 
the greatest number of suggestions by the graduates in 
Wilson's study. In the area of methods, the folloWing com­
ments were made: 
Education at the Ohio State University," Council for Research 
in Music Education, Bulletin No. XIV (Urbana, Illinois; 
University of Illinois, 1968), p. 49. 




Notebooks are a waste of time, professors do not 
actually look at them, and graduates say they do not use 
them. More actual practice in the handling of a class 
should ,be offered. Methods courses should be varied and 
more practical than they now are. These are the most 
important courses in preparing teachers. They should be 
very thorough in every area of teaching. Methods--some 
before--some during--bi!gest share should be offered 
after student teaching. 
Student teaching comments were as follows: 
Student teaching was the best course (in implementing 
the criteria). Student teaching should be given earlier. 
More student teaching should be offered. We should have 
learned about discipline, group insurance policies, 
teacher tenure, and how to know exactly how music fits 
into a particular school's curriculum before signing a 
contract. Students should have more contact with public 
school children before beginning their stUdent teaching. 2 
Wilson concludes his stUdy with twenty-two lengthy 
recommendations for improving the professional music education 
at Ohio State University. These recommendations are not in­
cluded here, but may be of value to those interested in 
pursuing this study further. 
In an earlier stUdy Charles Robert Laxson surveyed 
currently active teachers with two to ten years of teaching 
experience in self-contained elementary classrooms or in 
special music teaching assignments. 3 Laxson's survey 
involved three areas: 
lIbid., pp. 50-51. 
3Charles Robert Laxson, "An Analysis of the Opinions 
of Selected Chico state College Graduates Regarding the 
Adequacy of Their Preparation to Teach Music," Dissertatiol/ 




(1) Prior-to-colle~e music experience in school and 
private music study; (2) College work in music, including 
required and elective courses; (3) Details of profes­
sional teaching experience, leading to opinions uSi~g 
rating scales, value judgments and course rankings. 
Seventy-four per cent of the elementary teachers and 
80 per cent of the special music teachers responded to the 
survey. 
The following conclusions were drawn from the data in 
regard to the elementary classroom teachers: in the music 
opportunities of their prior-to-college public school educa­
tion, there was a serious deficiency; the above average 
ratings showed general satisfaction with the required and 
elective music courses in college; there was strong support 
for the need of piano training both as a tool for musical 
understanding and as a means for teaching classroom music; 
the majority of the teachers expressed teaching confidence 
in the areas of music listening and singing, thus represent­
ing a change in attitude from previous studies; greater 
emphasis in the area of teaching rhythms, creative music 
activity and music reading techniques in college music classes 
was indicated; the need to enrich the college student teaching 
program in classroom music was recommended; among those who 
remain at the elementary teaching level, advanced training 
toward a Master's degree generally was not found; classroom 
supervision by a specialist was evident in a majority of the 
lIbid. 
11 
schools surveyed J but the kind and amount of assistance 
varied greatly and was generally inadequate. l 
Conclusions for the special music teachers were as 
follows: as noted for the elementary teachers) prior-to­
college music opportunities were meager; the necessity for 
maintaining a wide range of music teaching preparation was 
suggested by the variety of teaching assignments; since a 
majority of the respondents had teaching assignments with an 
emphasis in instrumental teaching J a need for more prepara­
tion in instrumental techniques was indicated; better 
concepts and training in general music courses were eVident. 2 
In the rating scales music performance courses 
dominated the top rankings with the exception of solo per­
formances which was placed last. Theory and literature 
courses received medium to above average ratings. Partici­
pation in community music life outside the teaching 
assignment was notably low. 
Laxson recommended that further studies in music 
curriculum effectiveness be made due to the following trends: 
a change in entrance requirements using higher admission 
standards; the shift from four years of college attendance to 
two years of junior college and then transfer to four-year 
college; and the growing emphasis on academic training in 





The purpose of Cecil Loran Lee's study was to evaluate 
the undergraduate music education curriculum of teacher-
training institutions by: 
(1) ascertaining the influence of the accrediting 
movement upon curriculum change and development; 
(2) determining present curriculum practices as compared 
with desired objectives; (3) studying selected school 
catalogs for the period 1955-65; (4) reviewing selected 
curriculumlinnovations designed to improve existing
practices. 
A questionnaire was mailed to twenty-four teacher­
training institutions recommended by Music Educators National 
Conference and National Association of Schools of Music be­
cause they had made significant changes in the ten-year 
period 1955-65 in their undergraduate music education curric­
ula. Lee received a 96 per cent return from his mailing. 
The results of the questionnaire revealed a need for a 
closer relationship between course content and the needs of 
prospective teachers. The rating was very high for the need 
to correlate related areas of learning. For example, 95 per 
cent of the participants gave the highest importance ratings 
to criteria relating to the correlation of music methods 
classes and student teaching experiences. 
According to the catalog study, relatively few changes 
had been made in the music curriculum during the ten-year 
leeci1 Loran Lee, "Developing Patterns of the 
Undergraduate Music Education Curriculum in The United 
States,ll Dissertation Abstract, XXVII (Ann Arbor: University 






period 1955-65 with the exception of music education methods 
courses. Classes in elementary, instrumental, and music edu­
cation had been added by over half of the institutions 
studied. Few classes were deleted, according to the study. 
Specific recommendations by Lee were as follows: 
greater stress should be placed upon correlation of related 
areas of learning; greater correlation must exist between 
activities of performing groups and related areas such as 
music history and literature; students must have more per­
forming experiences in large and small choral and instrumental 
ensembles; there must be integration of instrumental and 
choral literature and sight-singing, ear training, rhythmic, 
melodic, and harmonic dictation; performance practice and 
instrumental and choral conducting should be correlated with 
music history and literature; there should be experiences in 
ear-training and dictation which make use of live and 
recorded instrumental and choral ensembles; composition 
should permeate the work in music theory and be related to 
teacher preparation; music education faculty should have 
experience teaching in the public schools; there should be 
closer correlation between student teaching, methods classes, 
and observations; student teaching and observation experi­
ences must exist at all school levels; students should be 
provided with more counsel and direction during student 
teaching experiences; more consideration should be given to 
.~'1jJ1111$--------------------.. 
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the junior high school as a distinct problem in school music 
education with more emphasis placed upon the purpose and pro­
cedures of the general music class; conducting experience 
should include school literature as well as standard litera­
ture; there should be better guidance in the selection of 
methods books and other literature for instrumental and choral 
development; the school music teacher should be provided with 
piano instruction which is more closely related to their 
needs; skill should be taught in the use of minor performance 
instruments through class and ensemble experiences. 
In a study conducted by Grant Forsgren Andersen, the 
purpose was to "investigate and evaluate the college music 
preparation of secondary school music teachers in Utah and 
Eastern Idaho. 1I1 This involved a survey to determine the 
nature and amount of music preparation required of and re­
ceived by high school music teachers. Data from this survey 
was compared and evaluated in terms of their relationship to 
the recommendations of music teachers, a selected jury, and 
others. 
The results of this survey showed that the legal 
requirements for teacher certification were met by the teacher 
education institutions' music curricula; instruction required 
lGrant Forsgren Andersen, "Evaluation of the Music 
Preparation of Secondary School Music Teachers in Utah and 
Eastern Idaho " Dissertation Abstract, ll'V (Ann Arbor: 





by the colleges would be sufficient had teachers actually 
received the amount of instruction colleges indicated as being 
required; the breadth of preparation received is insufficient 
for those teachers who will teach academic as well as music 
classes; placement examination and prerequisite music require­
ments for music majors are inadequate; requirements of music 
history, literature, and appreciation fail to measure up to 
the recommendations made by teachers and jurors; teachers 
considered their preparation in the basic music courses inad­
equate, especially in ear training, dictation, and harmony; 
emphasis in performance areas should not result in sacrificing 
basic music courses; methods courses concerned with teaching 
instrumental and choral groups are inadequate; and require­
ments in student observation and student teaching, especially 
the teaching of smaller ensembles, are neglected. 
Andersen recommended that teacher preparation practices 
be continuously appraised and evaluated; every prospective 
teacher of music should be assured of a balanced program of 
general culture, basic music, musical performance, and pro­
fessional education; a teaching minor outside the area of 
music, including some student teaching in an academic area, 
should be acquired by music majors; more complete testing 
programs should be provided to help avoid duplication of 
courses already mastered; basic music should be more func­
tional with creative writing a part of all these courseSj 




music education courses; and a better background for student 
teaching should begin with music observation and partici­
pation, with assignments being made in advance of actual 
student teaching. 
A study on the preparation of the elementary 
classroom teacher and the music teacher was conducted by 
Permilla Flack Dunston. l Since the liberal arts colleges of 
North Carolina have taken an active part in the training of 
the elementary teacher within the last twenty-five years, 
Dunston made an investigation to ascertain what the small 
colleges of North Carolina were doing toward the musical 
preparation of their prospective elementary teachers and 
their public school music teachers. 
The investigation was approached in three ways: 
(1) The musical preparation of the beginning teacher 
as he enters the classroom. (2) The public school music 
teacher who works with the classroom teacher. (3) The 
elementary teacher's musica12training as it relates to his present school position. 
This study included all the teachers in a selected 
community of approximately 189,428 people in North Carolina. 
Both urban and rural communities in a consolidated system 
were included in the school district. The study involved 
Ipermilla Flack Dunston, "A Critical Analysis of the 
Music Programs in the Small Liberal Arts Colleges of North 
Carolina as They Relate to the Preparation of the Elementary 
Classroom Teachers and the Public School Music Teachers," 
Dissertation Abstract, XXVI (Ann Arbor: University Microfilm, 




approximately 890 employed elementary teachers and 20 persons 
employed as part of the music program. 
The findings of the study offered the following 
conclusions: The general music program and curricula of the 
small liberal arts colleges of North Carolina compare favor­
ably with the requirements of national groups; there is need 
of clarification of what North Carolina expects to teach 
through the various courses; there were few major differences 
and many similarities in the curricula and general music pro­
grams of state colleges and private institutions of North 
Carolina; most of the colleges considered music an integral 
part of their programs; in the views of the elementary class­
room teachers and the pUblic school music teachers, the 
courses and experiences at the college level have not been 
adequate; for the preparation of the elementary teachers, 
opportunities for training and experience with materials and 
methods have not been adequate; generally, music is accepted 
in the total elementary education program of the public 
schools; an in-service program in the public schools and 
colleges is needed; more training of the college music major 
in elementary music and materials 1s needed if the prospec­
tive supervisor is to serve the classroom teacher adequatelyj 
and most small colleges need to re-evaluate their 
curriculum. 1 
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The purpose of a study by William Edward Sims was to 
provide a basis for teacher education curriculum evaluation 
through identification of duties performed by instrumental 
music teachers, and rating of duties as to frequency and 
importance. 1 
Responses were solicited from instrumental music 
teachers through personal interviews. A check list was 
developed to assure uniformity of questions asked in the 
interview. The questions were designed to obtain information 
about the teacher, the teaching situation, general duties of 
the teacher, and specific duties relating to the teaching of 
instrumental music. 
The following recommendations were made by Sims after 
classifying and analyzing the data: 
Faculties of instrumental music departments should 
visit graduates teaching in schools within a reasonable 
distance of the college. The college should provide 
time in the schedule for at least one member of the 
department of instrumental music to conduct visitations. 
. . .College teachers would gain firsthand information 
concerning the instrumental music programs in their area. 
Colleges should provide for clinics and other in-service 
programs for high school instrumental music teachers. 
Efforts should be made to improve the instrumental music 
programs in general and string instruction in particular. 
• . .Every instrumental music teacher should be a compe­
tent string teacher, for in the small school the success 
of the string program depends upon the band director. 
There is a need for a state director of music education. 
lWilliam Edward Sims, "A Job Analysis of Instrumental 
Music Teachers in Selected High Schools in Oklahoma with 
Implications for Teacher Education," Dissertation Abstract, 
XXV (Ann Arbor: University Microfilm, Inc., 1963), p. 1036. 
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Colleges should place greater emphasis on functional 
piano for instrumental music majors. Teachers should be 
prepared to make provisions for the musically gifted. l 
In a review of the literature concerned with student 
teaching programs, it is very apparent that there is a need 
for in-depth studies in this area. Possibly one reason this 
area has not been isolated and studied more thoroughly is 
due to the difficulty of separating it from the mainstream 
of music education. The following two studies are directed 
toward the investigation of student teaching practices. 
Alice Marie Merk made a study of the student teaching 
program in music at Nyack Missionary COllege. 2 The purposes 
of her study were: 
To evaluate the present student teaching program in 
music at Nyack Missionary College (New York) according 
to the purpose of the program, pertinent literature, 
state certification, and college accreditation standards; 
to make recommendations for program improvement, and to 
develop a handbook for student teaching in music as 
related to Nyack Missionary College. j 
The following resources were used in gathering 
information for this study: 
The educational philosophy and aims of Nyack Missionary 
College and the purposes of the music education program 
as currently stated in the school catalog; state certifi­
cation requirements for public school music teachers 
2Alice Marie Merk, "A Study of the Student Teaching 
Program in Music at Nyack Missionary College With Recommenda­
tions for Improvement," Dissertation Abstract, XXVI 
(Ann Arbor: University Microfilm, Inc., 1965), p. 213. 
3Ibid . 
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(emphasis on New York State); and standards for college 
accreditation in music education (American Association 
of Colleges for Teacher Education, National Association 
of Schools of Music, Music Teachers National Association, 
Music Educators National Conference, National Council 
for Accreditation of Teacher Education). 
After an examination and evaluation of the music 
education program at Nyack Missionary College, a series of 
recommendations were made to improve the student teaching 
program in music. Also, a guide, in the form of a handbook, 
was compiled for student teaching in music as related to 
this college. 
A study similar to Merk's investigation was conducted 
by Harold Randall Wortman. 2 In his study, Wortman investi­
gated the following: 
The basic philosophies of the student teaching program 
in music in certain small, church-related, liberal arts 
colleges and • • • the relationshiP of actual practices3to these philosophies. 
Wortman limited his study to ten church-related, 
liberal arts colleges in Minnesota, Iowa, South Dakota, and 
Nebraska. Sources used to collect the data consisted of 
personal interViews, questionnaires from education and music 
department representatives of these various colleges, student 
lIbido 
2Harold Randall Wortman, "A Critical Analysis of the 
Student Teaching Program in Music in Selected Midwestern 
Liberal Arts Colleges with Specific Application to the 
Program at Sioux Falls Colle/i?e, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 11 
Dissertation Abstract, XXVI (Ann Arbor: University Microfilm, 
Inc., 1965L p. 2606. 
3Ibid. 
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teachers, and cooperating teachers and administrators 
supervising the student teaching. l 
An evaluation of the data revealed there was general 
agreement as to the basic concepts which formed the philos­
ophy for the student teaching program in music. According 
to the opinions of those involved in the study, policies and 
practices were not fUlly implementing the basic concepts. 
For example, in spite of course requirements, students were 
weak in the areas of music methods and conducting skills; 
others did not receive experiences varied to provide for 
future needs; some students did not have the opportunity to 
observe the teacher's work as a whole; in some institutions 
the music department faculty is not sufficiently involved in 
the guidance of student teachers; some music faculty members 
wished to be more actively involved in making student teach­
ing assignments; and full-time teaching with academic classes 
2
suspended was favored by the majority. 
I. OTHER STUDIES 
other studies that are indirectly related to this 
report but are relevant to the improvement of music education 
programs at the college and university level are shown in 
Appendix A. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
To obtain the desired information for this study, a 
questionnaire was developed and mailed to all music majors 
who graduated from Drake University during the period from 
January 1963 to January 1969. 1 The initial mailing was to 
352 music graduates. A second mailing was made four weeks 
after the first mailing. Each mailing included a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope. 
The questionnaire was designed after consulting with 
the Music Department and the office of the College of Fine 
Arts at Drake University. The desired information was then 
obtained by dividing the questionnaire into eight sections. 
The follOWing are the areas covered: 
1.	 Introduction: Name, address, employment information, 
date of graduation, and degrees earned from Drake 
University. 
2.	 Part I: Information about education at Drake 
University. 
3. Part II: Information about teaching experiences. 
4.	 Part III: Evaluation of training at Drake based 
upon teaching experiences. 
lExample of questionnaire, AppendiX B: page 163. 
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5.	 Part IV: Music activities in which involved if not 
teaching. 
6.	 Part V: Music activity in which involved if 
teaching. 
7.	 Part VI: Evaluation of College of Fine Arts' 
objectives. 
8. Part VIII: General comments. 
Most of the items on the questionnaire needed only a 
check or figure to answer. Also, space was provided for any 
additional comments by the recipient. To check the clarity 
of the questionnaire, it was completed by four Drake gradu­
ates. Minor changes were made, prior to the first mailing, 
to eliminate ambiguities. 
After the second mailing, there was a five-week 
waiting period to insure all possible returns had been re­
ceived. The items on the questionnaire were then coded and 
placed on computer cards, and the written responses were 
manually categorized and recorded. Through the use of the 
Computer Center at Drake, the coded cards were programmed to 
provide the folloWing information: 
1.	 Number and percentage comparison of responses by 
sex. 
2.	 Number and percentage comparison of possible re­
sponses and actual responses for each degree. 
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3.	 Number and percentage comparison of Bachelor degrees 
by major field. 
4.	 Number and percentage comparison by year of gradu­
ation from Drake with a Bachelor degree.
 
5.	 Number and percentage comparison by year of gradu­
ation from Drake with a Master degree.
 
6.	 Number and percentage comparison of B.M.E. degrees
 
by sex and major field.
 
7.	 Number and percentage comparison of geographical
 
distribution of B.M.E. graduates. (According to
 
M.E.N.C. divisions) 
8.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex and major
 
field of Bachelor graduates who have earned ad­





9.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex and major
 




10.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex and major 
field of Bachelor graduates who are working toward 
an advanced degree and the number or credit hours 
earned. 
11.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex and major 
rield of Master graduates who are working toward 




12.	 Number and percentage comparison of type of schools 
where teaching graduates are employed. For exam­
ple, public school, college or university, etc. 
13.	 Number and percentage comparison of public school 
district enrollment size where teaching graduates 
are employed. 
14.	 Number and percentage comparison of number of 
public school buildings in which teaching gradu­
ates actually work. 
15.	 Number and percentage comparison of public school 
bUilding(s) enrollment where teaching graduates 
are employed. 
16.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex of student 
teaching experiences of Drake B.M.E. graduates. 
17.	 Number comparison by sex of each student teaching 
experience compared with actual teaching 
positions. 
18.	 Number comparison by sex of number of years taught 
in each position. 
19.	 Number and percentage comparison of music 
administrative titles and functions of each 
title or combination of titles. 
20.	 Number and percentage comparison by major fields 
as to how helpful is a background in both 
instrumental and vocal music. 
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21.	 Number and percentage comparison of ratings given 
by B.M.E. graduates concerning their adequacy of 
preparation in various subject areas. 
22.	 Number and percentage comparison or ratings given 
by B.M.E. graduates concerning the importance or 
courses in elementary general music methods, 
junior high general music methods, and senior 
high music methods for voice and keyboard 
majors, and instrumental majors. 
23.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex of music 
activities of non-teaching graduates. 
24.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex as to 
reasons why graduates have left the music 
teaching profession. 
25.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex of music 
activities of teaching graduates. 
26.	 Number and percentage comparison by sex as to how 
adequately The College of Fine Arts at Drake 
University fulfilled its objectives. 
The written responses, recorded in the appendixes, are 
included in the discussion of the tables. Those statements 
which are not a part of a table are grouped and discussed in 
a separate part of the report. Following are the groupings 
of written responses as found in the appendixes. 
1.	 Statements about administrative titles and 
responsibilities. 
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2.	 Comments on adequacy of preparation in various 
areas. 
3. Reasons why graduates are no longer teaching music. 
4.	 General statements concerning contacts the graduates 
have had with the Music Department since 
graduation. 
5.	 General statements on contacts graduates would have 
liked to have with the Music Department since 
graduation. 




I. INTRODUCTION AND EDUCATION AT DRAKE UNIVERSITY 
The first part of the questionnaire was concerned with 
determining sex, information about employment, date of gradu­
ation from Drake, degree(s) earned at Drake, degree(s) earned 
since leaving Drake, degree(s) working toward, and student 
teaching experience at Drake. The data Which follows will be 
concerned with these areas. 
Of the 352 questionnaires mailed, 233 (66.2 per cent) 
were returned. Table I is a distribution of these respondees 
by sex. The majority of the responses were from female 
graduates. 
TABLE I 
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION BY SEX 
Sex Number Percentage 
Male • • • • • . . . . 84 36.0 
Female • • • • . . . . . . 147 63.1 
Did not indicate sex • . . 2 .9 
Total 233 100.0 
Table II, page 29, indicates the number who did not 
respond and the number who did respond to the questionnaire. 
The table shows the distribution by degrees. Therefore} an 
individual with both a Bachelor degree and Master degree is 
tabulated tWice. The total possible responses by degrees 
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is 424. Since there were only 352 questionnaires mailed, 
this would indicate that there are 72 graduates with both a 
Bachelor and a Master degree from Drake. 
As mentioned earlier, of the 352 questionnaires mailed, 
233 graduates responded. This is a response of 66.2 per cent. 
However, this report is concerned with the B.M.E. graduates 
and their response to the training received at Drake. 
Table II indicates that 184 (76.8 per cent) of the possible 
241 B.M.E. graduates responded to the questionnaire. The 
results of this study are more significant when the 76.8 per 
cent is taken into consideration. 
TABLE II
 
POSSIBLE RESPONSES AND ACTUAL RESPONSES FOR EACH DEGREE
 
Degree No Response Response Total Possible Resp. 
B.M.E. 57 23.2% 184 76.8% 241 100.0% 
B.M. 10 24.4% 31 75.6% 41 100.0% 
B.A. 
--
I 100.0% 1 100.0% 
M.M.E. 35 30.4% 66 69.6% 101 100.0% 
M.M. 17 42.5% 23 58.5% 40 100.0%
 
Total 119 305 424
 
Table III, page 30, is a distribution of all responses, 
by major field of study, Who received their Bachelor degree 
from Drake. The highest response was from graduates with a 
major in keyboard. The percentages for voice and instrumen­
tal majors are not far below the response for keyboard majors. 
This would indicate a good distribution of responses from all 
three major fields. Nineteen (8.2 per cent) did not receive 
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their Bachelor degrees from Drake but did receive Master 
degrees. Two of the respondees with Bachelor degrees did not 
indicate their major field on the questionnaire. 
TABLE III
 
BACHELOR DEGREES BY MAJOR FIELD
 
Major Field Number Percentage 
Voice Majors •.••• 
Instrumental Majors . 
Keyboard Majors • . • 
Did not rec. Bachelor 
Degree from Drake . 

















Table IV, page 31, is a distribution of graduates from 
Drake with Bachelor degrees according to year of graduation. 
All the responses are included in the table. 
The years covered in this study began with January 
1963 and ended with January 1969. Therefore, those in 
Table IV who received their Bachelor degrees before 1963 have 
since earned a Master degree from Drake and responded to the 
questionnaire. The year 1969 represents a small number be­
cause this includes only graduates of January 1969. 
The total of 216 Bachelor degrees represents 92.7 per 
cent of the 233 responses received. Of the 216 Bachelor 
degrees, 184 (85.4 per cent) are B.M.E. degrees, 31 (14.3 per 
cent) are B.M. degrees, and 1 (.5 per cent) is a B.A. degree. 
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The highest response was from graduates of 1965. However, 
the distribution indicates a good representation for all years 
except 1969. 
TABLE IV 
YEAR OF GRADUATION FROM DRAKE WITH BACHELOR DEGREE 
= Year B.M. B.M.E. B.A. Total 
Before 1963 3 1.4% 28 13.0% 1 .5% 32 14.9% 
1963. 5 2.3 20 9.3 25 11.6
·
•
1964. · 1 .4 19 8.8 20 9.2
· 
•
· 1965. 9 4.2 28 13.0 37 17.2
· · · 21966. .9 28 13.0 30 13.9
· · · 1967. 2.3 29 13.4 34 15.7•
· · 
5 
1968. 6 2.8 25 11.6 31 14.4 
1969. · ·• · 4 1.8 4 1.8




Total 31 14.3 184 8 .2 1 
Table V, page 32, shows the number of graduates with 
Master degrees for each year covered in this study. Since 
this study covered the period of January 1963 to January 1969, 
the number for 1969 includes only January graduates. 
The total of 89 represents 38.2 per cent of the 233 
responses received. Of the 89 Master degrees, 23 (25.9 per 
cent) are M.M. degrees and 66 (74.1 per cent) are M.M.E. 
degrees. The highest response was from graduates of 1966. 
The years 1965, 1967, and 1968 are the next highest With very 
close percentages. The majority of the responses from the 
graduates with Master degrees were in the years 1964 through 




YEAR OF GRADUATION FROM DRAKE WITH MASTER DEGREE
 
Year M.M. M.M.E. Total 
Before 1963 1 1.1% 1 1.1% 
1963. 6 6.7 6 6.7
· 1964. 4 4.5% 6 6.7 10 11.2
· · · 1965. 7 7.9 10 11.2 17 19.1 
1966. · · · 5 5.6 18 20.2 23 25.8
· · · 1967. 3 3.4 11 12.4 14 15.8
· 1968. · · 4 4.5 11 12.4 15 16.9 
! Ii · · · 1969. 
· · · 
3 3.4 3 3.4 
Total 23 25.9% 66 74.1% 89 100.0% 
f ! ~_, 
Table VI, page 33, shows the distribution by sex and 
major field of the 184 B.M.E. graduates being studied in this 
report. Of the male population, the highest response was 
from instrumental majors. Of the female population, the 
highest response was from keyboard majors with voice majors 
next highest. The total percentages for the major fields 
shows a relatively even distribution. These percentages do 
not vary much from those shown in Table III, page 30. As 
shown in Table VI, the male B.M.E. graduates represent 34.7 
per cent and the female B.M.E. graduates represent 65.2 per 
cent of the B.M.E. population. These percentages are com­
parable to those in Table I, page 28, for the total responses. 
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TABLE VI 
B.M.E. DEGREES BY SEX AND MAJOR FIELD 
Male B.M.E. Female B.M.E. 
Major Field Graduates Graduates Total 
Voice . . . . 13 7.1'/0 43 23.4'/0 56 30.5%
· · · Instrumental. 40 21.7 23 12.5 63 34.2
· · 
• 
Keyboard. • . 10 5.4 53 28.8 63 34.2
· · Did not indicate. • 1 .5 1 .5 2 1.0 
Total 64 34.7% 120 65.2% 184 100.0% 
Table VII, page 34, shows the geographical distribution 
of the 184 B.M.E. graduates according to the divisions used 
by the Music Educators National Conference. The states in-
eluded in each division are listed under the table. 
Table VII shows 76.6 per cent of the B.M.E. graduates 
are residing in the North Central Division or the Middle 
West region of the United States. The next highest, 9.8 per 
cent, reside in the Southwestern Division, and this region 
includes a few states in the Middle West. The 76.6 per cent 
of the 184 B.M.E. graduates residing in the North Central 
Division is comparable to the 76.4 per cent of the total 
233 responses residing in the same diVision. This study in­
dicates that a large percentage of Drake graduates continue 
to reside in the Middle West. 
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TABLE VII 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF B.M.E. GRADUATES 
M.E.N.C. Divisions B.M.E. Graduates 
Eastern Division. 
· · · · 
8 4.4% 
North Central Division. 
· · · 
141 76.6 




· · · · 
5 2.7 
Southwestern Division 
· · · · 
18 9.8 
Western Division. 
· · · · 
8 4.4 
Other . . . . . . 
· · · · 
1 .5 
Did not indicate. 
· · · · 
1 .5 
Total 184 100.0% 
Following are the states included in each 
Music Educators National Conference division: 
Eastern Division: Connecticut, Delaware, District 
of Columbia, 14aine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania. 
North Central Division: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, 
Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin. 
Northwestern Division: Alaska, Idaho, Montana, 
Oregon, Washington, Wyoming. 
Southern Division: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia. 
Southwestern Division: Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, 
Missouri, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas. 
Western Division: Arizona, California, Guam, Hawaii, 
Nevada, Utah. 
Table VIII, page 36, is divided into four sections to 
facilitate ease in reading. Each section is concerned with 
advanced degrees earned by all respondees with Bachelor 
degrees. Furthermore, Table VIII is broken-down by sex, 
major field of study, and advanced degrees earned at Drake 
and at other institutions. 
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The total number of males who graduated from Drake with 
Bachelor degrees is 84. Of this number, 41 (47.7 per cent) 
earned advanced degrees at Drake, and 6 (7.2 per cent) earned 
advanced degrees from another institution. Also, 37 (45.2 
per cent) of the 84 males did not go on to earn an advanced 
degree. There were no advanced degrees earned beyond the 
Master level. 
The total number of females who graduated from Drake 
with Bachelor degrees is 147. Of this number, 46 (31.3 per 
cent) earned advanced degrees from Drake, and 9 (6.3 per 
cent) earned advanced degrees from other institutions. Also, 
93 (64.7 per cent) did not go on to earn an advanced degree. 
In comparison with the male graduates, a smaller per­
centage of females has earned an advanced degree. 
Those with Master degrees from Drake were asked to 
indicate the advanced degrees they had earned since leaving 
Drake. The response indicated there were no advanced 
degrees earned. However, Table X, page 39, shows by sex and 
major field the advanced degrees toward which the graduates 
with Master degrees are working. 
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TABLE VIII 
BACHELOR DEGREE GRADUATES WHO HAVE EARNED ADVANCED DEGREES 
A. FROM DRAKE-MALES 
Ad. Degrees Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
M.M. 2 2 2.4% 4 4.8% 8 9.6% 
M.A. 
-­M.M.E. 22 2 .0 4 4.8 33 38.1 
Total 24 2 .4 8 9.6 41 4 . 






















Instrumental Keyboard Total 
M.M. 2 1.3% 12 8.2% 14 9.5% 
M.A. 
M.M.E. 11 7.5% 9 6.1 12 8.2 32 21.8 
Total 11 7.5% 11 7.5% 24 16.4% 46 31.3% 
ee 
D. FROM OTHER INSTITUTIONS-FEMALES 
;; j 
Ad. Degrees Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
M.M. 1 .7% 1 .7% 
M.A. 1 .7 1 .7 
1 1 .7 2 1.4M.M.E. .7% 1 .7 1 .7M.S.T. 1M. S. 1 .7 .7 
Spec. Cert. 1 .7 1 .7 2 1.4 
S.M.M. 1 .7 1 .7 
1 2 1.4% 6 4.2! 9 6.3!T,o:ta1: .J! 
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Table IX, page 38, shows the advanced degrees toward 
which graduates with Bachelor degrees are working. The table 
is divided into two sections to facilitate ease in reading. 
One section is concerned with male graduates with Bachelor 
degrees and the other section is concerned with female gradu­
ates with Bachelor degrees. Furthermore, each section is 
broken-down by major field of study and by the advanced 
degrees toward which the graduates are working. 
The total number of males who graduated from Drake 
with Bachelor degrees is 84. Of this number, 29 (34.6 per 
cent) are working toward an advanced degree. Since 47 
(54.9 per cent) have earned an advanced degree, this leaves 
8 (10.7 per cent) Who are not working toward or have not 
earned an advanced degree. 
The total number of females who graduated from Drake 
with Bachelor degrees is 147. Of this number, 44 (30.6 per 
cent) are working toward an advanced degree. Since 55 
(37.6 per cent) have earned an advanced degree, this leaves 
48 (35.0 per cent) who are not working toward or have not 
earned an advanced degree. 
In comparison with the male graduates, a smaller 




BACHELOR DEGREE GRADUATES WORKING TOWARD ADVANCED DEGREES 
A. MALE GRADUATES 
Ad. Degrees Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
M.M. 2 2.4% 1 1.2% 3 3.6% 
M.A. 1 1.2 -- I 1.2 
M.M.E. 2 2.4% 7 8.3 3 3.6 12 14.3 
Ph.D. 1 1.2 1 1.2 1 1.2 3 3.6 
D.M. 1 1.2 1 1.2 1 1.2 3 3.6 
Other 1 1.2 2 2.4 4 4.7 7 8.3
 
Total 5 6.0% 14 16.7% 10 11.9% 29 34.6%
 
B. FEMALE GRADUATES 
Ad. Degrees Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
M.M. 5 3.4% 1 .7% 7 4.7% 13 8.8% 
M.A. -- I .7 1 .7 
M.M.E. 6 4.1 4 2.7 5 3.4 15 10.2
 
Ph.D. 1 .7 1 .7
 
Ed.D. 1 .7 1 .7
 
D.M.E. 1 .7 1 .7 2 1.4 
M.A.C.E. 1 .7 -- I .7 
M.S.T. 1 .7 1 .7 2 1.4
 
M.Ed. 1 .7 1 .7 2 1.4
 
M.A.T. 2 1.4 2 1.4 
other 1 .7 2 1.4 1 ·7 4 2.8 
Total 18 12.4! 9 6.2% 17 11.6t 44 30.6%
. 
Table X, page 39, shows the advanced degrees toward 
which graduates with Master degrees are working. The table 
is divided into two sections to facilitate ease in reading. 
The first section is concerned with male graduates with 
Master degrees, while the other section is concerned with 
female graduates with Master degrees. Each section is 
broken-down by major field of study and by the advanced 
degrees toward which the graduates are working. 
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The total number of males who graduated from Drake with 
Master degrees is 42. Of this number, 12 (28.8 per cent) of 
the males with Master degrees are working toward an advanced 
degree. Table XII, page 42, gives the number of credit hours 
earned toward advanced degrees. 
The total number of females who graduated from Drake 
with Master degrees is 47. Of this number, 6 (12.6 per cent) 
are working toward an advanced degree. Table XII gives the 
number of credit hours earned toward advanced degrees. 
As mentioned earlier, the response by graduates from 
Drake with Master degrees indicated no advanced degrees had 
been earned. Table X indicates 18 (41.4 per cent) of the grad­
uates with Master degrees are working toward advanced degrees. 
TABLE X 





Ad. Degrees Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
Ph.D.	 2 4.8% 1 2.4% 3 7.2'/;
D.M.	 I 2.4 1 2.4 2 4.8 
D.M.A. 1 2.4 I 2.4 2 4.8
 
Ed.S. 1 2.4 1 2.4
 
A.M.D.	 I 2.4 1 2.4 
Other 1 2.4 1 2.4 1 2.4 3 7.2
 
Total 1 2.4% 6 14.4% 5 12.0% 12 28.8%
 
;	 ! ; ! ; 
B. FEMALE GRADUATES 
,	 I ;') 11 _ j .£ 
Ad. Degrees Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
Ph.D. 1 2.1%	 1 2.1% 
Ed.D.	 1 2.1% 1 2.1 
D.M.E.	 1 2.1 1 2.1 
Other 1 2.1 1 2.1 1 2.1 3 6.3 
Total ,3 1 
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Table XI, page 41, shows the number of credit hours 
earned toward advanced degrees by graduates with Bachelor 
degrees. This table is also divided into two sections to 
facilitate ease in reading. Section A is concerned with male 
graduates and Section B is concerned with female graduates. 
Each section indicates the number of credit hours and the 
major field of study. 
Of the 29 male graduates with Bachelor degrees working 
toward advanced degrees, 17 (58.6 per cent) have completed 
less than 20 credit hours. There are 6 (20.6 per cent) who 
have completed more than 50 credit hours. 
Of the 44 female graduates with Bachelor degrees 
working toward advanced degrees, 23 (52.3 per cent) have 
completed less than 10 credit hours and 37 (84.1 per cent) 
have completed less than 20 credit hours. Only 3 (6.9 per 
cent) have completed over 30 credit hours. 
In comparison with the male graduates, the female 
graduates are not as far along in completing their work 








A. MALE GRADUATES 
Number of 
Credit Hours Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
1 to 9 1 ~.5% 3 10.3% 2 6.9% 6 20.7%10 to 19 2 .9 7 24.1 2 6.9 11 37.9 
20 to 29 1 3.5 1 3.5 -- 2 7.0 
30 to 39 2 6.9 2 6.9 4 13.8 
40 to 49 -- -­
50 and over 1 3.5 1 3.5 4 13.6 6 20.6 
Total 5 17.4% 14 48.3% 10 34.3% 29 100.0% 
B. FEMALE GRADUATES· 
Number of 
Credit Hours Voice Instrumental Keyboard Total 
1 to 9 6 13.6% 6 13.6% 11 25.1% 23 52.3% 
10 to 19 9 20.4 2 4.6 3 6.8 14 31.8 
20 to 29 2 4.5 2 4.5 4 9.0 
30 to 39 1 2.3 1 2.3 1 2.3 3 6.9 
40 to 49 
50 and over 
Total 
! ,. 
18 40.8% 9 20.5% 17 38.7% 44 100.0$i 
Note: Table IX, page 38, shows the advanced degrees toward 
which each of the above major fields are working. 
Table XII, page 42, shows the number of credit hours 
earned toward advanced degrees by graduates with Master 
degrees. The first part of this table is concerned with male 
graduates, While the other part is concerned with female grad­
uates. Each section indicates the number of credit hours and 
the major field of study. 
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Of the 12 male graduates with Master degrees working 
toward advanced degrees, all have completed over 10 credit 
hours of work. Seven (58.2 per cent) have completed 10 to 
39 eredi t hours and 5 (41.8 per cent) have completed 50 or 
more credit hours. 
Of the 6 female graduates with Master degrees working 
toward advanced degrees, all have completed less than 20 
credit hours. The majority, 4 (66.7 per cent), has completed 
10 to 19 credit hours of work toward their advanced degrees. 
As was the case with Bachelor graduates, the female 
Master graduates are not as far along in completing their 
work toward advanced degrees as the male Master graduates. 
TABLE XII
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The advanced degrees toward Which each of the major 
fields in Table XII, page 42, are working are shown in 
Table X, page 39. 
Table XIII, page 44, shows all the responses broken­
down by degrees earned at Drake, whether the respondees are 
teaching and if they are teaching, and the type of school. 
The table is divided into two sections to show all 233 
responses and only the 184 B.M.E. responses. 
Of the 233 responses, 102 (44 per cent) are not 
teaching, 116 (49.8 per cent) are teaching in the pUblic 
schools, 9 (3.8 per cent) are teaching in a university or 
college, and 6 (2.6 per cent) are teaching in parochial, 
trades, overseas, or other type school. Four of the re­
spondees are B.M. graduates teaching in the public schools 
and are not music education majors. Of the nine teaching at 
the university level, four do not have a degree beyond the 
Bachelor level. 
The second section of Table XIII, page 44, shows only 
the B.M.E. graduates from Drake. Of the 184 B.M.E. graduates, 
75 (40.8 per cent) are not teaching, 98 (53.3 per cent) are 
teaching in the public schools, 5 (2.7 per cent) are teaching 
at the university level, 2 (1.1 per cent) are teaching in 
parochial schools, 1 (.5 per cent) is teaching in a trades 
school, 1 (.5 per cent) is teaching overseas, and 2 (1.1 per 
cent) are teaching in schools other than those indicated. Of 
the 5 B.M.E. teaching at the university level, only two have 
degrees at the Master level. 
-- -- - - --
---
TAbLE XIII 
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Table XIV, page 46, is concerned only with the 116 
graduates teaching in public schools and the school district 
size Where these graduates are employed. The table is 
divided into two sections with the second section showing the 
distribution of B.M.E. teaching graduates. The school dis­
trict enrollment categories are the same as those used by the 
National Education Association. 
Of the 116 graduates teaching, 32 (27.6 per cent), 
which is the largest group, is found in school districts of 
300 to 1,199 enrollment. The distribution is fairly even 
beginning with the school district size of 1,200 to 2,999 
and ending with the school district size of 25,000 to 49,999 
enrollment. However, since the 25,000 to 49,999 school dis­
trict is as large as all the others before it, a more 
significant observation is there are 92 (79.2 per cent) of 
the 116 teaching graduates in school districts beginning with 
300 to 1,199 and ending with 12,000 to 24,999 enrollments. 
The second section of Table XIV shows only the B.M.E. 
teaching graduates from Drake. There are 98 B.M.E. graduates 
teaching and this represents 84.5 per cent of the 116 teach­
ing graduates. The distribution for the B.M.E. graduates is 
similar to the 116 teaching graduates. 
Table XV, page 48, is concerned with the enrollment 
size of the specific building or buildings in Which the 116 
teaching graduates are working. For example, a graduate with 
a B.M.E. degree tabulated in the "400 to 499" column might be 
TABLE XIV 
PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLLMENT SIZE WHERE TEACHING GRADUATES ARE EMPLOYED 
A. ALL	 TEACHING GRADUATES (116) 
Drake 50 300 1,200 3,000 6,000 12,000 25,000 50,000 100,000 
Degrees to to to to to to to to or 
Earned 299 1,199 2,999 5,999 11,999 24,999 49,999 99,999 More 
B.M. .. 1 .9% 1 .9% -­ -­ 1 .9% -­ -­ -­ -­ 1 .9% 
8.M.E. 21 18.1 8 6.8 4 3.5% 7 6.0 7 6.0% 9 7.7% 1 .9 
M.M.E ••• 3 2.6 2 1.7 3 2.6 1 .9 2 1.7 1 .9 1 .9 
B.M.E. &: 
M.M. • • 1 .9 1 .9 -­ -­ -­ -­ 1 .9 
B.M.E. &: 
M.M.E •• 2 1.7% 6 5.1 6 5.1 5 4.3 3 2.6 8 6.8 6 5.1 1 .9 1 .9% 
B.A. &: 
M.M.E. - -­ 1 .9 -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­
Total 2 1.7% ~2 27.6% 18 15.4% 13 11.3% 12 
B. B.M.E. TEACHING GRADUATES (98) 
Drake 50 300 1,200 3,000 6,000 12,000 25,000 50,000 100,000 
Degree to to to to to to to to or 
Earned 299 1,199 2,999 5,999 11,999 24,999 _49,~L_9jt,999 More 
B.M.E.. • 2 2.1% 27 27.6% 15 15.3% 10 10.2% 10 10.2% 15 15.3% 16 16.2% 2 2.1% 1 1.0% 
Note:	 The school district enrollment categories used at the top of Table XIV are the same 
as utilized by the National Education Association with the exception of a III to 49" 
column. This column was omitted because there were no teaching graduates in this ~ 
size school district. 0\ 
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teaching in more than one building. For information concerning 
the number of buildings in which graduates are teaching, see 
Table XVI, page 50. 
Table XV, page 48, is divided into two sections with 
the second section showing the distribution of B.M.E. teaching 
graduates. The school building enrollment categories used in 
this table are the same as those used by the National 
Education Association. 
Table XV shows almost one-third, 36 (31 per cent), are 
teaching in building(s) with enrollments of 1,000 or more. 
At the other end of the table, there are only 2 (1.8 per cent) 
teaching in building(s) with enrollments of less than 200. 
The remaining graduates are almost evenly distributed among 
the other columns. By combining totals, it is interesting to 
note there are 63 (54.1 per cent) teaching in building(s) 
with enrollments of 700 or more, and 99 (85.2 per cent) teach­
ing in building(s) of 400 or more. The B.M.E. graduates show 
a similar distribution with 51 (52.2 per cent) in building(s) 
of 700 or more, and 83 (84.7 per cent) in building(s) of 400 
or more. 
Table XVI, page 50, indicates the number of public 
school buildings in which graduates are teaching. The table 
is divided into sections with the second section giving the 
distribution for B.M.E. teaching graduates. 
Of the 116 teaching graduates, 64 (55.2 per cent) are 
teaching in one building, 28 (24.2 per cent) are teaching in 
TABLE XV 
PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDING(S) ENROLLMENT SIZE WHERE TEACHING GRADUATES AP~ EMILOYED 
A. ALL TEACHING GRADUATES (l16) 
Drdroe LEi;:;" 2:;J 50 75 ----rou 200 "'300 400 500 660 700 000 . ~vv Iv)V 
De6: ee:; Than to to to to to to to to to to to to or 
E,:Hned 22 4;1 "(4 99 199 299 399 499 ,99 6Y9 79'3 dY9 9S1':J _~_ 
B.M .••.... 1 
.9'1> -- -- -- -- -- - - -- - .,. 3 2 .. :>% 
8.M.E .•... 1 .9% 1 .9'f, 3 2.5~ 6 5.2% 7 6.o~ 6 5.2 If 3.5% d 6.<)% 5 4.3% 3 2.5~ 15 11.2 
. ? .' , 4,)M.M.E, ...• 1 .9 1 .9 1 .9 1 .9 1 .9 -- -- .) •• :;1 
8.M.E. 8:; 




1t..M.E ••.•• 4 3.4 
-- -- 3 2.5 3 2., 7 6.0 2 1.7 1 .9 4 3.4 14 12.1
 
B.'" & 
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two buildings and 12 (10.4 per cent) are in three buildings. 
This indicates 92 (79.4 per cent) are teaching in one twoor 
buildings and 104 (89.8 per cent) teaching in toare one 
three buildings. 
In comparison, the B.M.E. graduates show 56 (48.3 per 
cent) teaching in one building, 25 (21.5 per cent) in two 
buildings, and 9 (7.8 per cent) in three buildings. This 
indicates 81 (69.8 per cent) of the B.M.E. graduates are 
teaching in one or two buildings and 90 (77.6 per cent) are 
teaching in one to three buildings. 
Although there is some traveling between school 
buildings by the music graduates, about half are teaching in 
one bUilding. With this information, and the data from 
Table XIV, page 46, and Table XV, page 48, the prospective 
music teacher should be prepared to teach in school districts 
with enrollments from 300 to 50,000 and in school building(s) 
with enrollment from 400 to over 1,000. As the tables indi­
cate, there is no high concentration of teaching graduates 
in a certain school district or building(s) size. The dis­
tribution is fairly even. 
Table XVII, page 52, gives the student teaching 
experiences of the 184 B.M.E. graduates of Drake who responded 
to the questionnaire. The level and areas are those indicated 
by the respondees. Also, the responses are divided according 






NUMBER OF PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDINGS 
IN WHICH GRADUATES ARE TEACHING 
A. ALL TEACHING GRADUATES (116) 
Drake Five
Degrees One Two Three Four or 
Earned Building BUildings Buildings Buildings More 
B.M. 2 1.7% 1.
· 
• .9% 1 .9% 
B.M.E. 33 28.5 17 14.7% 4 3.5 2 1.7% 1 .9%
· ·
M.M.E. 5 4.3 3 2.6 2 1.7 1 .9 2 1.7 
B.M.E. & 
M.M. 1 .9 1 .9 1 .9
· · 
B.M.E. & 





1 .9 -- -­
Total 64 22. 2% 2824.2! 12 10.4% 5 4.4% 7 6.1%! 1'6 














B.M.E .•• 56 48.3% 25 21.5% 9 7.8% 4 3.4% 4 3.4% 
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Table XVII, page 52, indicates the male respondees did 
most of their student teaching in the area of instrumental 
music. Twenty-four of the 63 B.M.E. male graduates did their 
student teaching in senior high instrumental music. Further 
examination of Table XVII shows that 45 of the 63 B.M.E. male 
graduates did their student teaching in instrumental music at 
the junior high or senior high level. There was no instru­
mental student teaching by males at the elementary level. 
The remaining 18 male responses did their student teaching in 
vocal or general music at one or more of the three levels. 
Table XVII shows the female respondees did their 
student teaching at more levels and in more areas than the 
male graduates. However, the student teaching experiences 
of the female graduates are concentrated in the area of 
general and vocal music. For example, 63 of the B.M.E. 
female graduates did their student teaching in elementary 
general and vocal music, 24 in junior high general and/or 
vocal music, and 6 in senior high vocal music. In other 
words, 101 of the 119 female B.M.E. graduates did their stu­
dent teaching in general or vocal music. In addition to 
student teaching in general or vocal music, 12 of these 101 
graduates obtained teaching experience in elementary instru­
mental music and one in junior high instrumental music. 
Those who did all their student teaching in instrumental 
music included one at the elementary level, 9 at the junior 
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high level, one at the elementary and junior high level, and 
4 at the senior high level. Student teaching experience in 
the humanities was indicated by 3 female graduates. 
TABLE XVII 
STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCES OF DRAKE B.M.E. GRADUATES 
(Total B.M.E. Responses: 184) 
Level and Area 
of Student Teaching Male Female 
Did not receive degree from Drake. 1 .5% 2 1.1% 
Elementary-General • • • • • • . • 3 1.6 50 27.2 
Elementary-Instrumental•.•••• 1 .5 
Elementary-General & Instrumental. 9 4.9 
Elem.-Gen., Inst. & Vocal •••. 1 .5 
Elem.-General & Other Music ••• 1 .5 
Elem.-Gen., Inst. & Other Music. 1 .5 
Junior High-General •••••• 1 .5 7 3.8 
Junior High-Instrumental • • . • • 16 8.8 9 4.9 
Junior High-Vocal ..•.... 1 .5 
Jr. High-General & Vocal • . • 2 1.1 14 7.7 
Jr. High-General & Other Music 1 .5 
Elem. & Jr. High-Instrumental ••. 1 .5 
Elem. & Jr. High-General & Vocal 2 1.1 
Senior High-Instrumental • . . 24 13.2 4 2.2 
Senior High-Vocal ..••••..• 9 4.9 12 6.6 
Senior High-Inst. & Vocal.... 2 1.1 
Senior High-Humanities & Vocal • 2 1.1 
Elem. & Senior High-Humanities, 
Vocal & General . • . . . . . 1 .5 
Jr. High, Sr. High-Instrumental. 3 1.6 
Jr. High, Sr. High-General & 
Vocal . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1.1 1 .5 
Higher Ed., Elementary-Vocal, 
Instrumental & General ••• 1 ·5 
63 34.4% 121Total 
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II. MUSIC TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCES 
The second part of the questionnaire was concerned 
with the music teaching and administrative experiences of the 
graduates after graduation from Drake. The graduates were 
asked to check the level and area of teaching experiences for 
their first, second, third, and fourth positions. Also, the 
respondees were to indicate the number of years taught in 
each position. To indicate their experience as a music 
administrator, the graduates were to check one or more of 
four titles shown and give a brief explanation of their 
responsibilities. 
Student teaching experiences compared with actual 
teaching positions. Since this report is an evaluation of 
the Bachelor of Music Education program at Drake University, 
only the graduates with B.M.E. degrees are included in the 
tables which follow. These tables are part of the investi­
gation concerned With the actual teaching positions held by 
the B.M.E. graduates as compared with their student teaching 
experience. In other words, are the graduates teaching in 
the same areas as they did their student teaching? To an­
swer this question, a table has been constructed for each of 
the student teaching experiences indicated on page 52. Each 
table traces the actual teaching experiences of B.M.E. grad­
ates with the same student teaching experience. Also, the 
graduates are separated by sex. 
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Although the tables show the level and area of actual 
teaching beyond the senior high level, this study is mainly 
concerned with the elementary, junior high, and senior high 
levels and the areas of general, vocal, instrumental music, 
and humanities. Whenever the term flother music II is used, it 
refers to music subjects other than general, vocal, instru­
mental music, and humanities. Whenever the term "other than 
music ll is used, it refers to sUbjects taught outside the area 
of music. There are a few graduates teaching other subjects 
in addition to music. 
Table XVIII, page 55, shows the various teaching 
positions for the 53 B.M.E. graduates Who did their student 
teaching in elementary general music. The first position 
column indicates the folloWing: 5 graduates did not teach 
after graduation; 27 graduates taught elementary general 
music; a total of 10 graduates taught elementary general 
music plus another music SUbject; the remaining 10 graduates 
taught at other levels and areas. The second position column 
indicates the following: 30 graduates are either teaching at 
their previous position or no longer teaching; 10 graduates 
are teaching elementary general music; 2 graduates are teach­
ing elementary general music and another music subject; the 
remaining 11 graduates are teaching at other levels and areas. 
The third position column indicates: 45 graduates are either 
teaching at their previous position or no longer teaching; 5 
graduates are teaching elementary general music; 2 graduates 
TABLE XVIII 
B. tic. E. GRA.)UX1'E,) ljTUDEN'r rrEACHING EXFERIENCE IN ELE1YlENTARY GE.NERAL ~mSIC 
C0;,'FAf~E:D :iI'rH ACTUAL TEACHING PO..:iITIJN 
(Total )3) 
Le vel a rl.l F.: e a f'"l 1 r·;:'=· t Second ThirJ. Fourtn 
n-'"l 
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~~ctual Tea,:'nirJ6 Jy~a .1 e F'erna 1e 1-1a1e Female J.ja1e Fe J1l.a 1e Male Female 
~ :'~ c t tea C L g- a t t r1.1 5 !] 0- S 1 t 10 L1 2 43 3 LtD 
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E 1e:r:e n- ta r;y - I Y-j ,.3. t r LATT~e:j t.a 1" . . • 
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E.le'rLe!'·itary-~-/:) ].1 ......•. 
Elerr~er}tar'y~-Otrler' -l'rlan Ivius-ic" 1 
Jr. Hign-JuoJect not indicated
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General & Vocal . . . 1 1 
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*Trle e total are graduates who did not indicate a second, third, or fourth position. Vi
 Vi 
Toey are eittler still teaching at one of the previous positions or no longer teaching. 
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are teaching elementary general music and another music 
subject; the remaining 1 is teaching at another level and 
area. 
Table XIX3 page 57, shows the teaching positions for 
1 B.M.E. graduate who did her student teaching in elementary 
instrumental music. This graduate did not teach music at 
her first and second position 3 but taught as an elementary 
classroom teacher. At her third position 3 this graduate 
taught junior high and senior high general music and another 
subject. At the fourth position, this graduate returned to 
teaching in the elementary classroom. 
Table XX, page 57, shows the various teaching positions 
for 9 B.M.E. graduates Who did their student teaching in 
elementary general and instrumental music. The first position 
column shows the following: 1 graduate taught elementary gen­
eral and instrumental music; 6 graduates taught elementary 
general music; 2 graduates taught elementary general and 
vocal music in combination with other levels. The second 
position column indicates the following: 5 graduates are 
either teaching at their previous position or no longer teach­
ing; no graduates are teaching elementary general and 
instrumental music; 2 graduates are teaching elementary gen­
eral music; 1 graduate is teaching junior high general and 
vocal music; 1 graduate is teaching elementary and junior 
high general, instrumental and vocal music. The third posi­
tion column indicates the following: 7 graduates are either 
TABLE XIX 
B.M.E. GRADUATE'S STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
COMPARED	 WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 1) 















Elementary-Other Than Music • 
Jr. High, Sr. High-General & 


















B.M.E. GRADUATES' STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY GENERAL 
AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 9) 
Level and Area First Second Third Fourth 
of Position Position Position Position 
Actual Teaching Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
*Not teaching at this position • • 
Elementary-General • • • • • • • • 
















Jr. High-General &: Vocal • • • •• 
Elementary, Jr. High-Gen. &: Vocal. 
Elementary, Jr. High-General, 











Sr. High-Humanities, lost. &; Vocal 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High­
-­ -­ -­ -­ -­ 1 
General &: Vocal • • • • • • • • -­ 1 
Total -,­ 9 -­ 9 -­ 9 -­ 9 U1 
-J 
*These totals are of graduates who did not indicate a second, 
They are either teaching at one of the previous positions or 
third or fourth position. 
no longer teaching. 
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teaching in their previous position or no longer teaching; no 
graduates are teaching elementary general and instrumental 
music; 1 graduate is teaching elementary general music; 1 
graduate is teaching senior high humanities, instrumental and 
vocal music. The ~ourth position indicates there are 9 grad­
uates who are either teaching in their previous position or 
no longer teaching. 
Table XXI, page 59, shows the teaching position for 1 
B.M.E. graduate who did her student teaching in elementary 
general, vocal, and instrumental music. The table indicates 
this graduate began at her first position as an elementary 
general music teacher. Since this graduate did not check the 
second, third or fourth positions, she is either teaching at 
her first position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXII, page 59, shows the teaching position for 
1 B.M.E. graduate who did her student teaching in elementary 
general and other music. This graduate taught elementary 
general music and other than music subject at her first, 
second and third positions. Since this graduate did not check 
the fourth position, she is either teaching at the previous 
position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXIII, page 60, shows the teaching positions for 
1 B.M.E. graduate who did her student teaching in elementary 
general, instrumental, and other music. The first position 
column indicates this graduate taught elementary general music. 
The second position column indicates she taught elementary, 
TABLE XXI 
B.M.E. GRADUATE I S STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY GENERAL, VOCAL 
AND	 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 1) 
Level and Area 
of 













*Not teaching at this position 
Elementary-General • • • • • . 
Total 

















*This total indicates the graduate did not check the second, third or fourth position. 
Therefore, the graduate is either teaching in area shown in first position column or 
no longer teaching. 
TABLE XXII 
B.M.E. GRADUATE I S STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY GENERAL 
AND	 OTHER MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 1) 
Level and Area First Second Third Fourth 
of Position Position Position Position 
Actual Teaching Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
*Not teaching at this position 1 
Elementary-General & 
Other Than Music •.••.. . . 1 1 1 
Total	 1 1 1 1 
*This total indicates the graduate did not check the fourth position. Therefore, the 




B.M.E. GRADUATE'S STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY GENERAL, INSTRUMENTAL 
AND OTHER MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 1) 
Level and Area 
of 
Actual Teaching 
*Not teaching at this position • . 
Elementary-General • • • • • • • • 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High­
Humanities, Vocal & General • 
Total 
*This total indicates the graduate did not check the third and fourth positions. 




junior high, and senior high humanities, vocal, and general 
music. The third and fourth positions indicate she is either 
teaching at the previous position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXIV, page 62, shows the teaching position for 8 
B.M.E. graduates who did their student teaching in junior 
high general music. The first position column indicates the 
following: there are no graduates teaching only junior high 
general music; 2 graduates are teaching junior high general 
and vocal music; 3 graduates are teaching junior general 
music combined with other levels and areas of music; 2 grad­
uates are teaching elementary general music; 1 graduate is 
teaching senior high vocal music. The second position column 
indicates the following: there are no graduates teaching only 
junior high general music; 1 graduate is teaching at the 
elementary level, but not music; 7 graduates are either 
teaching at the previous position or no longer teaching. The 
third position column indicates the following: there are no 
graduates teaching only junior high general music; I graduate 
is teaching elementary general and vocal music; 7 graduates 
are either teaching at a previous position or no longer 
teaching. The fourth position column indicates all the grad­
uates are either teaching at a previous position or no longer 
teaching. 
Table XXV, page 64, shows the teaching positions for 
25 B.M.E. graduates who did their student teaching in junior 
high instrumental music. The first position column indicates 
TABLE XXIV 
,3 • IT'J • 1~ & GRi\ i.l,. I STUl)Er-~rr TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN
 
,'", ""'\"
\..: 1...., ... ~ D ,'il AC L TEACHING P ITION 
( tal 6) 
L·f.:-:-,' e-.;. --a :'.i- -- - I;" i r' ~i--t-",[\rea ..:·ecOni] Thlr'Cl. :Fourtn 
r'~ ::,) ,'_. ~ ,. t ,', Y'\\ '
 
'"-" l.
 ... ',,.j L.." ..L .....1 A l PC~3i t:lC)!1 Position Position 
;.~ '_ t u a J. a. c ~~1_1 rj ~_' _ Ie Ferria Ie tv1a 1 e r;le n~a 1 e lvlale F'emale l'131e Female 
·1~ot teacrli~; at tr1i ~o.~it~O!l 
E~ 1 e rLe rl ta. r~{ - Ge :le ra 1 
Ele~entary-General & Va a1 . 
Ele~entary-Ctner Than Music. 
Jr. Hign-Ger;eral ,~ Vocal . . . .. 1 
Ele~entary. Jr. Hi -General 
& V cal . 
Jenlor Hi -Val. 
E~e~entary, Jr. Hi ,Sr. Hign­
(}erje~cal f:£ \"c<~al 
El.erI.entary, Jr. HlgJi, r. Higl';­
CeLe2al, Vocal & In:3trumental 
Total ~ 
-:....-..-_----===--~:~,,~_."'. .,.__." ._---~----_ .....--' 
~ine,)e tota ,j are i:jraduate~; W!lO did not indicate a :3econd, third, or l'ourtn fosition.
 




JUNIOR HIGH GENERAL MUSIC 
63 
the following: there are no graduates teaching just junior 
high instrumental music; 8 male and 5 female graduates are 
teaching junior high instrumental music in combination with 
other levels and areas of music; 2 female graduates are teach­
ing instrumental music at the elementary level; 1 female 
graduate is teaching elementary general music; 1 male graduate 
1s teaching music at university level; 3 male and 1 female 
graduates have not taught since graduating from Drake. The 
second position column indicates the following; 1 male grad­
uate is teaching junior high instrumental music; 4 graduates 
are teaching junior high instrumental music in combination 
with other levels and areas of music; 2 graduates are teach­
ing only general music; 1 graduate is teaching elementary 
general and instrumental music; 12 male and 5 female graduates 
are either teaching at the previous position or no longer 
teaching. The third position column indicates 1 graduate 1s 
teaching junior high instrumental music and 24 graduates are 
either teaching at a previous position or no longer teaching. 
The fourth position column indicates 1 graduate is teaching 
elementary and junior high general and instrumental music, 
and 24 graduates are either teaching at a previous position 
or no longer teaching. 
Table XXVI, page 66, shows the teaching positions for 
1 B.M.E. graduate Who did her student teaching in junior high 
vocal music. The first position column indicates this gradu­
ate taught elementary general music. The second position 
TABLE XXV 
:3.!< .. E. GR~.l)U.l\ I STUJENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN JUNIOR HIGH INSTRWEWfAL MUSIC 












f:,c: t~.Jal. aCI inf !'lale Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
*~ t teac~l ~ at t(ls ~o Itio~ 12 5 1) r", ::J ..... rJ.:J 9 
Ele~er.tary-Jeneral ~ .. 1 
Elerr.er:tary-I;},tnuT.€. tal. 





. • . • •• 
& Vocal. 
1 1 
E2er;'e~tary, Jr. Hlr:;i1-General . 1 
Ele~entary, Jr. Hi6h-I~stu~entaJ 1 
Ele~., Jr. Hlgn-General &:: Inst .. 1 
Jr. Hi ,Sr. High-In trume tal. 
Jr. I-{i£:i-iL, Sr. Hh~L-General & 
Ins trurr,.ental. 
Jr. HiglJ, .:)1. High-Vocal, General 
&:: I ws t r ume n tal. . . . . . . . . 
Elern., Jr. High, Sr. High-In~t.. 1 
Elern., Jr. High, Sr. High-General 
&:: Instrumental ..... 1 
EJem., Jr. HiE:;h, r. Hii.sh-General 
& \local " ~ .. <II « • " « Ij .. • 
£le;;,., lJr. Hi" " ;)r. HliSI:-General, 
Vocal &:: In trumental .. 1 
u, '4 ','" e Y' L' d U (. a" t' i~_ _,_l.J_'~_--=::_~ n - 0 ,. her._,_~J_ _ M', L,. i (' ! .~ ~_) .,. 
tal 16 9 lb 9 16 (,':} 
*Tne e totals are graduates Whu did not indicate a ~econd, third, or fourth position. 




column indicates this graduate later taught other music 
through a special education program. The third position 
column indicates this graduate is teaching general and vocal 
music in a special education program. The fourth position 
column indicates the graduate is either teaching at the pre­
vious position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXVII, page 67, shows the teaching positions for 
16 B.M.E. graduates who did their student teaching in junior 
high general and vocal music. The first position column 
indicates the following: 3 female graduates are teaching 
junior high general and vocal music; 1 male and 6 female 
graduates are teaching junior high general and vocal music 
in combination with other levels and areas of music; 4 grad­
uates are teaching elementary general music; 1 male and 1 
female have not taught since graduating from Drake. Second 
position column indicates the follOWing: there are no stu­
dents teaching junior high general and vocal mUsic; 1 grad­
uate is teaching elementary and junior high general and 
vocal music; 3 graduates are teaching elementary general 
music; 12 graduates are either teaching at the previous 
position or no longer teaching. The third position column 
indicates 2 graduates are teaching elementary general music 
and 14 graduates are either teaching at a previous position 
or no longer teaching. The fourth position column indicates 
there are 2 male and 14 female graduates either teaching at 
a previous position or no longer teaching. 
TABLE XXVI 
B.M.E. GRADUATE'S STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN JUNIOR HIGH VOCAL MUSIC 








*Not teaching at this position 
Elementary-General . • . • • . . . 
Special Ed.-General & Vocal. . . . 
Special Education-Other Music. . . 
Total 
*This total indicates the graduate did not check the fourth position. Therefore, 




B.M.E. GRADUATES' STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN JUNIOR HIGH GENERAL AND VOCAL MUSIC 
COMPARED	 WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 16) 















*Not teaching at this position 
· · 
1 1 2 10 2 12 2 14 
Elementary-General 
· · · 
• 
· · · · 
-­ 4 -­ 3 -­ 2 
Jr. High-General & Vocal 
· 






. . • . 
· · · 
• 
· · · 
• -­
2 -­ 1 
Elementary, Jr. High-General, 






Jr. High, Sr. High-General & Vocal 1 
Elementary, Jr. High, 




• • • 
· · 
-­ 3 
Total 2 14 2 14 2 14 
'\ 
2 14 




Table XXVIII, page 69, shows the teaching position for 
1 B.M.E. graduate who did her student teaching in Junior high 
general and other music. The first position column indicates 
this graduate taught Junior high vocal, instrumental, general 
music and other than music courses. The second, third and 
fourth position columns indicate this graduate is either 
teaching at the previous position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXIX, page 69, shows the teaching position for 
1 B.M.E. graduate who did her student teaching in elementary 
and junior high instrumental. The first position column 
indicates this graduate taught elementary, junior high and 
senior high instrumental. The second, third and fourth 
position columns indicate this graduate is either teaching 
at the preVious position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXX, page 70, shows the teaching positions for 
2 B.M.E. graduates Who did their student teaching in elemen­
tary and junior high general and vocal music. The first 
position column indicates 1 graduate taught elementary 
general, instrumental and other music and the other graduate 
taught elementary, junior high and senior high general and 
vocal music. The second, third and fourth position columns 
indicate these graduates are either teaching at their first 
positions or no longer teaching. 
Table XXXI, page 72, shows the teaching positions for 
28 B.M.E. graduates who did their stUdent teaching in senior 
high instrumental music. The first position column indicates 
TABLE XXVIII 
3.M.E. GRADUATE'S STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN JUNIOR HIGH GENERAL AND OTHER MUSIC 
COMPARED	 WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 1) 















*Not teaching at this position 
Jr. High-Vocal, Instrurr~ntal, 











*This total indicates the graduate did not check the second, third, or fourth positions. 
Therefore, graduate is either teaching at the first position or no longer teaching. 
TABLE XXIX 
B.M.E. GRADUATE IS STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH 
INSTRUMENTAL	 MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 1) 















*Not teaching at this position 
•
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High-
























or fourth positions. 
longer teaching. 
*Th1s total indicates the graduate did not check the second, third, 
Therefore, graduate is either teaching at the first position or no 
TABLE XXX 
B.N.E. GRADUATES I STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH 
GENERAL	 AND VOCAL MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 2) 















*Not teaching at this position . 2 2 2 
Elementary-General,
& Other Music . 
Instrumental 
• • • • • • • 1 
Elementary, Jr. High, 




• • • • 1 
Total	 2 2 2 2 
*These totals are graduates who did not indicate a second, third, or fourth position. 




the following: there are no graduates teaching senior high 
instrumental music; 13 male and 2 female graduates are teach­
ing senior high instrumental music in combination with other 
levels and areas of music; 4 male and 1 female are teaching 
instrumental music at the elementary or junior high level; 
1 graduate is teaching at the junior high level an other-than­
music course; 1 graduate is teaching elementary, junior high 
and senior high humanities, instrumental and general music; 
2 graduates are teaching at university level instrumental and 
other music; 3 male graduates have not taught since graduating 
from Drake. The second position column indicates the follow­
ing: 3 male graduates are teaching senior high instrumental 
music; 4 male and 3 female graduates are teaching senior high 
instrumental music in combination with other levels and areas 
of music; 1 male graduate is teaching junior high instrumen­
tal music and 1 female graduate is teaching elementary 
instrumental music; 1 male graduate is teaching an other-than­
music course at the senior high level; 12 graduates are either 
teaching at the previous position or no longer teaching. The 
third position column indicates the following: there are no 
graduates teaching senior high instrumental music; 2 male and 
1 female graduates are teaching senior high instrumental 
music in combination with other levels and areas of music; 1 
graduate is teaching elementary, junior high general, instru­
mental and vocal music; 1 graduate is teaching junior high 
instrumental music, and 1 graduate is teaching junior high 
TABLE XXXI 
B.~.E. GRADUATES' STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SENIOR HIGH INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
COMPf4.RED ....IITH ACTU{-\L TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 28) 
Leve land ;',rea 
0:' 
Act:ja: Teaching _~ _ 




Jr. Hi -Instrumental .
 
Jr. H.1.gh-GeneraJ. & Vocal ..
 
Jr. High-Other Tnan Music ..
 




In truILental & Vocal. . . 
:;e,,10r Hi/S:l-InfstrllITlentaJ . . ... 
Senior High-ether Than Kuslc 
Elen,entary, .sr. Hi -Inst..... 
Elementary, Sr. High-Inst. & 
Human 1 tie ::;'. . . . . . . . . . .
 
Jr. Hig:--l, ~:;r. HigrJ-Instrumental.
 




Jr. High, Sr. High-Vocal & Inst.
 
Jr. High, Sr. High-Instrumental

& Other Music . . . . . . . . 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High-
I I! S t I'llJne n ta 1. . . . . . . . . . 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High­
General & In3trumental •.... 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High­
General & Vocal . . . . . . . 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High­
Vocal, Instrumental & General 
TABLE XXXI (continued) 
I.ievel a~jd h:'ea.. FilS t Second Third Fourth 
or' Fo""ition Position Position Position 
[..., c t '.12..1 'reacrJing t<ale Female Iv'4:i 1e Fe rna 1e Male Female J-I,ale Female 
Eleme~tary, Jr. High, Sr. Hlgn­
Hur~ar;i ties, If1 t. & General 1 
Hi~~er Education-Instrumental. 1 
Hi6her Education-Otner Music 1 
Hi i"'.rte r Education, Jr. Hi 
Sr. Hi g h - Ins t r UIne n tal • . . 1 
f')lt 
c~~,Total 4 24 4 24 4 24 4 
*The3e total are graduate~ who did not indicate a second, third, or fourth position. 






1 graduate is 
either teaching 
teaching position for 
general and vocal music; 20 male and 2 female graduates 
either teaching in a previous position or no 
The fourth position column indicates 1 graduate is teaching 
elementary, junior high instrumental music, 
teaching junior high and senior high general and instrumental 
music, and 23 male and 3 female graduates are 
at a previous position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXXII, page 76, shows the 
21 B.M.E. graduates who did their student teaching in senior 
high vocal music. The first position column indicates the 
following: 1 male and 1 female are teaching senior high vocal 
music; 5 male and 2 female graduates are teaching senior high 
vocal music in combination with other levels and areas of 
music; 1 female graduate is teaching elementary and junior 
high general and vocal music; 1 male graduate is teaching 
elementary and junior high general, instrumental and vocal 
music; 4 female graduates are teaching junior high general 
and vocal music; 1 female graduate is teaching elementary 
general music; 1 female graduate is teaching elementary 
general and instrumental music; 1 male graduate is teaching 
junior high instrumental music; 1 female graduate did not 
teach after graduating from Drake. The second position 
column indicates the following: 1 female graduate is teaching 
senior high vocal music; 2 male and 1 female graduates are 
teaching senior high vocal music in combination with other 










teaching junior high general or vocal music; 1 male and 1 
female graduates are teaching elementary general music; 
female graduate is teaching elementary general and other tnan 
music course; 1 female graduate is teaching Junior high gen­
eral music and other than music course; 1 female 
teaching elementary and Junior high other music; 
graduates are teaching music at the university level; 
and 4 female graduates are either teaching at a 
position or no longer teaching. The third position column 
indicates the following: there are no graduates teaching 
senior high vocal music; 2 male graduates are 
high vocal music in combination with other levels and 
of music; 2 male graduates are teaching music at the 
sity level; 5 male and 12 female graduates are either teaching 
at one of the other positions or no longer teaching. The 
fourth position column indicates 9 male and 12 female gradu­
ates are either teaching at one of the other positions or no 
longer teaching. 
Table XXXIII, page 79, shows the teaching positions for 
2 B.M.E. graduates who did their student teaching in senior 
high vocal and instrumental music. The first position column 
indicates 1 male graduate taught elementary and senior high 
general and instrumental music and 1 male graduate taught 
elementary, Junior high and senior high vocal, instrumental 
and general music. The second position column indicates 1 
graduate taught elementary general and instrumental music and 
TABLE XXXII 
3. I'':. E. GHADUA TE,; f ~3T'UDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SENIOR HIGH VOCAL MUSIC 
COK~)j.J\.ED ~~TrH ACTU!\L TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 21) 
. - ================~::==========:=~==~====::::;:;;:=:==~=====;~=::::=,:,==Level an;} flrea First :3ecCJnd Third F'ourth 
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-' 
12 
E~elentar~'- ne:a 1 1 1 
E~e~eGtar;y-Genera & Instr'umental. 1 
Ele~cntary-Genera & C)t l'lC r' (T fl,::'" n 
f',' i r"1\, \.", ~"""' __ 1 
T~ 
v).., " HJ.gr~l-Iri trUJLerital.. • 1 
Jr. High-Vocal . 1 
High-General & Vocal Lj 1 1 
Jr. Hi -General & Other Tnan 
lv: u i, C • 4 I!>:, 1\ III • ~ .. ill " CI • • 1 
E em., Jr. H h-General & Vocal. 1 
E em., Jr. Hi -General, 
I 11 ,,) t Y' ~..Jrl E' r~ tal & \l 0 cal ~ .. • '" . 
Ele~., Jr. H h-Other Music . 
.) e r, i c r H1. t> -V cal. 
Se~')lcr Hib:i-HI.~rrk8nitie & Vocal 
Serli r" I'1tti; - rter; l<u i ~ ~ . 
Ele~entary, r. H h-General 
$:. Vocal 
Jr. H n, ..)I'. 1i1gh-General 
&: \r oca l .. . .. . . .' ~ ~ fI • 
Jr. High, Sr. Hi -General, Vocal
 
& In truDlental. . . . • . • ..
 
Elere.entary, Jr. Big!I, :3r. High­

General & InstruJLentaL ..
 
Elementary, J:'. H1 ,'::)1', H ­
·, & \' '}G'€r-JeI'al " IDca.. • • . • • ~ •
 
Ele~entary, Jr. High, Sr. High­

General, Vocal & Instrumental .
 
TABLE
 XXXII (continued) 
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~aJ.e Fe rna 1eAc ;.:, ~a 1 Iea c ni n E"'-; -=~______.;:.:.._. 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. Hlgn-
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Hlgner Education-Vocal .. 
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,,-.,ot:.:i 1 'J 12 ./ 12 9 12 9 ~C: 
*Tnese totals are graduates who did not indicate a second, third, or fourth position. 





third position column indicates 1 grad­
Junior high and 
and the other 
or no 
of music and 1 is either 
1 graduate is either teaching at the previous position 
longer teaching. The 
uate taught at a level other than elementary, 
senior high and in an area other than music, 
graduate is either teaching at a previous position 
longer teaching. The fourth position column indicates 1 
graduate is working outside the area 
at a previous position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXXIV, page 79, shows the teaching position for 
2 B.M.E. graduates who did their student teaching in senior 
high humanities and vocal music. All positions indicate 
these 2 graduates did not teach after graduating from Drake. 
Table XXXV, page 80, shows the teaching position for 
1 B.M.E. graduate Who did her student teaching in elementary 
and senior high humanities, general and vocal music. The 
first and second position columns indicate this graduate is 
teaching at the elementary level and outside the area of 
music. The third and fourth position columns indicate this 
graduate is either teaching at the previous position or no 
longer teaching. 
Table XXXVI, page 80, shows the teaching positions for 
3 B.M.E. graduates Who did their student teaching in junior 
high and senior high instrumental music. The first position 
column indicates the following: 1 graduate is teaching ele­
mentary, junior high and senior high instrumental; 1 graduate 
is teaching junior high and senior high vocal and instrumental 
TABLE XXXIII 
B.M.E. GRADUATES I STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SENIOR HIGH VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL 
MUSIC	 COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 2) 















*Not teaching at this position • 
· Elementary-General & Instrumental 
Elem. , Sr. High-General & Inst .. 
· Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High-
Vocal, Instrumental & General 





















Total 2 -­ 2 -­ 2 -­ 2 
*This total indicates the graduate did not check the second, third or fourth positions.
Therefore, the graduate is either teaching at the first position or no longer teaching. 
TABLE XXXIV 
B. M.E. GRADUATES I STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SENIOR HIGH HUMANITIES AND 
VOCAL MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 2) 















*Not teaching at this position .. 2 2 2 2 
Total	 2 2 2 2 
*These totals are graduates who did not indicate a first, second, third or fourth 
position. Therefore, these 2 graduates have not taught since graduation. -..:] 
\.0 
TABLE XXXV 
B. II;. E. GP':"DUA'J.'l:'. I S STUDENT TEACHING EXPEhIEhCE IN ELEI"'£NTARY AND SENIOR HIGH HUMANITIES, 
GE	 L AND VOCAL MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(To tall) 
.,----,---_...,-.--­
.Lre \ e... ariU Are d 
of 
A,ctual Teaeni 
·Kot teaehini at tni~ position 
E 1e ;: en t a I Y -:- 0 t 1; e r Tnan 1V. u .; i c. • 
rrG ta 1 
-This total indicates the graduate did not check the third or fourth positions. Tnerefore, 
this graduate is eitner teaching at one of the previous positions or no longer teaching. 
'rABLE XXXVI 
B. tv1, E. GPADU{~TE IC;TUDEWr TEACHING EXPEHIENCE IN JUNIOR HIGH AND SENIOR HIGH 
INSTRUlviENTAL	 !'1USIC COMPA.RED IrHTH ACTUAL TE.t..CHING POSITION 
(Total 3) 
Le'Je 1 ar:d Area FIrs t SeCODer' ThIrd F'ourtn 
of Position Position Position Position 
Ac tual Te.aehj ng l<ale Female Male FeIJ61e Male Female Nale Female 
"Lot teacLing 
Jr. Hign, Sr. 
a t tilL:; pos1 tion 
High-Vocal & 
. 1 2 3 3 
In~str'u_nlental*, II • a II ••• " " 1 
ElerLe tary, ,Jr. Hi , r. Htgh­
Irj"..,trUI[lental ... 1I " ...... 1 
Ele~entary, Jr. Hi ,Sr. Hign­
__'V_TUC?lL G_t::neral & In truIr,ental 1 
Total :) j 3 3 
0::
«Tr,e:.cE total are graduate:') who did not indicate first, second, tnird or fourth positions. 0 






1 graduate is 
music; 1 graduate has not taught since graduation from Drake. 
The second position column indicates 1 graduate is teaching 
elementary, junior high and senior high vocal, 
and general music, and 2 graduates are either teaching at a 
previous position or no longer teaching. The 
fourth position columns indicate the 3 graduates 
teaching at a previous position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXXVII, page 82, shows the teaching positions 
for 3 B.M.E. graduates who did their student teaching in 
junior high and senior high general and vocal music. 
first position column indicates the following: 
teaching junior high and senior high general and vocal music; 
1 graduate is teaching senior high vocal and other music; 1 
graduate is teaching music at the university level. The 
second position column indicates the following: 1 graduate 
is teaching elementary, junior high and senior high vocal, 
instrumental and general music; 1 graduate is either teaching 
at the previous position or no longer teaching; 1 graduate is 
teaching music at the university level. The third position 
column indicates 1 graduate is teaching music at the univer­
sity level and 2 graduates are either teaching at a previous 
position or no longer teaching. The fourth position column 
indicates the 3 graduates are either teaching at a previous 
position or no longer teaching. 
Table XXXVIII, page 82, shows the teaching position 
for 1 B.M.E. graduate who did her student teaching in higher 
TABLE XXXVII 
E.M.E. GRADUATES' STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN JUNIOR HIGH AND SENIOR HIGH 
GENERAL	 AND VOCAL MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 3) 
Level and Area First Second Third Fourth 
of Position Position Position Position 
Actual Teaching ~~le Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
·Not teaching at this position 
Sr. High-Vocal & Other Music •• 
Jr. High, Sr. High-General & 
1 
1 1 1 2 1 
Vocal . . . . . . . . • . • .. 1 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. High-Vocal, 
General & InstrQITlental. • •.• 1 
Higher Education-Other Music . • 1 1 1 
'rotal 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
·These totals are graduates who did not indicate a second, third or fourth position.
They are either teaching at one of the previous positions or no longer teaching. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
B.M.E. GRADUATE'S STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION AND ELEMENTARY VOCAL" 
INSTRUMENTAL	 AND GENERAL MUSIC COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITION 
(Total 1) 
Level and Area 
of 













*Not teaching at this position . 
Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High­
General & Vocal . • • . • • • • 1 
1 -­ 1 -­ I 
-
-
'I1otal 1 1 -­ I -­ I 
en*This total indicates the	 graduate did not check the second, third or fourth positions. I'\) 
Therefore, this graduate is either teaching at one of the previous positions or no 
longer teaching. 
83 
education and elementary vocal, instrumental and general 
music. The first position column indicates this graduate is 
teaching elementary, junior high and senior high general and 
vocal music. The second, third and fourth position columns 
indicate this graduate is either teaching at a preVious 
position or no longer teaching. 
To summarize the information contained in the previous 
tables on student teaching and teaching positions, 
Table XXXIX, page 87, has been constructed. To facilitate 
analysis by sex, the table is divided into two parts and each 
of the four teaching position columns are shown. The use of 
the words lI area ll and 1I1eve l" have the same meaning as used in 
previous tables. 
The first part of Table XXXIX is concerned with the 
62 B.M.E. male graduates Who did their student teaching at 
Drake. 
The first position column indicates the following: 9 
(14.5 per cent) are not teaching music; 3 (4.8 per cent) are 
teaching in the same area and level as their student teach­
ing; a total of 35 (46.5 per cent) are teaching in the same 
area and level as student teaching plus other area(s) and 
level(s); 8 (12.9 per cent) are teaching in the same area of 
student teaching but at different level(s) plus other 
area(s); 2 (3.2 per cent) are teaching at the same level but 
at other area(s) plus other level(s); 4 (6.5 per cent) are 
teaching at different area(s) and level(s) than student 
84 
teachingj 1 (1.6 per cent) is teaching at a different level 
than student teaching and in an area other-than-music. The 
second position column indicates the following: 31 (50 per 
cent) are either teaching at the previous position or no 
longer teachingj 5 (8.1 per cent) of those in their second 
position are teaching in the same area and level as their 
student teachingj 14 (22.6 per cent) are teaching in same 
area and level of student teaching plus other area(s) and 
level(s)j 9 (14.5 per cent) are teaching in same area of 
student teaching but at other level(s) plus other area(s)j 
1 (1.6 per cent) is teaching at same level as student teach­
ing but in area other-than-music; 2 (3.2 per cent) are 
teaching in different area(s) and level(s) than student 
teaching. The third position column indicates the following: 
51 (82.4 per cent) are either teaching at a previous position 
or no longer teaching; 2 (3.2 per cent) of those in their 
third position are teaching in the same area and level as 
their student teachingj 3 (4.8 per cent) are teaching in 
same area and level of student teaching plus other area(s) 
and level(s); 2 (3.2 per cent) are teaching in same area of 
student teaching but at other level(s)j 3 (4.8 per cent) are 
teaching in different area(s) and level(s) than student 
teaching; 1 (1.6 per cent) is teaching in an area other-than­
music and at a level above secondary level. The fourth posi­
tion column indicates the following: 60 (96.8 per cent) are 
either teaching at a previous position or no longer teaching; 
85 
of student teaching 
area 
is concerned 
1 (1.6 per cent) is teaching in same area 
but at other level; 1 (1.6 per cent) is teaching in an 
other-than-music and at a level above secondary level. 
The second part of Table XXXIX, page 88, 
with the 119 B.M.E. female graduates who did their student 
teaching at Drake. 
The first position column indicates the following: 8 
(6.7 per cent) are not teaching; 40 (33.6 per cent) are 
teaching in same area and level as their student teaching; 
34 (28.5 per cent) are teaching in same area and level of 
student teaching plus other area(s) and level(s); 1 (.8 per 
cent) is teaching in same area and level as student teaching 
plus other-than-music area; 24 (20.3 per cent) are teaching 
in same area of student teaching but at different level(s) 
plus other area(s); 3 (2.5 per cent) are teaching at same 
level of student teaching but at other area(s) plus other 
levels; 5 (4.3 per cent) are teaching at different area(s) 
and level(s) than student teaching; 1 (.8 per cent) is 
teaching at same level of student teaching but other-than­
music area; 1 (.8 per cent) is teaching at different levels 
than student teaching and other-than-music area; 2 (1.7 per 
cent) are teaching in an area other-than-music and at a level 
above secondary level. The second position column indicates 
the following: 66 (55.5 per cent) are either teaching at a 
previous position or no longer teaching; 13 (10.9 per cent) 
are teaching in the same area and level as their student 
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teaching; 11 (9.3 per cent) are teaching in same area and 
level as student teaching plus other area(s) and level(s); 1 
(.8 per cent) is teaching in same area and level of student 
teaching plus other-than-music area; 16 (13.5 per cent) are 
teaching at same area as student teaching but at different 
level(s) plus other area(s); 3 (2.5 per cent) are teaching 
at same level of student teaching but at other area(s) plus 
other level(s); 7 (5.9 per cent) are teaching at different 
area(s) and level(s) than student teaching; 1 (.8 per cent) 
is teaching at different level than student teaching but area 
is unknown; 1 (.8 per cent) is teaching in an area other-than­
music and at a level above the secondary level. The third 
position column indicates the following: 102 (85.7 per cent) 
are either teaching at a previous position or no longer teach­
ing; 5 (4.2 per cent) are teaching in same area and level as 
their student teaching; 3 (2.5 per cent) are teaching in same 
area and level as student teaching plus other area(s) and 
level(s); 1 (.8 per cent) is teaching at same area and level 
as student teaching plus other-than-music area; 6 (5 per cent) 
are teaching in same area of student teaching but at differ­
ent level(s) plus other area(s); 2 (1.7 per cent) are 
teaching at different area(s) and level(s) than student teach­
ing. The fourth position column indicates the following: 113 
(95 per cent) are either teaching at a previous position or 
no longer teaching; 3 (2.5 per cent) are teaching in same 
area and level as their student teaching; 2 (1.6 per cent) 
are teaching in same area and level as student teaching plus 
TABLE XXXIX 
SUI-fi"iARY OF STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCES COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITIONS 
A. Y~le Student Teaching Graduates - 62 
~tudent Teaching (S.T.) 
Compared With First Second Third Fourth 
Teaching Positions Position Position Position Position 
*Not teaching at this position . . . . . . 9 14.5% 31 50.0% 51 82.4% 60 96.8% 
Position same as S.T . 3 4.8 5 8.1 2 3.2 
Same as S.T. plus other level(s) . 20 32.3 7 11.3 1 1.6 
Same as S.T. plus other area(s) and 
level(s) . 10 16.1 7 11.3 1 1.6 
Same as S.T. plus other area(s) . 5 8.1 1 1.6 
Different area(s) and level(s) than S.T.. 4 6.5 2 3.2 3 4.8 
Same area as S.T. but other level(s) .. 6 9.7 6 9.7 2 3.2 1 1.6 
Same area as S.T. plus other area(s) 
and level(s) •............. 2 3.2 3 4.8 
Same level as S.T. but other area(s) . 1 1.6 
Same level as S.T. plus other level(s) 
and area (s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1.6 
Same level as S.T. but other than music. 1 1.6 
Different level(s) than S.T. and other 
than music ............••. 1 1.6 
Teaching other than music sUbject at other 
than elementary and secondary level .. -- -- -- -- 1 1.6 1 1.6 
Total 62 100. 0/f--b2-----10(Y:o7r~b2--1-00.0% 62 100. Off 
*These totals are graduates who did not indicate a second, third or fourth position. They are
 




TABLE XXXIX (continued) 
S~~Y OF STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCES COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TEACHING POSITIONS 
B. Female Student Teaching Graduates - 119 
student Teaching (S.T.) 
Compared With First Second Third Fourth 
Teaching Positions Position Position Position Position 
*Not teaching at this position ...• 8 6.7% 66 55.5% 102 85.7% 113 95.0% 
Position same as S.T.•.......... 40 33.6 13 10.9 5 4.2 3 2.5 
Same as S.T. plus other level(s) .•..• 8 6.7 5 4.2 1 .8 
Same as S.T. plus other area(s) and 
level(s) . 19 15.9 4 3.4 2 1.7 1 .8 
Same as S.T. plus other area(s) ...•.. cl 5.9 2 1.7 1 .8 
Same as S.T. plus other than music •••. 1 .8 1 .8 1 .8 
Different area(s) and level(s) than S.T.. 5 4.3 7 5.9 2 1.7 1 .8 
Same area as S.T. but other level(s) . 18 15.2 9 7.6 2 1.7 
Same area as S.T. plus other area(s) 
and level(s)••.......... 6 5.1 7 5.9 3 2.5 
Same level as S.T. but other area(s) ... 2 1.7 2 1.7 1 .8 
Same level as S.T. plus other level(s) 
and area(s) ....•.••..•... 1 .8 1 .8 
Same level as S.T. but other than music. 1 .8 
Different level(s) than S.T. and other 
than music . 1 .8 
Different level(s) than S.T. ­
Area unknown .•••..•••...•. 1 .8 
Teaching other than music subject at other 
than elementary and secondary level.. 2 1.7 1 .8 
Total 119 100.0% 119 100.0,% 119 Ioo.o% 119 100.0! 
*These totals are graduates who did not indicate a second, third or fourth position. They are
 





other area(s) and level(s); 1 (.8 per cent) is teaching at 
different area and level than student teaching. 
This study indicates the female graduates are better 
prepared, through their student teaching experiences, to 
teach music. This is due to the diversified student teaching 
experiences of these graduates. A greater percentage of the 
female graduates actually taught in the same area and level 
of their student teaching. A greater percentage of the male 
graduates had to teach, in addition to the same area and 
level of their student teaching, in other areas and levels. 
This would indicate the student teaching experiences of the 
male graduates are too specialized. They should have more 
student teaching experiences at all levels and be prepared 
for the possibility of teaching in another area of music. 
Although the female graduates are better prepared through 
their student teaching experiences, they also should have 
more student teaching experience at all levels. 
The next four tables show the distribution of B.M.E. 
graduates by sex, area and level taught, and the number of 
years taught at each position. 
Table XL, pages 90 and 91, shows the distribution of 
B.M.E. graduates by number of years taught at first position. 
The largest number of female graduates, 56 (47 per cent), 
stayed at their first position only one year. The largest 
number of male graduates, 21 (33.9 per cent), stayed at 
their first position two years. However, the reverse is 
TABLE XL 
DI3TPIBUTION OF B.M.E. GRADUATES BY NUMBER OF YEARS TAUGHT AT FIRST POSITION,
 
SEX, AREA AND LEVEL
 







Year5 and :sex (M- Male F - F'emale) 
1 'j'r. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 





J1d not indicate years. 
t teaching . 
~le~.-General . 
lem. -Instrumental. ..•.• 
lerr" -General & Ins truIhental. 
~lerr~~ -Vocal. lr ~ • ~ ••• 
lem.-Otner Toan Music ..• 
lem.-General & Other Than 
t,lu sic. . II • 8: • • • .. 
Jr. Hi~h-General . 
Jr. Hlgr,-In,strumental . 
Jr. High-General & Vocal .. 
Jr. Hign-Vocal, Instrumental 
& General ...•..... 
Jr. High-Other Than Music .. 
~Jr. High-Vocal, Ins trumental, 
General & Other Than Music 
Elem., Jr. High-Instrumental. 
Elem., Jr. High-General & 
Voc a 1 . . . . . • . . . 
Elem., Jr. High-General, 
Vocal & Instrumental • 
Sr. High-Vocal .•.•.. 
.)1, Hi -Other Music. . . . . 
Sr, High-Vocal & Other Music. 
E1err;., Sr. Hig h - Ins t r ume n tal . 
Elem'a Sr. High-General & 
Instru.l'nental . . . . . .• 
Elem., Sr. High-General & 







;.rea and Level Years and Sex {M ~ Male F - FeID~le} 
Taught At o yrs. 1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 6 yrs. Over 6 
First Position M F M F M F M F M F M F 1>1 F M F 
Jr. High, Sr. High-Inst.. .. -- -- 1 -- 2 -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 1 
Jr. High, Sr. High-General 
&: Instrumental -- -- 1 
Jr. High, Sr. High-General 
&: Vocal. • . . . . . • . . -- -- 2 1 
Jr. High, Sr. High-Vocal 
&: Instrumental . . . . .. -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- 1 
Jr. High, Sr. High-Vocal. 
General &: Instrwnental .• -- -- 1 1 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. Hlgh­
Instrumental . • . . . . . -- -- -- 2 4 -- 1 -- 1 1 -- -- 1 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. High-
Instrumental &: General. . -- -- -- 1 1 1 -- 1 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. Hlgh-
General &: Vocal. . . . .. -- -- 1 5 5 4 -- 5 -- 1 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. High-
Gen., Vocal &: Inst.. . .• -- -- -- 3 l(, 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. Hlgh-
Gen., Inst. &: Humanities. -- -- -- -- -- -- 1
 
Higher Ed.-Instrumental . • . ---- -- -- -- -- 1
 
Higher Ed.-Other Music. . . . -- -- 1 1 2
 
Higher Ed., Jr. High-

General &: Vocal. . . . .. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1
 
Other-Other Than Music. • . . -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1
 
(continued) 









true for the next largest numbers. There are 26 
cent) female graduates who stayed two years at their first 
position and 17 (27.4 per cent) male graduates who 
year at their first position. The numbers for those who 
stayed three years is 5 (8.1 per cent) male graduates compared 
with 16 (13.4 per cent) female graduates. The 
for those Who stayed one to three years at the first position 
is 43 (69.4 per cent) male graduates compared With 98 (82.2 
per cent) female graduates. The total number for those who 
stayed one to four years at the first position is 49 (79.1 
per cent) male graduates compared With 105 (88.1 per cent) 
female	 graduates. 
Table XLI~ pages 93 and 94, shows the distribution of 
B.M.E. graduates by number of years taught at second position. 
The largest number for both male and female graduates is 
found in the one-year column. There are 11 (17.7 per cent) 
male graduates and 29 (24.4 per cent) female graduates who 
stayed only one year at their second position. There are 7 
(11.3 per cent) male graduates and 12 (10.1 per cent) female 
graduates Who stayed two years at their second position. 
There are 6 (9.7 per cent) male graduates and 6 (5.1 per cent) 
female graduates who stayed three years at their second posi­
tion. The total number for those who stayed one to three 
years at the second position is 24 (38.7 per cent) male grad­
uates compared with 47 (39.6 per cent) female graduates. 
There are 31 (50 per cent) male graduates and 66 (55.5 per 
cent) female graduates who are either teaching at the first 
position or no longer teaching. 
TABLE XLI 
DISTRIBUTION OF B.I>1.E. GHADUATES BY ~'1JMBER OF YEARS TAUGHT AT SECOND POSITION}
 
SEX, AHEA AND LEVEL
 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates) 
Area and Leve-l---- --- -----=====yea-r's and Sex (1)1 - Male F - Ferr~ale) 
Taught At a yrs. 1 yr~;. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 6 yrs. Over 6 
Second Position M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 
Dld not indicate years ....
 
·Not teaching . . . • . • . .
 






Elem.-Other Tnan Music ... 1
 
Elem.-General & Other Than
 
Music. " • • 2 1WI • • 
Jr. High-General ... 
Jr. High-Instrumental 1 1 
Jr. High-Vocal. . . . 1 
Jr. High-General & Vocal. 1 1 1 
Jr. High-General & 
Other Than Music . . . 
Elem., Jr. High-General ... 1 
Elem., Jr. High-Ins trumental. 
Elem., Jr. High-General & 
Vocal. . . ., . . . . . ., 
Elem., Jr. High-General, 
Vocal & Instrumental •• 
Elem., Jr. High-Other Music 1 
Sr. High-Instrumental •• 1 1 
Sr. High-Vocal .•.••.•• 1 
Sr. High-lnstrwmental & 
Other Than Music .
 
Jr. High, Sr. High-lnst ..•.
 
Jr. High, Sr. High-General &
 
Vocal. . . . . . IS • • 1• 
'Jr. High, Sr. Hlgh-Inst. & 
Other Music .•••.... 
TA3LE XLI 
'A'rea and Level Year;) and -Sex (M -PlaTe F - Female)
 
Taugnt P.t o yrs. 1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. b yrs. Over 6
 
.Second Position M F M f<~ M F t·1 F M F M F M F M F 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. Hign­

Instrumental .•.... 1 1 1 1
 
Elem., Jr. High} Sr. Hi
 
General & Instrumental . 1 1
 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. High-

Ge r; era 1 -V0 C a 1.. • • • • • 1
 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. Hlgh­

Vocal, Gen. & In_trumental 1 1 1 1 1 1
 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. High­
H~rr~nit1es, Vocal & Gen o 1• 
Elem., Jr. High, Sr. Hlgh-
Vocal, Inst. & Other Music 1
 
Higner Ed.-Other Music ... 2
 
Higher Ed., Jr. High, Elem. 1
 
Higher Ed., Jr. High, Sr.
 
Hlgn- In:~ trume n tal. . . . . 1
 
Special Ed.-Other Music 1
 
Ott,er-Other Mu;::,ic . . . . 1
 
(continued) 
Total 32 69 1], ~29 '7 12 6 6 2 1 1 1 2
 
*These totals are those who did not indicate a second position. These graduates are either teaching 
at the first position or no longer teaching. 
95 
There 
(85.7 per cent) 
or 
6 (9.7 per 
Table XLII, page 96, shows the distribution of B.M.E. 
graduates by number of years taught at third Position. 
are 51 (82.2 per cent) male graduates and 103 
female graduates who are either teaching at the first 
second position or no longer teaching. There are 
cent) male graduates and 7 (5.9 per cent) female graduates 
who stayed one year at their third position. There are 3 
(4.8 per cent) male graduates and 7 (5.9 per cent) female 
graduates who stayed two years at their third position. 
Table XLIII, page 97, shows the distribution of B.M.E. 
graduates by number of years taught at fourth position. 
There are 60 (96.8 per cent) male graduates and 113 (94.9 per 
cent) female graduates who are either teaching at a previous 
position or no longer teaching. The remaining few have spent 
only one or two years at their fourth position. 
Music administrative experiences. The titles given to 
various music administrative positions and the responsibili­
ties involved have not been clearly defined over the years. 
With so much confusion in the terminology used to describe 
the music administrator, authors of music textbooks find it 
necessary to give their definition of each title before using 
the terms in their books. One of the purposes of this study 
was to determine if the administrative title checked by the 
graduates involved similar responsibilities. The other pur­
pose of this study was to determine how many of the graduates 
held music administrative positions and the titles used to 
describe the position. 
TABLE XLII 
DT::>TRIBUTICl\ OF B.N.E. GRADUATES BY NUMBER OF YEARS TAUGHT AT THIRD POSITION,
 
SEX, AREA AND LEVEL
 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates)
 
rea and Level = Years and Sex (11; - lJiale --~ Female) 
Taught At o yrs. 1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 6 yrs. Over 6 
hiI'd Position M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 
fd not indicate years. 1
 




lem.-Ge~eral & Vocal ....
 




Ot~er Than Mu~lc ..... 
r. High-Instrumental . 
-I'. High-General & Vocal . 
.Iern. s Jr. High-Generals 
Vocal & In~trumental . 
r. High-Vocal & Instrumental 
,I'. HiiSh-Humani ties &: Vocal 
:lem., Sr. High-Hurnan1 t Ie:3 
& Inc) trumental . . . . . 
fr. Hign, r. High-General 
& Instrumental . . . . . 
fr. High, Sr. Hlgn-General 
& Vocal. . . . . . . . . 
Jr. High, Sr. High-General 
&. Other Than Music . . . 
~lem., Jr. Hi~n, Sr. High­
In3 trurIiental . . . . . • 
~lem., Jr. Hign, Jr. High-
General &. Vocal .... 
~lgher Education-Vocal .. 
~lgner Ed.-Other Music .. 











DISTRIBUTION OF 8.M.E. GRADUATES BY NUMBER OF YEARS TAUGHT AT FOURTH POSITION, 
SEX, AREA AND LEVEL 
Area and Level .. == .. reB:rsac;aSex· (W':.. ·I4ale . F· - Female) .. • 
Taught At 0 yrs. 1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 6 yrs. Over 6 
Fourth Position M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 
+r-;ot teaching . 60 113
· · · · · · · Elementary-General & 
Other Than Music -- 1 1 1




· · · · · 
•
· Elementary, Jr. High-General
& Instrumental 
--
-- -- -- I -.
· · · · · · Jr. High, 31' • High-
Ins trumental I
· · · · · · 
•Elerr..entary, Jr. High, 31' • 
High-General & Vocal 
-- -- --
I
· · · Higher Ed.-Other Music. 
-- -- --
1
· · · Total 60 113 1 4 1 1 1 
+These totals arc those who did not indicate a fourth position. These graduates are either teaching 
at the first, second or third position or no longer teaching. 




The four most commonly used administrative titles were 
placed on the questionnaire for the graduates to 
four titles used were music coordinator, music supervisor, 
music director and music consultant. If these titles were 
not adequate, the respondee could check the lI other ll 
and write in his title. Also, space was provided for the 
respondees to write in their responsibilities. These com­
ments and the titles are found in Appendix C, page 167. 
Table XLIV shows the music administrative titles given 
by the graduates and the number Who held each particular 
position. Of the 184 B.M.E. graduates, 132 (71.7 per cent) 
did not check one of the administrative titles. This indi­
cates 52 (28.3 per cent) have served as music administrators. 
TABLE XLIV 
MUSIC ADMINISTRATIVE TITLES OF B.M.E. GRADUATES 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates) 
j ,_ 
Administrative Title ResEonse 
Did not hold administrative position . 132 
Music Director . ..• • • • . . .. 16 
Music Supervisor . . • • • . • . • . 10 
Music Consultant ...•••••....•. 6 
Music Coordinator. • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . 5 
Other, Music Consultant, Director, 
Supervisor and Coordinator. . . . . . . • . . 4 
Other t:l 3 
Music Consultant and Supervisor. . . • . • . . . 2 
MUSic Director and Supervisor. 2 
MUSic Director and Coordinator . • . . . . . . . 2 
Music Consultant, Director and Coordinator ... 1 













'rota1 184 100.0% 




The title of music director was checked by 16 (8.8 per 
cent) of all B.M.E. graduates. Snyder, in his book 
administration and supervision, describes the music director 
as lithe administrator responsible for the entire music pro­
lIl gram. Bessom describes the music director as 
who IIbears the full responsibility for the music program and 
all other music supervisors are responsible to him. 1I2 The 
descriptions given by 16 graduates are given in Appendix C, 
page 167. The respondees used the word IIdirector ll in a more 
functional manner. For example, the title is used to desig­
nate the responsibilities of conductors of vocal and 
instrumental groups, teachers of vocal and general music 
classes, teachers of instrumental lessons and ensembles, 
leaders of community music groups and director of music festi­
valse Other graduates used the title to indicate authority 
over all the vocal and general music program or instrumental 
program. For some graduates the authority was limited to 
certain grades, schools or specific activities in the school 
system. 
The title of music supervisor was indicated by 10 (5.4 
per cent) of all B.M.E. graduates. The title music supervisor 
IKeith D. Snyder, School Music Administration and 
SUt~rV1Sion .(second edition; Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 
19 :d, pp. 6-7. 
2Malcolm E. Bessom, Supervising the Successful School 
Music Pro~ram (Wes t Nyack;!. New Yorlc: Parker Publishing 




is used by Snyder to designate "a person Who is primarily 
responsible for the quality of instruction provided in 
music. ,,1 Snyder further states the music supervisor I s "chief 
areas of concern are curriculum development, instructional 
improvement, general planning and evaluation. 112 Bessom 
refers to the music supervisor as lIone who deals primarily 
with teachers ••• is in charge of the curriculum and has 
the responsibility of seeing that it is carried out. 113 Both 
authors state the music supervisor is responsible to the 
principal and/or the director of music. Most of the descrip­
tions of music supervisor responsibilities given by the 
graduates are similar to those of the authors. The responsi­
bilities of the graduates included supervision of classroom 
teachers as well as teaching. A few graduates provided 
lesson plans for the classroom teacher to folIO\'1 and gave 
demonstration lessons. One graduate supervised only the 
string and orchestra program. Another was responsible for 
planning in-service training, consulting with teachers, 
coordinating departmental meetings and other administrative 
duties. 
The title of music consultant was checked by 6 (3.3 
per cent) of the B.M.E. graduates. According to Snyder, the 
music consultant flis primarily a resource person who assists 
2Snyder, loco cit.ISnyder J loco cit. 
3Bessom, loco cit. 
1,~··b--------------­
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the general classroom teacher in providing more adequate 
musical experiences for the children involved."l A similar 
defini tion is used by Bessom. liThe consultant is an Ion call' 
supervisor 
. primarily a resource person who enters the 
classroom only at the invitation of the teacher or princi­
,,2pa1 . The responsibilities given by the graduates include: 
helping new music teachers, assisting new classroom teachers, 
planning curriculum and in-service meetings; helping elemen­
tary teachers and music teachers teach their music classes; 
demonstrating music lessons for teachers; visiting classrooms 
periodically to teach music and provide monthly teaching out­
lines for the classroom teaching so that the music may be 
continued by the teacher; and others are serving as consUlt­
ant to several schools. 
The title of music coordinator was indicated by 5 (2.7 
per cent) of the B.M.E. graduates. The music coordinator, 
according to Snyder, has the following responsibilities: 
His duties are similar to those of the supervisor but, 
as the title implies, is responsible for the coordination 
of all the music work in the school and community, as 
well as assisting in the coordination of music with the 
other curricular areas of the school. 3 
A slightly different description 1s given by Bessom. 
Although the duties of the coordinator generally fall 
within the scope of the director's position, a separate 
person may be employed. He maintains balance as far as 
lSnYder, lac. cit. 2Bessom, loco cit. 
3Snyder, loco cit. 
st~1:1£----------------
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the totality of the school system is concerned, sees that 
the music program is essentially the same throughout the 
schools andlcoordinates music with other areas of the 
curriculum. 
The responsibilities of the graduates given in 
Appendix C, page 167, include the following: planning the 
curriculum for music in K-12 grades; organizing the music 
curriculum under Title I project in three target area schools; 
coordinating the vocal and instrumental programs; and coordi­
nating the Mary Helen Richard's course of stUdy in the school 
system. 
The remaining graduates checked two or more of these 
titles plus other administrative titles. Those that included 
other titles were either chairman or head of a department. 
The descriptions given by these graduates, as well as the 
descriptions mentioned previously, are indicative of the 
confusion between titles and responsibilities. For further 
perusal of these descriptions, Appendix C, page 167, lists 
the various title combinations and responsibilities. 
IBessom, lac. cit. 
'~1.---------------"""'-'-
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The third section of the questionnaire Was constructed 
to obtain data on the adequacy of the training received at 
Drake University by B.M.E. graduates. To obtain the gradu­
ates' opinions concerning their preparation, a rating scale 
was used to designate the relevancy of training to applied 
teaching. 
The first part of this section was concerned with the 
helpfulness of a background in both instrumental and vocal 
music. The second part asked for the graduates' opinions as 
to the degree of emphasis that should have been put on various 
subject areas. The graduates were asked in the third part to 
check the degree of importance the general music methods 
courses were to voice, keyboard and instrumental majors. 
Table XLV, page 104, shows the degree of helpfulness a 
background in both instrumental and vocal music is to the 
teaching graduate. The table is divided to give the opinions 
of the 184 graduates in their respective major field (vocal, 
instrumental and keyboard). Almost two-thirds, 116 (63.3 per 
cent) of the graduates indicated a background in both instru­
mental and vocal as very helpful. Graduates of all three 
major fields registered the highest response in the livery 
helpful" column. The responses for livery helpful" are 34 
(18.5 per cent) for vocal majors, 38 (20.9 per cent) for in­
strumental majors, and 43 (23.4 per cent) for keyboard majors. 
TABLE XLV 
HOW HELPFUL IS A BACKGROUND IN BOTH INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL MUSIC 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates) 
Degree of Helpfulness Vocal 
Ymjor Field of Study 
Ins trumental Keyboard 
Did not 
Indicate Total 
Did not indicate. 
· · · · 
2 1.1% 3 1.6% 2 1.1% -­ -­ 7 3.8% 
Very Helpful. . . 
· · 
• · 34 18.5 38 20.9 43 23.4 1 .5% 116 63.3 
Slightly Helpful. 
· · · 
· 14 7.6 23 12.5 13 7.1 -­ -­ 50 27.2 




6 3.3 -­ -­ 5 2.7 -­ -­ 11 6.0 
'rotal 56 30.5% 64 34.0% 63 34.3% 1 .5% 184 100.0.% 
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There are only a few graduates who considered a background in 
both areas as not helpful. The responses for not helpful are 
6 (3.3 per cent) for vocal majors, no response for instrumen­
tal, and 5 (2.7 per cent) for keyboard majors. A larger 
percentage of the instrumental majors considered a background 
in both areas as very or slightly helpful. 
The second part of this section was concerned with the 
graduates' opinions as to the degree of emphasis that should 
have been put on various SUbject areas. Two tables have been 
compiled on the same data to give better insight into the 
evaluation. Table XLVII, page 116, gives the SUbject area 
and whether it needed more emphasis, needed no change or 
needed less emphasis. Table XLVI, page 115, gives the same 
inforrrilltion as Table XLVII, but in more detail. The major 
field areas (voice, instrumental and keyboard) are given in 
Table XLVI. Also, comments were made in this section of the 
questionnaire by a few of the graduates. These statements 
are located in Appendix D, page 170. 
If there was general agreement among vocal, 
instrumental and keyboard majors, Table XLVI will not be 
referred to in this discussion. The comments which follow 
are relative to Table XLVII and AppendiX D. 
lAppendix H, page 180, contains additional co~nen~sJ 
which were made by the graduates at the end of the questlon­




According to 144 (78.3 per cent) of the B.M.E. 
graduates, no change was needed in the harmony training 
ceived at Drake. There were 25 (13.6 per cent) who 
more emphasis was needed. One graduate thought theory should 
have been taught at a slower pace. Another graduate indicated 
more modern harmony should have been taught. Theory classes 
were considered excellent by one graduate. Another graduate 
thought there should have been a broader approach to harmony 
than just McRose. 
There was a need for more emphasis on ear training 
according to 46 (25 per cent) of the graduates. There were 
123 (66.8 per cent) of the graduates who thought no change 
was needed in ear training. 
Keyboard training referred to those experiences in 
theory class and not piano proficiency training. There were 
49 (26.6 per cent) of the graduates who indicated more empha­
sis was needed. A larger number of the graduates, 118 (64.1 
per cent), thought no change was needed. 
Counterpoint was rated the highest by the graduates 
as the subject needing less emphasis. There were 28 (15.3 
per cent) of the graduates Who thought there should have 
been less emphasis on counterpoint. However, 135 (73.4 per 
cent) indicated no change was needed, and 10 (J.3 per cent) 
thought more emphasis was needed. 
Music form was one area in Which the graduates thought 
',·'~·re K'{~ \(!i~7.·~
rt.." .Jmore emphasis should have been placed. There ~ ... 
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per cent) of the graduates who indicated music form needed 
more emphasis. According to 79 (42.9 per cent) of the grad­
uates, no change was needed in the way music form was taUght. 
One graduate thought music form should have been required of 
all majors in music education. 
No change was needed in the training received in 
composition according to 120 (65.3 per cent) of the graduates. 
However, there were 41 (22.3 per cent) who thought more em­
phasis was needed. One graduate thought there should have 
been instruction on how to teach composition to children. 
There were 118 (64.1 per cent) of the graduates who 
indicated no change was needed in the instrumentation instruc­
tion. Of the 46 (25 per cent) who thought more emphasis 
should be given instrumentation, over half of these (24) 
were instrumental majors. 
Second to counterpoint, the area of medieval and 
renaissance music was rated the highest of all subjects 
needing less emphasis. There were 22 (12 per cent) of the 
graduates who thought this area needed less emphasis. This 
figure 1s small compared with the number who indicated more 
emphasis was needed. There were 60 (32.5 per cent) who indi­
cated more emphasis, and 88 (47.8 per cent) who indicated no 
change was needed. 
According to 99 (53.8 per cent) of the graduates, no 
change was needed in the instruction in baroque and early 
classic music. There were 59 (32 per cent) who thought more 
emphasis was needed in this area. 
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No change in the instruction of classic music was 
indicated by 92 (49.9 per cent) of the graduates. The next 
highest response, 68 (37 per cent), indicated there was a need 
for more emphasis. 
There were 86 (46.7 per cent) of the graduates who 
thought no change was needed for training in romantic music. 
Almost the same percentage, 74 (40.3 per cent) indicated a 
need for more emphasis in romantic music. 
The graduates indicated a definite need for more 
emphasis on American music. There were 128 (69.6 per cent) 
who indicated a need for more emphasis in American music. A 
larger percentage of vocal and keyboard majors stressed this 
need than did instrumental majors. There were 42 (22.8 per 
cent) who suggested no change in this area. Instrumental 
ID4jors showed the highest percentage advocating no change. 
Only one person indicated a need for less emphasis. 
Vocal, instrumental and keyboard graduates were in 
agreement on the need for more emphasis in contemporary music. 
There were 127 (68.9 per cent) of the graduates who indicated 
a need for more emphasis. The need for no change was sug­
gested by 40 (21.8 per cent) of the graduates. 
One graduate thought music history should be taught 
for at least two years. 1wo graduates thought music history 
was poorly presented and there was a need for better instruc­
tion. According to another graduate, listening should have 
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been coordinated with humanities. Another suggestion was to 
have a course in listening and identification of the classics. 
Another subject which was rated high as needing more 
emphasis was choral and instrumental arranging. There were 
104 (56.5 per cent) who indicated a need for more emphasis 
in this area. No change in training was indicated by 67 
(36.5 per cent) of the graduates. Two graduates suggested a 
need for more emphasis on choral arranging and less on 
ins trumental. 
The graduates showed some discontentment with their 
training in conducting. Although 92 (50 per cent) indicated 
no change was needed in this course, there were 78 (42.5 per 
cent) who checked more emphasis was needed. Table XLVI, 
page 115, indicates a variance of opinions among the vocal, 
instrumental and keyboard majors. Although there were only 
seven graduates who made written comments in this section, 
these statements gave constructive suggestions for improve­
ment. Six graduates thought there should have been more 
emphasis on choral conducting. Another graduate suggested 
the use of 1l 1ive ll groups instead of recordings. 
According to 120 (65.3 per cent) of the graduates, no 
change was needed in the psychology courses. While 35 (19 
per cent) thought there was a need for more emphasis, 18 (9.7 
per cent) indicated a need for less emphasis. 
There were b4 (45.7 per cent) of the graduates who 
indicated no change was needed in humanities. However, 76 
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(41.3 per cent) indicated there was a need for more emphasis. 
Of these 76 graduates, 30 were vocal majors. There were 6 
who thought there was need for less emphasis. One student 
advocated more humanities be offered. 
Second to harmony, the majority of the graduates were 
satisfied with the emphasis given to applied music. There 
were 138 (74.9 per cent) who indicated no change was needed 
in applied music. There were 22 (12 per cent) Who thought 
applied music needed more emphasis. Table XLVI, page 115, 
shows that 19 of the 22 who indicated more emphasis were 
either instrumental or keyboard majors. One voice major sug­
gested there be more vocal pedagogy with actual experience 
in teaching individual lessons. Another indicated applied 
music needed to be more practical. A woodwind major thought 
a semester of applied brass would have been beneficial. 
Another instrumental major thought the training for string 
students was very inadequate for those who wanted to become 
orchestra players and suggested there should be a course in 
orchestra literature. 
No change in elementary general music methods was 
indicated by 93 (50.5 per cent) of the graduates. There were 
62 (33.7 per cent) Who thought there was a need for more em­
phasis in this area. Table XLVI, page 115, indicates a 
larger percentage of vocal and iceyboard majors was in VOl' 
of more emphasis than instrumental majors. or the 13 l "{ . J. 
per cent) Who suggested less emphasis, 6 of these graduates 
were instrumental majors. 
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There were 84 (45.7 per cent) of the graduates who 
thought junior high general and vocal music needed more em­
phasis. Keyboard majors constituted 35 of these 84 responses. 
No cnange in this area was advocated by 72 (39 per cent) of 
the graduates. The largest percentages for those suggesting 
no change were by vocal and instrumental majors. Of the 6 
who suggested less emphasis, 4 were instrumental majors and 
2 were vocal majors. There were 22 (12 per cent) who did not 
respond to this area. 
Half of the graduates, 93 (50.5 per cent), indicated 
no change be made in the junior high instrumental methods 
course. Of the 56 (30.5 per cent) who suggested more empha­
sis, 22 were instrumental majors and 25 were keyboard majors. 
There were 6 (3.3 per cent) who indicated less emphasis in 
this area. Of these 6 responses, 5 were vocal rr~jors. There 
were 29 (15.8 per cent) who did not rate this area. 
The need for more emphasis in senior high vocal 
methods was indicated by 83 (45.1 per cent) of the graduates. 
Of these 83 responses, 30 were vocal majors and 36 were key­
board majors. Instrumental majors represented the highest 
percentage of graduates who advocated no change in the senior 
high vocal methods course. There were 77 (41.8 per cent) who 
indicated no change, and 3 graduates thought there should 
have been less emphasis. There were 21 (11.5 per cent) who 
did not respond to this area. 
------------
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Over half of the graduates, 102 (55.5 per cent) thought 
should be nO change in senior high instrumental methods.there 
The largest percentage of those who suggested no change were 
instrumental majors. There were 46 (25 per cent) who indi­
cated more emphasis was needed. Of the 46 who advocated 
more emphasis, 16 were instrumental majors and 22 were key­
board majors. There were 30 (16.3 per cent) who did not rate 
this area. The six graduates who thought this area needed 
less emphasis were vocal majors. 
No change in the brass methods and materials course 
was indicated by 110 (59.8 per cent) of the graduates. Vocal, 
instrumental and keyboard majors were in agreement on the no 
change rating. There were 45 (24.4 per cent) of the gradu­
ates who indicated a need for more emphasis. Of these 45 
graduates, 23 were instrumental majors. The 5 that indi­
cated a need for less emphasis were all vocal majors. There 
were 24 (13.1 per cent) Who did not rate this course. 
There were 113 (61.4 per cent) of the graduates who 
thought no change shOUld be made in the string methods and 
materials course. There w 1
· as genera agreement by all majors 
on this rating. Of the 34 Who indicated a need for more em­
phasis, 16 were instrumental maJ'ors and·. 13· were keyboard 




hw a i ndicated less emphaSis, 7 were vocal 
majors and 2 were itt 
ns rumen a1 majors. There were (15.3 
per cent) Who did not rate this subject. 
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Of the 114 (61.9 per cent) who indicated no change in 
woodwind methods and materials course, 45 of these werethe
 
There were 41 (22.3 per cent) of the grad-
keyboard majors. 
The largestuates who indicated a need for more	 emphasis. 
emphasis were instrumen­percentage 0 f those advocating more 
tal majors. Of the 6 who thought there should be less 
emphasis, 5 were vocal majors and one an instrumental major. 
There were 23 (12.6 per cent) who did not rate this sUbJect. 
The written comments on the music methods courses were 
numerous and varied. Appendix D, page 170, contains a list 
of these statements. In essence, the graduates indicated 
the methods courses should have been more practical and 
provided better content. In other words, the methods courses 
could be improved by preparing the graduate to teach at all 
levels and in different types of schools (core area, urban, 
inner-city, ghetto, etc.), providing more student teaching 
experiences and more observations, placing more emphasis on 
materials, literature, and latest methods and providing infor­
mation on curriculum planning, administrative and other 
duties the graduate will encounter when he begins teaching. 
The last two items in Table XLVII, page 116, are 
concerned With the degree of ern.pha.sis· on piano proficiency 
for vocal and instrumental majors. 
There were 72 (39.2 per e t) fc n 0 the graduates who 
indicated no change was needed. i th 1 
n e evel of piano profi­
ciency for vocal majors. The largest percentage of those 
suggesting no change in emphasis were 
vocal majors. There 
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were 54 (29.3 per cent) who indioated more emphasis was 
needed. Again, the largest percentage of those indioating 
more emphasis were vocal majors. There were 57 (31 per oent) 
who did not rate this area. Of these 57, 35 were instrumen­
tal majors and 22 were keyboard majors. 
Of the 78 (42.5 per cent) graduates who indicated no 
change was needed in the level of proficiency for instrumen­
tal majors, 29 were instrumental majors,and 27 were keyboard 
majors. There were 48 (26 per cent) who indicated more em­
phasis was needed. Of these 48, 24 were instrumental majors 
and 18 were keyboard majors. There were 51 (27.7 per cent) 
who did not rate this area. Of these 51, 27 were vocal 
majors and 16 were keyboard majors. 
Two written comments were made about requiring piano 
proficiency for vocal and instrumental majors. One graduate 
suggested that simple chording, transposing and sight-reading 
be emphasized instead of the "classical" approach. Also, 
one graduate suggested a piano proficiency final should be 
mandatory. Another graduate believes every music education 
major should be proficient in piano. 
The last group of comments in Appendix D, page 170, 
contains statements of a general nature or on areas 
unintentionally omitted from the questionnaire. 
One voice major suggested that more emphasis be placed 
on the use and availability of aUdio-visual material and 
eqUipment. Another graduate suggested that psychology 
courses be taken prior to student teaching. 
TABLE XLVI I 
B.M.E.	 IlRAOOJl'l'llS' RJlTINO OF TllEIR A.llEQUACY OF PREP.ARATION IN VARIOUS SOBJECT A.REJ\S 
(Based on 164 B.M.E. Oraduates - Broken down by IIIIlJor fields) 
Vocal Majors Inetrume ntal Majors Keyboard Majors Total 
N.R. N.M.E. N.C.N. N.L.E. N.R. N.M.E. N.C.N. N.L.E; N.R. N.M.E. N.C,.~. N.L.E. Fies;:on~e.s 
1.1% 10 5.4" 45 24.5" 0 •Of, 7 3.~ 6 4.4~ 46 26.1~ 1 .5" 2.2" 2 3. 8~ 51 27.7'" .5% 184 100.0;" 
1.6 21 11.4 33 17.9 a .0 7 3.8 11 6.0 I 46 25.0 0 .0 4 2.2 14 7.6.44 23.9 .5 164 100.0 
1.1 16 9.6 36 19.6 .5 6 3.3 16 8.7 40 21. 7 2 1.1 6 3.3 15 6.2 42 22.8 o .0 164 100.0 
4 2.2 4Jl 23.9 6' 3.3 6 3.3 .5 45 24.5 12 6.5 2 1.1 5 ?/T 46 25.0 10 5.4 1&4 100.0 
1.1 26 15.2 26 14.1 .5 6 3.3 30 16.3 25 13.6 1 •.6 3 1.6 29 15.8 28 15.2 3 1.6 164 100.0 
2.2 11 6.0 41 22.3 .5 6 3.3 13 7.1 41 22.3 4 2.2 5 2,.7 17 9.2 38 20.7 3 1.6 164 100.0 
n.d1£n \',a ~ 1.1 3.8 42 22.6 6 3.3 6 3.3 24 13.0 34 18.5 o .0 3 1.6 15 6.2 42 22.8 1.6 164 100.0 
!I',e;jl~vaL fr: Per1a~ 113 9.8 3D 16.3 6 3.3 6 3.3 18 9.8 I 31 16.9 9 4.9 5 2.7 24 13.0 27 14.7 3.6 164 100.0 
Bar.'oqu~ & !-:Sri)' C 113.5e.lc 1,l1lntc ~ ,(, ib 8 32 17.4 4 2.2 6 3.3 18 9.8, 36 19.6 4 2.2 5 2.7 23 12.5 31 16.9 2.2 164 100.0 
Cla~.:)1.c Mu.:Hc . J .b 20 ].0.9 Jl 16.9 3 1.6 6 3.3 26 14.1( 28 15.2 2.2 5 2.7 22 12.0 33 17.9 3 1.6 164 100.0 
Rrr.r.a,tlt.1c MUl!1c. 2.2 22 12.0 28 15.2 3 1.6 6 3.3 27 14.71 28 15.2 1.6 5 2.7 25 13.6 30 16.3 3 1.6 164 100.0 
f.<.rner1clln MU~l,c. 1.1 45 24.5 10 5.4 0 .0 6 3.3 3B 20.7 19 10.3 .5 5 2.7 45 24.5 13 7.1 o .0 164 100.0 
CQnt.e~.;:or3ry MU31.C. 1.0 40 21.1 14 7.6 0 .0 6 3.3 43 23.4 13 7.1 2 1.1 5 2.7 44 23.9 13 7.1 .5 164 100.0 
C~',~r:jl &. In3t. Al"ra.n.glng. 
.J 36 19.6 20 10.9 0 .0 7 3.8 32 17.4 25 13.6 a .0 4 2.2 36 19.6 22 12.0 .5 164 100.0 
CDr.'.h:ct.1ng. 1.1 25 13.6 28 15.2 2 1.1 6 3.3 31 16.9 27 14.7 a .0 2.2 22 12.0 37 20.1 a .0 164 100.0 
F'5YCl"lology , o .0 12 6.5 41 2"2.3 2.2 7 3.6 11 6.0 39 21.2 7 3.6 2.2 12 6.5 40 21.7 7 3.8 164 100.0 
l{umanit1.e5, 1.6 30 16.3 22 12.0 2 1.1 7 3.8 23 12.5 32 17.4 2 1.1 6 4.4 23 12.5 30 16.3 2 1.1 164 100.0 
Applied M.\.Il~t.C 
.5 1.6 ~l 26.7 2 1.1 7 3.6 10 5.4 40 21.7 7 3.8 3 1.6 9 44 47 25.5 2.2 164 100.0 
ElernentlJ.r'Y Oeneral Methodr1. 3 1.6 21 1,..4 30 16.2 3 1.6 9 4.9 11 6.0. 36 19.6 6 4.4 4 2.2 30 16.3 27 14.7 2 1.1 164 100.0 
.jtr1.ng MetnOOn II Mato.rlalo. 
14(.;0(1'1(1,00 MethoClo " Ma,tar1alo& 
Plano Prof"1c1ency ..Vo-cal MaJor 
i"1ano Proficiency-Inat. Major 
Jr, Kl,gh Gen. Sf Vocal MethOO!) 
Jr. R1.&'J1, Instrumental Methoda 
Sr. Klg.h Vocal Methods. • • • 
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TABlE XLV I I 
B. !.~. E. GEADU':, IrE e) RATING ;)1:" THElh .C,DE;:;eUACY OF FREPAEATION IN VAHIOU3 SUBJECT AREA';I 
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A sUbject area omitted from the questionnaire was 
percussion. Three instrumental majors indicated there is a 
need for more emphasis on percussion methods and materials. 
Two instrumental majors suggested there be a course on 
instrument maintenance and selecting of band instruments. 
Another graduate indicated the need for more emphasis on 
secondary level band literature. Also, there is a need for 
a course on stage band methods and materials. 
The keyboard majors also had their general comments. 
One graduate suggested more emphasis be given to music liter­
ature. Another indicated the need for more emphasis on 
instrument maintenance and the selection of repertoire for 
students. The need to emphasize percussion methods was given 
by another graduate. 
The last part of this section was concerned with the 
degree of importance certain music methods courses were to 
the graduates' education. The three music methods courses 
listed were general music in the elementary grades, general 
music in the junior high grades, and music in the senior high 
grades. The graduates were asked to rate these courses as 
either very important, moderately important, moderately unim­
portant or completely unimportant. 
The three tables which follow show the degree of 
importance these methods courses were for voice and keyboard 
rr~jors. These responses were based on the opinions of the 
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184 B.M.E. graduates. Also, the responses were divided 
according to voice, instrumental and keyboard majors. 
Table XLVIII shows the degree of importance the 
elementary general music methods course was for voice and 
keyboard majors. Very important was indicated by 130 (70.7 
per cent) of the graduates. Voice and keyboard majors showed 
a larger percentage of responses than instrwmental majors. 
However, over half of the instrumental majors rated this 
course as very important. 
TABLE XLVIII 
IMPORTANCE OF ELEMENTARY GENERAL MUSIC METHODS 
FOR VOCAL AND KEYBOARD MAJORS 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates) 
Voice Inst. Keyboard
Degree of Importance Majors lI~jors Majors Total 
No Response ..••• o .0% 17 9.2% 4 2.2% 21 11.4% 
Very Important . 46 25.0 36 19.6 48 26.1 130 70.7 
Moderately Impt. 10 5.4 8 4.4 9 4.9 27 14.7 
Mod. Unimpt. • • • • 1 .5 3 1.6 2 1.1 6 3.2 
Compl t. Unlmpt .• o .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Total 57 30.9% 64 34.8% 63 34.3% 184 100.0% 
;if· ! 
Table XLIX, page 119, shows the degree of importance 
the Junior high general music methods course was for voice 
and keyboard majors. This course was also rated very import­
ant by 131 (71.2 per cent) of the graduates. Of the 131 
responses, there were 50 keyboard majors, 45 voice majors and 
36 ins trumental majors. All three groups were in agreement. 
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TABLE XLIX 
IMPORTANCE OF JUNIOR HIGH GENERAL MUSIC METHODS
 
FOR VOCAL AND KEYBOARD MAJORS
 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates)
 
Voice Inst. Keyboard 
Degree of Importance Majors Majors Majors Total 
No Response. • 1 .5% 17 9.2% 4 2.2% 22 11.9%
·
 Very Important 
· · 
45 24.4 36 19.6 50 27.2 131 71.2
·
 Moderately Impt. 
· 
11 6.0 11 6.0 7 3.8 29 15.8
·
 Mod. Unimpt. . • 0 .0 0 .0 2 1.1 2 1.1 
Complt. Unimpt •• 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0
·
• 
Total 57 30.9% 64 34.8~ 63 34.3% 184 100.Olf 
Table L shows the degree of importance the senior high 
music methods course was for voice and keyboard majors. There 
were 133 (72.3 per cent) of the graduates who considered this 
course very important. As in the previous two tables, there 
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tl'he next three tables show the degree of importance 
These
the three methods courses were for instrumental majors. 
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tables also show the responses by Voice, instrumental and 
keyboard majors. 
Table LI shows the degree of importance the elementary 
general music methods course was for instrumental majors. 
There were 72 (39.2 per cent) of the graduates who considered 
the course very important and 54 (29.3 per cent) who consid­
ered the course moderately important. Whereas a large 
percentage of the keyboard graduates indicated the course was 
very important, the voice and keyboard majors were almost 
evenly divided between very important and moderately impor­
tant. Also, 5 (2.7 per cent) of the instrumental majors and 
1 (.5 per cent) of the keyboard majors considered the course 
completely unimportant. 
TABLE LI 
IMPORTANCE OF ELEMENTARY GENERAL MUSIC METHODS 
FOR INSTRUMENTAL MAJORS 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates) 







No Response ••••• 11 6.0% 
Very Important • • • 22 12.0 
Moderately Impt .•• 19 10.2 
Mod. Un imp t • • • •• 5 2 •7 





















64 34.8~ 184 100.0% 
Table LII, page 121, shows the degree of importance 
the junior high general music methods course was for instru­
mental majors. This course was rated very important by 84 




52 {28a3 per cent} of the graduates. Graduates of all three 
major fields were in general agreement in their rating of this 
course. 
TABLE. LII 




(Based on 184 B.MaE a Graduates)
 
Voice Inst. Keyboard
Degree of .Importance Majors Majors Majors Total 
No Response a a a • • 11 6.0% 8 4.4% 7 3.8% 26 14.2% 
Very Important • • 
· 
25 l3a5 26 14.1 33 17.9 84 45.5
Moderately Impt. • a 19 10.3 19 10.3 14 7.7 52 28.3 
Mod. Unimpt. . • a • 2 1.1 8 4.4 8 4.4 18 9.9 
Comp1t. Unimpt •• • • 0 .0 3 1.6 1 .5 4 2.1 
Total 57 30.9% 64 34.8% 63 34.3% 184 100.0% 
Table LIII shows the degree of importance the senior 
high music methods course was for instrumental majors. Over 
half the graduates rated this course as very important. 
There were 104 (56.6 per cent) who rated the course very im­
portant and 45 (24.3 per cent) who rated the course moderately 
important. Again, the graduates of all three major fields 
were in general agreement in their rating of this course. 
TABLE LIII 
IMPORTANCE OF SENIOR HIGH MUSIC METHODS 
FOR INSTRUMENTAL MAJORS 
(Based on 184 B.M.E. Graduates) 
lnst. KeyboardVoice Majors TotalDegree of l~ortance Majors Majors 
8 4.4% 7 3.8% 26 14.2%No Response. • • • • 11 6.0% 
36 19.6 39 21.2 104 56.6Very Important . . • 29 15.8 24.314 7.6 45.Moderately Impt. 16 8.6 15 8.1 4.44 2.2 3 1. 7 bMod. Unlmpt. . . •. 1 .5 
i~~it,:. unlm:t:,,':' ,0.,0 1 .5 64 34.8~ 0.0 1 .5 loa. a;! 
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The importance of music methods courses for elementary, 
junior high and senior high levels was considered either very 
important or moderately important by the majority of the 
music education graduates. According to the responses given 
in Table XLVII, page 116, and Appendix D, page 170, the 
music methods courses needed to be more practical and rele­
vant to the graduates' teaching positions. These courses were 
necessary and important in their training, but more emphasis 
was needed on the quality of the courses. 
IV. DATA ON NON-TEACHING GRADUATES 
The fourth section of the questionnaire was designed 
to obtain information about those who were not teaching. 
This section contained three parts. The first part asked the 
graduates to check the music activity in which they were in­
volved. In the second part the graduates were to indicate 
their present profession if they were no longer teaching 
music. In the third part the graduates were asked to check 
the statement which best indicated their reason for leaving 
the teaching profession. 
Of the 233 questionnaires returned, 102 of the 
graduates indicated they were not teaching. l Table LIV, 
page 125, shows the music activities in which these graduates 
are involved. Also, the responses are shown by sex which in 
lNote Table XIII, page 44. 
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turn indicates the number not involved and the number involved 
in the particular activity. 
Private voice lessons are given by 1 male and 6 female 
graduates. This indicates 7 (6.9 per cent) of the non­
teaching graduates are teaching private voice lessons. 
Private piano lessons are taught by 1 male and 38 
female graduates. One graduate did not give sex but is giving 
private piano lessons. This indicates 40 (39.1 per cent) of 
the non-teaching graduates are teaching private piano. 
Private organ lessons are taught by 2 male graduates 
and 9 female graduates. This is a total of 11 (10.8 per 
cent) who are giving organ lessons. 
Private brass lessons are taught by 2 male graduates 
and 2 female graduates. This is a total of 4 (4.0 per cent) 
of the non-teaching graduates. 
Private woodwind lessons are taught by 1 male and 4 
female graduates. This is a total of 5 (4.9 per cent) of 
the non-teaching graduates. 
Private string lessons are taught by 2 female 
graduates. This represents 2.0 per cent of the non-teaching 
graduates. 
There are 6 male and 22 female graduates who direct 
church choirs. There is 1 graduate who did not indicate sex 
but is directing a church choir. This Is a total of 29 (28.5 
per cent) of the non-teaching graduates. 
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Directing community choirs is an activity of 1 male 
and 5 female graduates. This represents 5.9 per cent of the 
non-teaching graduates. 
There are no graduates directing a community band or 
orchestra. 
There are 2 male and 4 female graduates who are 
professionally singing. This is a total of 6 (5.9 per cent) 
of the non-teaching graduates. 
There are 5 male and 16 female graduates who are 
professionally playing. In addition, there is 1 graduate 
who did not indicate sex but is professionally playing. This 
represents 22 (21.6 per cent) of the non-teaching graduates. 
There are 7 male and 10 female graduates who indicated 
activities other than those listed on the questionnaire. 
These activities represent 17 (16.7 per cent) of the non­
teaching graduates. There were a few of these graduates who 
did not indicate the nature of the other activity. The fol­
lowing are some of the other activities listed: sings in a 
church choir; is a recital accompanist at a university; 
occasionally takes part in university opera workshops; pro­
fessionally composes and arranges music; gives private 
percussion lessons; and plays in a military band. 
The second part of the questionnaire asked the non­
teaching graduates to indicate their present profession if 
they were no longer teaching. Instead of indicating their 




MUSIC ACTIVITIES OF NON-TEACHING GRADUATES 
(Based on 102 non-teaching graduates) 
'CCW , - ---=--­
Sex Not Given Males Females 
Music Activity No Yes No Yes No Yes Total 
Private Voice Lessons • 2 2.0% -- -- 27 26.5% 1 1.0% 66 64.6% 6 5.9% 102 100.0% 
Private Piano Lessons • · 1 1.0 1 1.0% 27 26.5 1 1.0 34 33.4 38 37.1 102 100.0
· Private Organ Lessons • • 2 2.0 -- -- 26 25.5 2 2.0 63 61.7 9 8.8 102 100.0 
Private Brass Lessons . 2 2.0 -- _.- 26 25.5 2 2.0 70 68.5 2 2.0 102 100.0
· Private Woodwind Lessons. 2 2.0 -- -- 27 26.5 1 1.0 68 66.6 4 3.9 102 100.0 
Private String Lessons. 2 2.0 -- -- 28 27.5 -- -- 70 68.5 2 2.0 102 100.0
· Directs Church Choir. 1 1.0 1 1.0 22 21.6 6 5.9 50 48.9 22 21.6 102 100.0




or Orchestra . . . 2 2.0 -- -- 28 27.5 -- -- 72 70.5 -- -- 102 100.0

· · Professionally Singing. 2 2.0 -- -- 26 25.5 2 2.0 68 66.6 4 3.9 102 100.0 
Professionally Playing. · 1 1.0 1 1.0 23 22.5 5 4.9 56 54.9 16 15.7 102 100.0







reason why they were no longer teaching. Therefore, these 
responses are listed in Appendix E, page 175, as reasons why 
graduates are not teaching. There were 65 (63.7 per cent) 
of the non-teaching graduates who responded to this part of 
the questionnaire. 
In essence, the responses were as follows: 25 are 
married and active mothers; six are working toward advanced 
degrees; 8 are in the military service; 2 are not teaching 
because their husbands are in the service; 4 are teaching in 
areas other than music; 2 are principals; 3 are full-time 
professional musicians; and the remaining are involved in 
activities other than music and teaching. 
The third part of the questionnaire asked the non­
teaching graduates to check one or more of three statements 
which best indicated the reason why they were no longer 
teaching. The three statements were: factors related to 
music training received at Drake; factors related to the 
nature of position last held; and factors unrelated to music 
education. Table LV, page 127, gives the responses to these 
statements. The main reason given for leaving the teaching 
profession was due to factors unrelated to the graduates· 
music education. There were 40 (39.2 per cent) of the grad­
uates who checked this reason. Those who checked the other 
two reasons were relatively few in number. There were 45 
(44.1 per cent) Who did not respond to this part of the 
questionnaire. 
TABLE LV 
STATEMENT(S) ~~ICH INDICATES REASON FOR LEAVING TEACHING PROFESSION 
(Based on 102 non-teaching graduates) 
Sex 
*Statement(s) of Reason(s) Not Given Males Females Total 
No Response. . . 
· · · 
• • • 1 1.0% 18 17.6% 26 25.5% 45 44.1% 




























































3 • · · . 
-­
· · · · 
-­ 1 1.0 4 3.9 5 4.9 
Total 2 2.0% 32 31.3% 68 66.7% 102 100.0% 
*Statement No.1: Factors related to music training received at Drake. 
*Statement No.2: Factors related to the nature of position last held. 
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V. MUSIC ACTIVITIES OF TEACHING GRADUATES 
The fifth section of the questionnaire was similar to 
the first part of section four. The only difference between 
the two sections is that section five deals with teaching 
graduates. Of the 233 responses, 131 graduates are teaching. l 
These graduates were asked to check music activities other 
than those required in their regular teaching position. 
Table LVI, page 131, shows the music activities in 
which these graduates are involved. Also, the responses are 
shown by sex which in turn indicates the number not involved 
and the number involved in the particular activity. 
Private voice lessons are given by 11 male and 15 
female graduates. This represents 26 (19.9 per cent) of the 
teaching graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching 
graduates, there are 21 (13 per cent) more of the teaching 
graduates giving voice lessons. 
Private piano lessons are given by 9 male and 31 
female graduates. This is a total of 40 (30.6 per cent) of 
the teaching graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching 
graduates, there are the same number giving piano lessons 
but the non-teaching represent a higher percentage. 
• roPrivate organ lessons are given by 3 male and 4 lema 1e 
graduates. This represents 7 (5.4 per cent) of the teaching 
graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching graduates, 
lNote Table XIII, page 44. 
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there are 4 (5.4 per cent) more of the non-teaching graduates 
giving organ lessons. 
Private brass lessons are given by 17 male and no 
female graduates. This represents 13.0 per cent of the 
teaching graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching 
graduates, there are 13 (9.0 per cent) more of the teaching 
male graduates giving brass lessons. 
Private woodwind lessons are given by 19 male and 6 
female graduates. This represents 25 (19.1 per cent) of 
the teaching graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching 
graduates, there are 20 (14.2 per cent) more of the teaching 
graduates giVing woodwind lessons. 
Private string lessons are given by 4 male and 3 
female graduates. This is a total of 7 (5.4 per cent) of 
the teaching graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching 
graduates, there are 5 (3.4 per cent) more teaching gradu­
ates giving string lessons. 
There are 21 male and 13 female graduates directing 
church choirs. This represents 34 (24.9 per cent) of the 
teaching graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching 
graduates, there are 5 more teaching graduates directing 
church choirs. However, the percentage is greater for the 
non-teaching graduates. 
Directing community choirs is an actiVity of 1 fenmle 
f 
.­and 4 male graduates. 1'his is a ~o·.t·alv 0.1' J (3.9. per cent) 
of the teaching graduates. In comparison with the non­
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teaching graduates, there are the same number directing 
community choirs. 
Directing a community band or orchestra is an actiVity 
of 11 male and 1 female graduates. This represents 12 (9.2 
Per cent) of the teaching graduates. I n comparison with the 
non-teaching graduates, there were no non-teaching graduates 
involved in this activity. 
There are 6 male and 9 female graduates who are 
professionally singing. This is a total of 15 (11.5 per cent) 
of the teaching graduates. In comparison with the non­
teaching graduates, there are 9 (5.6 per cent) more teaching 
graduates singing professionally. 
There are 18 male and 4 female graduates who are 
professionally playing. This represents 22 (16.8 per cent) 
of the teaching graduates. In comparison with the non­
teaching graduates, there are the same number professionally 
playing but the percentage is higher for the non-teaching 
graduates. 
There are 6 male and 17 female graduates who indicated 
activities other than those listed on the questionnaire. 
These activities represent 23 (17.6 per cent) of the teaching 
graduates. In comparison with the non-teaching graduates, 
there are 6 (.9 per cent) more teaching graduates who indi­
cated another activity. Other activities written in by the 
graduates include the following: gives guitar lessons; directs 
a stage band; gives theory instructionj plays in an amateur 
TABLE LVI 
MUSIC ACTIVITIES OF ALL TEACHING GRADUATES 
(Based on 131 teaching graduates) 
~~1e Female
 
;sic f~ctl'Jlty NQ- Yes No Yes Total

-- - -- ---- --- --- ------~------=:....:....:=------
..., ~ HiFr1,\ra te 'Joice Lesson:s. 45 ...; • "';"1,) 11 8.4% 60 45.7% 15 11.5% 131 100.0%
· · · · 1 ""'1lvate Piano Lessons. 47 3~:S" ti 9 6.9 44 33.6 31 23.7 ) ... 100.0
· · · · r:; ~~tvate n i.e ssons. ,. 
.-! ,,~ 40.5 3 2.3 71 54.1 4 3.1 131 100.0
· · · · ?rlva te Brass Lessons. 39 29.b 17 13.0 75 57.2 131 100.0
· · · ?rivate 'dcodv;ind Less ons · 37 2b.2 19 14.5 69 52.7 6 4.6 131 100.0
·· · ivate :3tri Lessc;n;s 52 39.7 4 3.1 72 54.9 3 2.3 131 100.0
· · Directs Church Choir . · · 3~) 26.7 21 16.0 62 47.4 13 9.9 131 100.0 
Jirects Co~munity Choir. · · · · 52 39. '7 Lt 3.1 74 56.4 1 .8 131 100.0
· · · Directs COITJI:lunlty Band or 
Crcbestra. . . . . . It 5 34.4 11 8.4 74 56.4 1 .8 131 100.0
· · · Professionally Singing . · 50 38. Z~ 6 4.6 66 50.3 9 6.9 131 100.0 
Professionally Playing . · · · 38 29.0 18 13.7 71 54.2 4 3.1 131 100.0
· · · Other. . . . . . . . .
· · · · 







ensemble group; directs university chorus at Iowa State 
University; directs summer community musical; and gives 
accordian lessons. 
Of the twelve music activities listed, there were 
seven activities 1n which teaching graduates had the highest 
percentages. These activities were private voice lessons, 
private brass lessons, private woodwind lessons, private 
string lessons, directing a community band or orchestra and 
singing professionally. The five areas in which the non­
teaching graduates had the highest percentages were private 
piano lessons, private organ lessons, director of church choir, 
director of community choir and professionally playing. 
VI. EVALUATION OF THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS I OBJECTIVES 
In section six of the questionnaire, the six 
objectives of The College of Fine Arts were listed. The 
graduates were asked to rate how adequately Drake University 
fulfills each of these objectives. The responses of all 233 
graduates are included in the tables which follow. 
Table LVII, page 133, shows the degree of adequacy 
the first objective Was met by Drake University. The first 
objective of The College of Fine Arts is to give the student 
an academic and cultural background. Over half the graduates 
(127 or 54.4 per cent) thought Drake "adequately" fulfilled 
this objective. There were 78 (33.5 per cent) who thought 
Drake "very adequately" fulfilled this objective and 19 
133 
(8.2 per cent) who thought Drake "inadequately" fUlfilled 
this objective. 
TABLE LVII 
OBJECTIVE NO.1: HOW ADEQUATELY DOES DRAKE GIVE THE STUDENT
 
AN ACADEMIC AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND
 





Given Male Female Total 
No Response. 
Very Adeq. . 
































Table LVIII shows the degree of adequacy the second 
objective was met by Drake University. The second objective 
of The College of Fine Arts is to develop the practical side 
of the arts. As in Table LVII, 127 (54.4 per cent) of the 
graduates thought Drake "adequatelyll fulfilled this objec­
tive. However, there were more who felt Drake lIinadequatelyll 
fulfilled this objective. The number of graduates who felt 
the second objective was inadequately fulfilled was 55 (23.6 
per cent). There were 43 (18.5 per cent) who thought this 
objective was livery adequately" met. 
TABLE LVIII 
OBJECTIVE NO.2: HOW ADEQUATELY DOES DRAKE DEVELOP
 
THE PRACTICAL SIDE OF THE ARTS
 
(Based on all 233 responses)
 
Degree o'r" """ Se~ Not TotalFemaleAdequacy Given Male 
,,(4 1 • 7'/0 8 
30 12.9 43 
8-'j 35.6 127 
30 12.9 
233 loo.0ig147 .63.1~ 
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Table LIX shows the degree of adequacy the third 
Objective was met by Drake University. Th the ird objective 
of The College of Fine Arts is to teach the student excel­
lence in performance in his cbosen field. Over half the 
graduates (132 or 56. 7 per cent) thought Drake "very ade­
quately" fulfilled this objective. There were 82 (35.1 per 
cent) who felt Drake lI adequately" met this objective. Only 
13 (5.6 per cent) thought this objective was "inadequately" 
fUlfilled. 
TABLE LIX 
OBJECTIVE NO.3: HOW ADEQUATELY DOES DRAKE TEACH THE STUDENT 
EXCELLENCE IN PERFOIDIlANCE IN HIS CHOSEN FIELD 




Given Male Female Total 
No Response.
Very Adeq. • •Adequately . • 
Inadequately 

















36 . 1* 147 










Table LX, page 135, shows the degree of adequacy the 
fourth objective was fulfilled by Drake University. The 
fourth objective of The College of Fine Arts is to develop 
Within the student the ability to teach in his chosen field. 
graduates.This objective also received a high rating by the 
thoughtOver half of the graduates (132 or 56.7 per cent) 
There wereDrake livery adequately" fulfilled this objective.
 
81 (34. ~r per cent) who felt Drake "adequately" met this ob­






OBJECTIVE No.4: rt HOW ADEQUAT.ELY DOES DRAKE DEVELOP 
WITHIN THE .::iTUDENT THE ABILITY TO TEACH 
IN HIS CHOSEN FIELD 
(Based on all 233 responses) 
=t 
Degree of Sex Not 
Adequacy Given Male Female Total 
No Response. 2 4 6
· 
.9% 1. 7% 2.6%Very Adeq. 1 .4% 47 20.2 84• • 36.1 132 56.7Adequately . • 29 12.4 52 22.3 81 34.7Inadequately 1 .4 6 2.6 3.0 14 6.0
· 
7 
Total 2 .81g 84 36.1% 147 63.1% 233 100.0% 
Objectives five and six are listed in the Drake 
catalogue as one objective. In the catalogue the objective 
reads as follows: liTo contribute to the cUltural and artistic 
life of all students of the University and the people of the 
community. III When the questionnaire was given to four grad­
uates to check its clarity, these graduates felt this 
objective should be divided so the cultural and artistic life 
of the students and of the people could be evaluated sepa­
rately. Therefore, the fifth objective is concerned with how 
adequately Drake contributes to the cultural and artistic 
life of all students of the University. 
Table LXI, page 136, shows the degree of adequacy the 
~ U it Over Ifna'fifth objective was fulfilled by Drake nivers y. 
of the graduates (127 or 54.5 per cent) thought Drake 
"adeQuately" fulfilled this objective. There were 52 (22.3 
per cent) who thought Drake "inadequateli l met this objective. 
lDrakeUniversityHecord, General Catalogue 1968-69, 
Volume 64, No. i, pp. 93-94. 
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Another 42 (18.1 per cent) of the graduates rel t Drake livery 
adequatelyll fulfilled this objective. 
TABLE LXI 
OBJECTIVE NO.5: HOv{ ADEQUATELY DOES DRAKE CONTRIBUTE TO 
THE CULTURAL AND ARTISTIC LIFE OF ALL STUDENTS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY 
(Based on all 233 responses) 
:
Degree of Sex Not 
Adequacy Given Male Female Total 
No Response. 4 1.7% 8 3.4% 12 5.1%
· Very Adeq. . 2 .9% 10 4.3 30 12.9 42 18.1
· Adequately . • 49 21.0 78 33.5 127 54.5 
Inadequately 21 9.0 31 13.3 52 22.3 
Total 2 .9(t 84 36.0% 147 63.1% 233 100.0% 
Table LXII shows the degree of adequacy the sixth 
objective was fulfilled by Drake University. The sixth ob­
jective of The College of Fine Arts is to contribute to the 
cultural and artistic life of the people of the community. 
Over half of the graduates (139 or 59.6 per cent) thought 
Drake "adequately" fulfilled this objective. There were 59 
(25.4 per cent) of the graduates Who felt Drake "veryade­
quately" met this objective. There were 27 (11.6 per cent) 
Who thought Drake 1I1nadequately" fulfilled this objective. 
TABLE LXII 
OBJECTIVE No.6: HOW ADEQUATELY DOES DRAKE CONTRIBUTE TO 
THE CULTURAL AND ARTISTIC LIFE OF THE PEOPLE 
OF THE COMMm~ITY 

























In summarizing, objectives three and four received the 
highest rating by the graduates. Since these two objectives 
are concerned with the student's excellence in performance 
and ability to teach in his chosen field, this rating is 
significant to the music faculty at Drake. Over half the 
graduates rated the other objectives as "adequately" being 
fulfilled by Drake. However, the second and fifth objectives 
were rated II inadequate " by almost one-fourth of the graduates. 
This would indicate there could be some improvement in 
developing the practical side of the arts and in contributing 
to the cultural and artistic life of all students of the 
University. 
VII. GENERAL COMMENTS BY RESPONDEES 
The last section of the questionnaire consisted of 
three questions. The first question asked the graduates 
what contacts they had had with the Music Department at 
Drake since graduation. The second question asked them what 
additional contacts they would like to have had with the 
Music Department. The last question provided the graduates 
an opportunity to express themselves in regard to their 
training at Drake and the adequacy of this training for 
teaching purposes. ~~ny of the graduates took advantage of 
this opportunity and made very interesting comments. 
There were 168 (71.7 per cent) of the graduates who 
These comments are listedresponded to the first question. 
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in Appendix F, page 176, and te~d to fall into similar 
groupings. Probably the most mentioned form of contact with 
Drake since graduation was visits or communications with 
professors and friends at Drake. There were 52 (22.3 per 
cent) who had visited or communicated with professors and 
friends at Drake. These contacts ranged from friendly visits 
about what was happening at Drake to consultation with fac­
ulty members and participation in various projects or events. 
Attendance at recitals and concerts was listed as the next 
highest form of contact with Drake since graduation. There 
were 29 (12.5 per cent) who indicated they attended recitals 
and concerts of interest. The next form of contact with 
Drake included attendance at events such as the Drake relays, 
summer music camps, summer workshops and other music activ­
ities of this nature. There were 27 (11.6 per cent) who 
listed these forms of contact. There were other comments 
concerning contacts with Drake which represent less than 10 
per cent of the graduates. These comments are located in 
Appendix F. 
Only b8 (29.2 per cent) of the graduates responded to 
the second question concerning the contacts they would liked 
to have With the Music Department. These comments are in­
receiving a news bulletin or letter from Drake. 
cluded in Appendix G 
J 
page 178. Almost half of those who 
responded to this question were interested in periodically 
These 31 
g'r d t r.e.pre.s·.e.·.n·ts 13·.3 p.e·.. r cent of the responses,





were interested in information concerning the faculty, 
students, alumni and events of the Music Department. There 
were 20 (8.5 per cent) who would like to be able to attend 
recitals, concerts, workshops and continue their education 
at Drake, but are unable to do so due to personal circum­
stances. A means of conSUlting with professors on methods, 
materials and other professional problems was indicated as a 
desirable contact by 11 (4.3 per cent) of the graduates. 
Since the rest of the comments represent such a small per­
centage, they will not be discussed. However, these are 
constructive comments and are located in Appendix G. 
The third question received an unexpectedly large 
nwmber of comments. There were 189 (81.1 per cent) of the 
graduates who commented on their training at Drake. These 
responses, which are listed in AppendiX H, page 180, 
reinforce the data contained in Table XLVI, page 115. Due 
to the large response and the variety of comments, this data 
is grouped in Appendix H by subject areas, major fields of 
study and years of graduation. 
There were 21 (9.0 per cent) of the respondees who 
commented on their training in theory. Over half of the 
Severalresponses were in praise of the theory courses. 
Theoryconstructive comments were made by the graduates. 
courses could be more practical according to 3 graduates. 
d d to be empha­There were 3 graduates who thought form nee e 
t . i Twosized. Two graduates advocated better ear r31n ng. 
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other graduates felt there should be more emphasis on 
contemporary harmony. Another suggestion was th·at 
composition 
students be permitted to conduct their own Works and ensembles 
be available for the performance of compositions. According 
to one graduate, there was too much emphasis on counterpoint. 
There were 20 (8.5 per cent) of the graduates who 
commented on their training in music history. There was only 
one positive statement about music history. One graduate 
considered the II Introduction to Music History" course as very 
valuable. There were 19 graduates who suggested more empha­
sis on music history. In addition to emphasizing music 
history, 3 graduates suggested the related arts and human­
ities needed more emphasis. Two graduates suggested more 
listening experiences and better listening facilities. A 
semester of history in the development of folk and jazz 
music was suggested by 2 graduates. Another graduate sug­
gested more emphasis on modern or twentieth century history. 
There were 12 (5.2 per cent) of the graduates who 
commented on their training in conducting. Half of the 
graduates suggested more emphasis on choral conducting. 
There were 3 graduates who thougbt conducting skills needed 
more emphasis. Three other graduates thought more conducting 
i front of IIliveli groups.experiences were needed, possibly n 
There were 35 (15.0 per cent) of the graduates who 
Therecommented on their student teaching experiences. 
were 13 graduates who thought student teaching should be at 
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more than one level. Eight graduates did not elaborate but 
said there should be more student teaching. A variety of 
student teaching situations would be helpful according to 6 
graduates. This would presumably mean in different schools 
under different circumstances. There were 3 graduates who 
thought more observations should be done prior to student 
teaching. Student teaching before the senior year was 
suggested by 2 graduates. Student teaching all day instead 
of a half day would be preferred by 3 graduates. There were 
3 graduates who recommended student teaching be for a year 
or two semesters. One graduate suggested there be more empha­
sis on music administrative duties. Another graduate thought 
the contact between student teacher and supervisor could be 
better. 
There were 129 (55.3 per cent) of the graduates who 
commented on their training in music education courses. The 
music education program was considered adequate or good by 
30 (12.8 per cent) of the graduates. However, 31 (13.3 per 
cent) of the graduates thought the music methods courses 
needed to be more practical. In other words, there was a 
need for more emphasis on what to teach and how to teach it. 
Some of the students thought the methods courses were too 
idealistic and out of touch with reality. Related to this 
are ~) '!".rad.uates "'ho I'~elt their training atthe statements by· u ,..." .. 6 
ll 
Drake did not actually prepare them to teach in a rea l-lifeI: 
situation. Missing in their training was the application of 
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the knowledge to the classroom situation. There were 8 
graduates who suggested more emphasis on elementary and 
junior high methods courses. More emphasis on music bUdgets, 
school finances, organization, public relations and other 
administrative duties were advocated by 5 graduates. There 
were 6 graduates who thought more emphasis should be given 
to handling different environments: for example, Negro, 
underprivileged, mentally and physically handicapped, etc. 
There were 4 graduates who felt they needed better guidelines 
on how to handle discipline problems. Four other graduates 
recommended less emphasis on applied music and performance 
for music education majors. 
The complete list of comments on the music education 
courses are located in Appendix H, pages 180 through 195. 
The most significant comments, nwmber and percentage-wise, 
have been mentioned in previous paragraphs. The statements 
are interesting and constructive, but by themselves carry 
little weight percentage-wise. These comments should be 
viewed as accentuations to the data in the tables. Also, 
these statements can be looked upon as the long awaited feed­
back between Drake and its graduates. 
CHAPTER V
 
SUMFffiRY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
One of the purposes of this field report was to 
compare the student teaching experiences of the graduates 
with their actual teaching positions to determine if the 
graduates were teaching in the same area and at the same 
level they did their student teaching. 
The results of the study revealed that, at the 
graduates' first position, 4.8 per cent of the males and 
33.6 per cent of the females taught in the same area and 
level they did their student teaching. Of those who indi­
cated a second position, 8.1 per cent of the males and 10.9 
per cent of the females taught in the same area and level 
they did their student teaching. Of those who indicated a 
third position, 3.2 per cent of the males and 4.2 per cent 
of the females taught in the same area and level they did 
their student teaching. Of those who indicated a fourth 
Position, there were no males and 2.5 per cent of the females 
who taught in the same area and level they did their student 
teaching. 
The female graduates were more fortunate than the 
males in locating teaching positions \'lhich required the same 
area and level as their student teaching assignment. The 
reason a grea ter percentage of the female graduates were 




experiences was undoubtedly due to the fact they did not 
concentrate their student teaching in one particular area and 
at one level as much as the male graduates. 
For the Drake graduate who anticipates teaching in the 
same area and at the same level as his student teaching, 
these percentages are not too encouraging. However, if the 
Drake graduate is willing to teach in another area and at 
another level, in addition to the area and level of his stu­
dent teaching, his chances of finding a teaching position 
will be better but he will not be satisfactorily prepared. 
The percentages are higher for those who taught in another 
area and at another level than their student teaching. 
The results of the study revealed that, at the 
graduates' first positions, 56.5 per cent of the males and 
29.3 per cent of the females taught in another area and 
level of music in addition to the same area and level of 
their student teaching. Of those who indicated a second 
position, 22.6 per cent of the males and 10.1 per cent of the 
females taught in another area and level of musiC in addition 
to the same area and level of their student teaching. Of 
those who indicated a third position, 4.8 per cent of the 
males and 3.3 per cent of the females taught in another area 
' lIt' t the same area. a·.nd level ofa d of music in addi~on 0neve. 
their student teaching. Of those who indicated a fourth 
posl tion, only 1.6 per cent of the female graduates taught 
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in another area and level of music in addition to the same 
area and level of their student teaching. 
There is definitely a need for music education majors 
to have additional student teaching experiences. This study 
shows that only a small percentage of the graduates actually 
taught in the same area as their student teaching experience. 
If Drake University is to provide its graduates with ade­
quate student teaching experiences, it is recommended that 
all music education majors be required to student teach at 
two or more levels and in at least one other area different 
from his major area. Even this additional requirement would 
not meet all the needs the graduates have encountered. How­
ever, a larger percentage of the graduates would be prepared 
to handle the responsibilities of their teaching position. 
To compensate for the possible gap between the recommended 
student teaching requirement and the actual teaching posi­
tion, as many observations as possible should be required of 
the students at various schools, at different levels and in 
more than one area of music. Recommendations by the gradu­
ates were that student teaching assignments cover a variety 
of situations. If student teaching is required in more than 
one area and at two or more levels, the graduates could gain 
additional experiences by being assigned to schools with 
contrasting environments. 
How the additional stu.dent teaching time should be 




another graduate study. This study might survey the 
practices of other colleges and universities Th
• ere are many 
questions that could be answered. For example: Should the 
student spend a half day or all day at his stUdent teaching 
assignment? Should the student remain at his student teach­
ing assignment for the full semester or would six or nine 
week periods be adequate? Should all music education gradu­
ates be required to spend part of their stUdent teaching 
time in schools with underprivileged students? Should the 
student be required to take classes while doing his student 
teaching? Should the music education major be required to 
attend Drake five years instead of four years so that addi­
tional student teaching can be provided? There is no limit 
to the questions that need to be answered. It is recommended 
that Drake make a study of its student teaching practices and 
attempt to develop a more adequate program. This stUdy has 
shown the inadequacy of the present student teaching arrange­
ment, but only through another study can more adequate 
solutions be found. 
The second purpose of this study was to determine if 
the same administrative titles checked by the graduates in­
Volved similar responsibilities. In other words, was there 
any standardization between the titles and the respective 
responsibilities	 given by the respondees. In order to have 
. f1 i g the 
a gUide-line as to current terminology used in den n 
music administrative titles, two recently published books by 
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Keith D. Snyder and Malcolm E. Bessom were u d 
se as reference. 
The responses of the graduates were checked against the 
definitions of the authors. 
There were 52 (28.3 per cent) of the graduates who 
had served as music administrators. Although the authors 
were in general agreement on the administrative duties, the 
responses of the graduates were generally not in agreement. 
Probably the title of music director received the most 
diversified descriptions of responsibilities. The responsi­
bilities of a music supervisor were more consistant among 
the graduates. Although the responses of the graduates were 
generally in agreement with Snyder and Bessom, some of the 
graduates indicated a considerable amount of teaching in­
volved in their supervision responsibilities. According to 
the authors, the music consultant is a resource person or 
an f1 0n call ll supervisor. Some of the responsibilities given 
by the gradua tes implied they were acting in more of a 
supervisory capacity than as a consultant. The responsi­
bility and authority given to the music coordinator by Snyder 
and Bessom Was broader in nature than those given by the 
graduates. In an effort to classify their responsibilities, 
12 of the graduates checked two or more administrative titles. 
If the single titles generally were not in agreement, it would 
be difficult to speculate which responsibilities go with 
certain titles When two or more titles are given. Therefore, 
no comments will be made concerning the 12 graduates who 




Although there has been some confusion in the past 
among music educators as to the correct titles to 
use for cer­
tain music administrative duties th t i 
, e erm nology is becoming 
more standardized. It is recommended that Drake students be 
taught the various music administrative titles and the 
respective duties so, when called upon, they can advise school 
administrators of the proper usage. The graduates can con­
tribute toward the correct usage of the titles by being aware 
of the responsibilities of each and the possible deviations 
they may encounter. 
The third purpose of this stUdy was to evaluate the 
adequacy of specific music sUbjects based on the opinions of 
the B.M.E. graduates. Also, part of this evaluation consisted 
of determining how helpful a background in both instrumental 
and vocal music was and the degree of importance the general 
music methods courses were to the graduate. 
Since 63.3 per cent of the B.M.E. graduates considered 
a background in both instrumental and vocal music very help­
fUl, it is recollilllended that Drake require all music education 
majors to have some background in both areas. 
There were siX subject areas in which the graduates 
thought there was a need for more emphasis. In other words, 
these siX SUbjects showed a larger percentage of the grad­
uates Who checked more emphasis needed rather than no change 
needed. 
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Almost half of the graduates
' 
47 3 pe 
. r 
t 
cen , thought 
more emphasis shoUld have been placed on musi fcorm. Ac­
cording to the general comments of the graduates a better 
background in form, including twentieth century musical 
forms, would be helpful. Therefore, it is recommended more 
emphasis be placed on giving Drake music education students 
a better background in music form. 
A definite need for more emphasis on American music 
was indicated by 69.6 per cent of the B.M.E. graduates. This 
would not only include contemporary American history and 
literature, but the development of music in America since 
its earliest beginning. If music is to be correlated with 
other subjects in the public schools, music education majors 
need a background in all phases of American music history, 
including jazz and folk music. It is recommended that a 
special course in American music history be provided for 
music education majors and all phases of American musical 
heritage be included. 
A large percentage of the B.M.E. graduates, 68.9 per 
cent, indicated contemporary music needs more emphasis. Ac­
cording to the comments by the graduates, this would include 
contemporary literature as well as contemporary history. 
Therefore, it is recommended that a better background in 
contemporary history and literature be proVided for all music 
education majors. 
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There were 56.5 per cent of the B ME 
.• 1. • graduates who
 
thought choral and instrumental arran~ing need d
 
o e more empha­
sis. However, according to the comments of the graduates, 
more emphasis is needed on choral arranging and less on 
instrumental. Since both types of arranging are important 
to the graduate, it is recommended that there be a better 
balance between choral and instrumental arranging. 
The fifth subject in which the graduates thought 
there was a need for more emphasis was junior high general 
and vocal methods. There were 45.7 per cent of the graduates 
who suggested more emphasis. According to the comments of 
the graduates, this particular course did not adequately 
prepare the graduate to teach junior high general music. 
Therefore, it is recommended that this course contain more 
relevant information for the music education major. Appen­
dix H, page 180, contains the comments of the graduates which 
way be helpful in improving the content of this course. 
The sixth subject Which the B.M.E. graduates indicated 
needed more emphasis was senior high vocal methods. More 
emphasis was recommended by 45.1 per cent of the graduates. 
Only one graduate specifically commented on this methods 
course and it was only to state more emphasis was needed. 
The comments in Appendixes D, page 170, and H, page 180, 
Which apply to the music methods courses may be helpful in 
imprOVing the content of this course. 
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The subject of humanities received 1 ta mos equal 
percentages for more emphasis needed and no change needed. 
Since this area is relatively new in the public schools' 
curriculum, it is recommended the trends in course content 
be followed and changes in the teaching of this SUbject be 
made accordingly. An investigation of the humanities courses 
taught in high schools throughout Iowa could be the basis of 
another field report. 
Also, the subject of percussion methods and materials 
was unintentionally omitted from the questionnaire. Although 
there are no percentages available to indicate the degree of 
emphasis this subject needed, the comments from graduates 
indicate improvement is needed in the percussion training at 
Drake. One student recommended all the percussion instru­
ments should be studied by the rousic education major. 
Possibly the addition of a full-time percussion instructor 
should be considered by the music department. 
With the exception of counterpoint and Medieval and 
Renaissance music, the percentages were below the 10 per cent 
level for those advocating less emphasis in anyone subject 
area. There were 15.3 per cent who suggested less emphasis 
on counterpoint and 12 per cent who suggested less emphasis 
on Medieval and Renaissance music. These percentages are not 
significant enough to suggest radical changes. It is recom­
- t ra- te- d- II no cha-no'e needed ll continuem d that those subjec s - 0en'ed 
to be taught with the same degree of emphasis and 
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continually be re-evaluatect by the instruct t 
or 0 maintain the 
same quality of instruction. 
The importance of elementary general music methods, 
junior high general music methods and senior high music 
methods to the vocal and keyboard majors was rated as very 
important by over 70 per cent of the graduates. Therefore, 
it is recommended that these three music methods courses be 
required of all vocal and keyboard majors training for the 
teaching profession. 
The importance of elementary general music methods 
for instrumental majors did not receive as large a rating 
as for the vocal and keyboard majors. There were 39.2 per 
cent who thought this course was very important and 29.3 
per cent thought it was only moderately important. The 
course was considered moderately unimportant or completely 
unimportant by 17.3 per cent of the graduates. Since the 
majority of the graduates considered this course important, 
it 1s recommended that all instrumental majors entering the 
teaching profession be required to take elementary general 
music methods courses. 
The importance of junior high general music methods 
for instrumental majors received a higher rating than the 
There were 45.5elementary general music methods course. 
per cent who considered this course very important and 28.3 
per cent Who thought it was only moderately important. Since 
this represents 73.8 per cent of the graduates, it is 
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recommended that junior high general music meth d b 
o s e required 
of all instrumental majors training for the t hieac ng pro­
fession. 
The importance of senior high music methods for 
instrumental majors was considered very important by 56.6 per 
cent of the graduates and moderately important by 24.3 per 
cent of the graduates. Since this represents 80.9 per cent 
of the graduates, it is recommended that all instrumental 
majors entering the teaching profession be required to take 
senior high music methods courses. 
The fourth purpose of this study was to investigate 
the reasons why the non-teaching graduates were not teaching. 
There were only two graduates who indicated the main reason 
they left the teaching profession was due to factors related 
to their music training received at Drake. There were five 
graduates who indicated the reason for leaving the teaching 
profession was due in part to factors related to their music 
training at Drake and in part to factors related to the nature 
of the last position held. There were 44.1 per cent of the 
non-teaching graduates who did not give a reason for leaving 
the profession. Factors unrelated to music education was a 
reason given by 39.2 per cent of the graduates. It is satis­
fying to know that the training received at Drake was not the 
. i ~ p.rofession
main reason for the graduates leaving the t eacn nES . 
The fifth purpose of this study was to survey the 
extra-curricular music activities of both the teaching and 
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non-teaching graduates. The results of this study indicated 
a greater percentage of the teaching graduates w i
ere nvolved 
in private voice lessons, private brass lessons, private 
woodwind lessons, private string lessons, directing a com­
munity band or orchestra and singing professionally. A 
larger percentage of non-graduates are involved in private 
piano lessons, private organ lessons, directing church choirs, 
directing community choirs and professionally playing. The 
non-teaching graduates are involved in activities which are 
normally not a part of the school curriculum. The teaching 
graduates tend to favor those activities which are connected 
With the schools' curriculum. An example of this is the 
large percentage of teaching graduates who are giving instru­
mental lessons. 
The sixth purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
degree to which The College of Fine Arts fulfilled its ob­
Jectives according to the opinions of the graduates. The 
largest percentage of the graduates thought Drake very ade­
quately taught the student excellence in performance in his 
chosen field and developed within the student the ability to 
teach in his chosen field. Fulfilling these two objectives 
• . h s Thisis important in the training of future muS1C teac er . 
high rating should be most significant to the instructors of 
mUSic education majors. Over half the graduates thought 
' , "t ' d'emic and culturalDraKe aaequately gave the studen an aca .
 
background, developed the practical side of the arts and
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contributed to the cultural and artistic life of all 
students 
of the University and the people of the community. However, 
almost one-fourth of the graduates also thought Drake inade­
quately developed the practical side of the arts and 
inadequately contributed to the cultural and artistic life 
of all students of the University. Although the response to 
these last two objectives represent only one-fourth of the 
graduates, it is recommended that some measures be taken to 
improve these areas. 
Although the data in the tables do not Justify very 
many changes, the comments made by the graduates provide 
interes ting II food for thought ". To please everyone is not 
humanly possible. However, the line of communication has 
been opened between the graduates and the music department 
at Drake University. Some of these comments may be indica­
tions of future trends in music education. At least the 
thoughts of the graduates have been made known. An awareness 
of these thoughts will help Drake in making decisions about 
the future music education program. Studies similar to this 
field report should be made periodically to help in the 
evaluation of the Bachelor of Music Education curriculum at 
Drake University. If Drake is to train music teachers, it 
must be aware of what knowledge is relevant for teaching 
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·.leser-iDe:3 your experience ag a mU~lc adrnlnl~ltf'ator~ 
_____Music Director 
_____Mucic Com.ul tant 
11" any. 
--~~•._--._-~--_ ••._----------------~._-----
1. H'O'w ~f;lpfuJ vunl d Ei b;~c',.(~~;round in Doth instrurr;ental and vocal be? (C1['clE: y')ur answer.) 
c .. Slightly Helpful 




No Cran,:c Nee1ed 
Les13 Er;;F'rj~sl:) 
d. fttrrrcny. 








pART III: (Continued) 
3.	 How important do you feel the following Illethod~ courBell woul" 
u be for the majors listed? 
A.	 Voice and Keybc~rd ~mJorB 
Very Moderately ModeT'a tely CompletelyI.ml'ort~nt 
.!.mpJrtant Unimportant Unimportant 
a. Gen. Muslc 1n the Elem. Gradell
 
l). Gen. Music 1n the Jr. High
 
c.	 Hunie in the Senior High Gradeo 
B.	 Inntru~ntlll MaJorn 
Very Moderately Moderately Completely
Important Important Unimportant Unl"pof'tant 
a. Gen. Munic in the clem. Oradell
 
l). Gen. ~Iunic in the Jr. High
 
c.	 MU3ic in the Senior High Oradell 
PARTE: COl-lPIEffi IF yOU APE NOT TEACHING IN A SCHOOL SYSTEM 
1.	 Check the mua1c actiVity 1n Which you p.re lnvolvAd. 
Private voice leosons Directing church choir 
----.-PrivatI'! plano Ip~90n3 -----Directing community cho1r 
---Privat-c crg.an le~}nons ----Dlrecting COr:illlunity band or orchest.ra 
--·-Pr-lvate bratH1 leHnorlg -----ProfessIonally singing
 
-----Private woodwind lensons -----Professionally playing
 
-------~Ot he r: _
 
<,"" If :/GU U~ no lOnF:er teaching mU81c, 1n<\1cate your r!"€nent professIon. _ 
-~	 If yeu h.'1\1("o }e-ft th~ mUr!1c t~achlng p!~c[eR21onJ cht!"rio<: th~ state~nt whIch best indicates 
th,~ t"Cat;Of) for tF1f': change ~ 
torn relr;te<l to rttuelc training received at. Drai(e~ 
t~()r·'.1 r'-("L'Jtt!"'d to th(:" nattil-e of poelt1on last neld_ 
torn unrelatf"d to !ntHi1.C educatIon. 
P!\f\T V, COMPU'TE II" \'OU AHE TEACIHNG IN A SCHOOL sySTEM 
1. If you Arc fA"~achtnp; In a 6choo] "yet-OlY1 and lovolvtld in ether music activities, chec~ t.he 
.,prl·{1pt-L~tp. nt (ttte't"!~nt(n'. 
n1 ret': t 1ng c ~urc n
vo'ce let'1:Jons 
---D1rectiner p1~r}o .l(!ntjonn 
-------Dl r'{~ c t 1 !"C C or;'"J7;u(';
cJ:p;nh leri :10:13 
-Profe:':E Df1311y
LTH n ~l le:~ tHJrltl ~Prcd"r:-t)'1 enall 




PART VI:	 THE DRAKE COLLEGE OF PINE ARTS SEEKS TO FULFILL THE OBJECTrvE~ LIsTED BE ' 
CIRCLE THE DECREE TO WHICH YOU FEEL DRAKE UNIVER3ITY !,1EETS THE3E OBJECT1~:: 
1.	 To give the student an academic and cUltural background; 
Very Adequately Adequately Inadequately 
2.	 To develop toe practical side of the arts; 
Very Adequa tely Adequately Inadequately 
3.	 To teach the student excellence 1n performance 1n his chosen field; 
Very Adequately Adequately Inauequately 
4.	 To develop within the student the ability to teach in his chosen field; 
Very Adequately Adequately Inadeqt;ately 
5. To contribute to the cultural and artistic life of all students of the University, 
Very Adequately Adequately Inadequatel:; 
6. To contribute to the cuI tural and artistic life of the people of the community. 
Very Adequately Adequately Inadequately 
PART VII: aEflERAL COMMENTS 
1. What contact!! have you had With the Hun1e ~partment at Drake since graduation? 
2. wr~t addItional contects would you like to have had with the Mucic Department~ 
3 Wh t h
. a ot ,er comments would you ike ,.~r." -v _ c
 
adequacy or tn18 training for ycur teacnlng ex~erlence?




CoMMENTS BY GRADUATE STUDENTS DESCRIBING RESPO ' 
OF MUSIC ADMINISTRATOR NSIBILITIES 
1. As	 Music Coordinator the graduate stud t{ ) 
responsible for:	 en s was 
A. Planniing curtrhiculum for music in K - 12 grades. 
B.	 organ z i ng e music curriculum in three target 
area schools under the Federal Government Tltl I
project.	 e 
C. coordinating the vocal and instrumental programs 
D. coordinating the music program.	 . 
E. coordinating the Mary Helen Richard's course of 
study in the school system. 
II.	 As Music Supervisor the graduate student{s) was 
responsible for: 
A.	 teaching all music classes once each week, and 
preparing lesson plans so the classroom teacher 
could continue the music instruction. 
B.	 teaching and supervising all music activities of 
the schools. 
C.	 teaching grades one, two, and three one-half hour 
each week and supervising the classroom teachers 
for the other one-half hour of music; teaching 
all the music to grades four, five and six each 
week for one hour. 
D. supervising the string and orchestra department.
E.	 supervising the elementary general music in kinder­
garten through third grade in two elementary 
schools; also, supervising the student teachers. 
F.	 being head of the vocal department and planning 
in-service training, consulting, coordinating 
departmental meetings, and other administrative 
duties. 
G. supervising the music in three elementary schools, 
assisting the classroom teachers with their 
music lessons. 
H.	 instructing and guiding classroom teachers in 
grades one through three. th 
I.	 supervising and directing music actiVities 0fx' e 
classroom teachers in grades one through s , 
. 1 for each "lassgiving "demonstratlon essons II . v. 
once every two weeks and talking with teacners 
individually. iJ.	 coordinating the general and vocal music program n 
two junior high schools. 1 
K.	 supervising and coordinating all musiC in schoo 





III.	 As Music Director the graduate student( )
responsible for:	 S was 
A. directing the mixed chorus girls' 1
' g ee club boy I g1ee	 c 1ub , and small vocal ensembl ' s 
B. all of the vocal and general music pes.
ti b d i	 rogram.c. direc ng an s n elementary, junior hi hand 
senior high schools.	 g , 
D. directing instrumental music in grades fi th
twelve.	 ve rough 
E. directing all vocal music in grades one throu h 
twelve in the school system.	 g 
F.	 teaching each class one hour of music each week d 
directing the fifth-sixth grade chorus. (Thisan 
graduate is one of sixteen music teachers on the 
elementary music staff headed by a music 
supervisor. ) 
G.	 vocal music in grades seven through twelve and 
directing a community chorus for adults. 
H.	 directing all senior high instrumental and part of 
the Junior high instrumental music. 
I.	 elementary and high school instrumental lessons and 
ensembles. 
J.	 teaching both vocal and instrumental music in grades 
six through twelve. 
K.	 general music in elementary school plus fourth, 
fifth and sixth grade chorus. 
L. directing the music program for the high school. 
M.	 Visiting the fourth, fifth, and sixth grade rooms 
four times per week for twenty-five minutes, 
directing girls' choir and boys' choir during free 
time, and organizing spring music festival. 
N. directing all music activities in the school system. 




A.	 helping new music teachers, new classroom teachers, 
and planning curriculum and in-service meetings. 
B. serving as music consultant for three schools. 
C.	 helping elementary teachers and music teachers teach 
their music classes and demonstrating music lessons. 
D. helping classroom teachers.	 1 
E. Visiting each classroom twenty minutes per weeK, . 
doing some teaching and providing monthly teachlng 
outlines for the classroom teacher. 
F.	 teaching once each week musiC in the elementary 
classroom With teacher observing. (ClasSr~om t 
teacher carries on the music activity for he res 
of the ~."eel{.) 
V	 i D·i ector the graduate 
. AS.Mu.SiC Su~ervisor a.' n.d.MUS. c •. r 







A.	 directing the total music pro 
instrumental music, and tea~~~m, supervising the 
general music class. ng a high school 
B. the entire music program and it'" f ti 
u unc ons. 
As Music Coordinator and Music Directo th 
student(s) was responsible for: I' e graduate 
A.	 the development of all music curriculum and seeing 
thatit was carried out by all membe s f the 
music faculty.	 I' 0 
B.	 directing all vocal groups and coordinating the 
total program with the band director. 
As Music Coordinator, Director, and Consultant the 
graduate student(s) was responsible for: 
A.	 general music in grades one through twelve, junior 
high chorus, high school chorus, beginners. band, junior high and high school bands. 
As Music Su~ervisor and Music Consultant the graduate 
student(s) was responsible for: 
A.	 supervising several schools within a district, serv­
ing as music consultant for the state, developing 
a three-year program in music for kindergarten, 
first and second grades, and supervising student 
teachers for the University of Iowa. 
As Music Director, Supervisor, Coordinator and 
Consultant the graduates student(s) was responsible 
for: 
A.	 working directly with teachers in developing a form 
of study, demonstrating various techniques to the 
teachers, visiting with the teachers and super­
vising their teaching, and directing and helping 
with many of the music programs. 
B.	 all the duties the titles imply plus budgeting and 
ordering of supplies for five schools. 
The responsibilities of graduate students with other 
titles included: 
A. serving as head of the orchestra department:
B.	 serving as assistant director of Indiana UnHersity 
Music clinics and organizing and admini5tra~ing 
SWIDner music clinics for high school students. 
C.	 serving as head of the music. department,. supervlS~ng 
the instrumental musiC program, and assistin~ i1 and	 ~eneral mUS1Cthe supervision of t ·he voca · . b 
program. ... A t DepartmentD. serving as chairman of the Fine. r s . 'd 
helping" in mal<ing teacher \·wrk as~ignments, an 
planning in-service training meet1ngs. 
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APPENDIX D 
COMMENTS ON ADEQUACY OF PREPARATION IN VARIOUS AREAS 
I. HARMONY AND THEORY 
A. Voice Ma6Jor 
1. (196 )	 Theory should be taught at a slower pace. 
B. Instrumen)tal Major 
1. (1968	 There should be more modern harmony taught. 
C. Keyboard Majors 
1. (1964)	 Theory classes were excellent. 
2.	 (1967) There should be a broader approach to harmony
rather than just McHose. 
II. MUSIC FORM 
A. Instrumental Major 
1.	 (1965-66) Music form should be a required course for all 
music education majors in order that it might be 
utilized during rehearsal of perforID~nce groups. 
III. COMPOSITION 
A. Keyboard ~mJor 
1.	 (1963-65) rrhere should be instruction on how to teach 
composition to children. 
IV. ~1USIC HISTORY 
A. i~i(~9~}o~~SiC history should be taught for at least two 
years with better instruction and listening co­
ordinated with the humanities. 
2. (1.96.7) ... l.>1USiC his tory was .very poorly presented. identi­3.	 (1967-68) Needs to be a course in listening and
 
fication of the classics.
 
v. CHORAL AND INSTR~ffiNTAL ARRANGING 
A. V0 ice lila jarS	 hasis 
1.	 (1963-67 J 1968-69) There is a need for more emp~, 1 




1. (1962-65, 1964, 1965 1966)
, There should b
emphasis on choral conducting. e more 
B. Instrumental Major 
1. (1968)	 Conducting class should use I'll " e
not records. Also, more emph r groups and 
choral conducting.	 as s should be on 
C. Keyboard Majors 
1. (1963, 1965) There should be more emphasis on choral 
conducting. 
VII. HUMANITIES 
A. Voice MaJor 
1. (1965) There needs to be much more humanities t aught. 
VIII. APPLIED MUSIC 
A. Voice Majors 
1.	 (1960-64) There Is a need for more vocal pedagogy with 
actual experience in teaching individual lessons. 
2. (1968)	 Applied music needs to be more practical. 
B. Instrumental Majors 
1.	 (1963) As a woodwind major, this individual felt a 
semes ter of applied brass would be beneficial. 
2.	 (1966-68) The training offered string students was 
pitifully inadequate for those who wanted to 
become orchestra players. Also, there should 
be a course in the study of orchestra literature. 
IX. MUSIC EDUCATION METHODS 
A. Voice Majors 
1.	 (1961-63) As a voice teacher, this individllal was 
glad that instrumental methods courses were re­
quired. However J these courses hardly prepared 
one to teach the instruments. 
2. (1965') There needs to be better instruction in class-
II i If d 
room technique, especially with bas c an 
"speclal tl students.
3.	 (1966) Instruction in elementary general music needs 
to be of better quality. .... .... thi~ 
4.	 (1966) In re ference to all the methods courses,.. , ::; 
individual felt what \Vas good didn't go 1.a1 
enough. 
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5. (1966 ) 
7. (1967) 
8. (1967) 
There needs to be more empha 1 
the problems of urban, lnner~ ~ton understanding
teaching. c Y and ghetto 
Since the teaching certificate e titl 
education majors to teach at n es music 
teaching should be at all lev~i; levels, student 
There should be more emphasis on' te hi 
II core area 11 schools. ac ng in the 
In reference to all the methods courses, there 
should not be more emphasis but better offerings. 














There should be an opportunity for experience ln
 
front of students before senlor year.
 
There is need for more student teaching and ob­

servations earlier ln the degree program.
 
There should be more courses like Music 159,
 
"Music in Senlor Hlgh Schooi ll
 • 








Need for more emphasis on school administration
 
and organization; how to cope with scheduling;
 
how to get the most productive activities out
 
of groups such as band parents, P. T.A., and what
 
type of things can be done with these groups j
 
how to function as a class or activity sponsor.
 
More emphasis needs to be placed on the general
 
teaching responsibilities of the teacher.
 
In reference to brass, string and woodvlind
 




The methods courses in elementary, Junior high,
 
and senior high general, vocal and instrumental
 
music are not worthwhile.
 




A candidate for a music education de~r~e n his 
be given an opportunity to be compleve ... y 0 p 
O\'1n for at least one semester ratner than .lor 
six \"leeks. .. i P "lassroomThere is need for more observat ons O.l.v 
r ea
situations and c.l.iniC work in a·· lleamor:'labora_ 
rrhere is def1nitelya need to hr:vfor classroom 
tory courses designed to ~r:~~dent teaching only
teaching. One semester 01.. . \I 
begins to "scratch the su.rface . 
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4.	 (1966 ) In reference to all methods courses 
approaches should be stressed. The'a:~~~tmOdern 
offered was adequate but useless. (1966 ) 5.	 The methods courses in elementary, junior high, 
and senior high general, vocal and instrumental 
music need to be more practical. 
6.	 Same as number five.~1967~7.	 1967 There should be an opportunity for instrumental 
methods students to playas a group. 
8.	 (1967) All B.M. degree candidates should be required to 
take a minimum number of education courses. 
9.	 (1967) In reference to elementary, junior high and 
senior high general, vocal and instrumental 
methods, they were too theoretical and involved 
too much busy work. There was no real prepara­
tion for teaching. 
10.	 (1968) The methods courses in elementary, junior high, 
and senior high general, vocal and instrumental 
music do not necessarily need more emphasis but 
should be more practical. 
X. PIANO PROFICIENCY 
A. Voice MaJors l 
1.	 (1965) The classical approach should not be used, out 
instruction in simple chording, transposing and 
sight-reading. A piano proficiency final should 
be mandatory. 
2.	 (1966) As a music supervisor spokesman, ever~ music 
education major should be proficient l.D piano. 
X· I . GE·NEHRAL STATEMENTS... 
A. Voice Majors	 d '1 bility1. (1963)	 More emphasis is needed on use an aval. a . 
of audio v isua1 material. and equipment. I 1 
2 (1966) Need for more practical teaching at all ev: s.3:	 (1966) Basic psychology courses should be taken prl.or 
to student teaching. 
B. Instruf!1ental II!3Jors	 1 formation on instru­
1.	 (1963) There 1s a need for more n
 
ment maintenance and selection.
 
2. (1963)	 I.nstruct. ion .1.. 0 percussion \'las v~r~i~o~~. 
3.	 (1960-6L~) There is a need for more emp a 





5.	 (1968 ) There is a need for more emphasis on percussion 
methods, instrument maintenance, and development 
of high school stage bands. 
Keyboard	 Majors 
c. 1 (1962-65) Background at Drake was too theoretical and 
• not enough attention given to music literature. 
2 (1963) There is a need for more work in the area of 
. church music, especially choral literature. 
3 (1965) There is a need for more emphasis on instrument 
.	 maintenance and the selection of repertoire for 
students. 
4.	 (1966- 67) There is atnheedd for more emphasis on
 
percuss i on me 0 s.
 




REASONS WHY GRADUATES ARE NOT TEACHING 
L Twenty-five graduates indicated they are no longer 
teaching because they are active as housewives and 
mothers. 
2.	 Six graduates indicated they were working toward an 
advanced degree or just taking additional college 
credit. 
3.	 Eight graduates are serv ing in one of the branches of 
the military service. Of this number, four are either 
in the Army or Navy band. 
4.	 Two graduates indicated they were no longer teaching 
because their husbands were in the military service. 
5.	 Four graduates indicated they were teaching in areas 
other than music. 
6. Two graduates are principals. 
7.	 Three individuals indicated they are full-time professional 
musicians .. 
8.	 The remaining fifteen are involved in activities non­






GENERAL COMMENTS ON CONTACTS WITH MUSIC DEP 
SINCE GRADUATION ARTMENT 
1.	 Eleven voice majors, twenty-two instrumental 
nineteen keyboard majors (total fifty-two) ~~o~~~i~~~ 
or communicated with professors and friends at Drake 
since graduation. These contacts ranged from friendly 
visits about what was happening at Drake to consulta­
tion with faculty members and participation in various 
projects or events. 
2.	 Seven voice majors, twelve instrumental majors, and ten 
keyboard majors (total twenty-nine) indicated they had 
attended recitals and concerts of interest. One grad­
uate had taken her students to music activities at 
Drake. 
3.	 Four voice majors, fourteen instrumental majors, and nine 
keyboard majors (total twenty-seven) had attended 
events such as the Drake Relays, summer music camps, 
summer workshops, and other music activities of this 
nature. 
4.	 Eight voice majors, seven lnstrumental, and five keyboard 
majors (total twenty) had audited or taken additional 
class work. There was no indication that this extra 
class work t'1as to\'lard a degree. Half of these 
respondees had already received their Master degrees. 
5.	 Three voice majors, nine instrumental, and seven keyboard 
L~jore (total nineteen) are working toward an advanced 
degree a t Drake. 
6.	 Three voice maiors, one instrumental major, and one key­
board major (total five) indicated their contact with 
Drake had been through supervision of student teachers. 
7.	 One volce major, one ins trumental major, and three key- .. 
board n~jors (total five) had received notifications o~ 
rec i tale, workshops, and summer school schedules. 
8.	 One voice. rna jor one ins trumental major, and one. keY~Oa~d 
major (total three) had attended meetings of Iot'la ~llS c 
'reachers Association, Iowa State Edllca tion Associa vion, 
and	 Music Educators Convention. 
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9.	 One instrumental major had borrowed music from the Music 
Department and another instrumental major had rented 
music. 
10	 One voice major has accompanied voice ~tudents at Drake. 
•	 Another graduate, a keyboard major, ~s presently
 
teaching piano and theory at Drake.
 
11	 One voice major and one keyboard major had contacted the 
•	 Placement Office at Drake. 
One keyboard major indicated a band clinic had been 12. 
conducted at his school by Drake professors. Another 
keyboard major mentioned that a Drake piano professor 
had given a piano recital and conducted a Masters 
class at the college where she teaches. One instru­
mental major had helped in scheduling concerts in the 
Chicago area for the Drake Band. The Drake Band had 
given a concert at an instrumental major's school. 
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APPENDIX G 
GENERAL COMMENTS	 ON CONTACTS GRADUATES WOULD LIKE T 
WITH THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT 0 HAVE 
1.	 Nine voice ma~ors, twelve instrumental majors, and ten 
keyboard maJors (total thirty-one) are interested in 
periodically receiving a news bUlletin or letter with 
information concerning faculty, students alumni d 
events of the Music Department. More SP~Cificaliy anthe 
graduates would like to be informed of faculty and' 
curriculum changes, faculty recitals, concerts by Drake 
performing groups, visiting composers and performers 
various workshops and seminars, music composed by , 
facul ty and alumni, general news about music alumni 
current practices in music education at Drake, and pro­
posed tours by the choir and band. 
2. Nine	 voice majors, five instrumental majors, and six 
keyboard majors (total twenty) would like to be able to 
attend recitals, concerts, workshops, and continue their 
education at Drake. The reason these twenty graduates 
are not able to attend activities or classes at Drake 
is because they no longer live in this area, the hus­
band I s posi tioD requires the family to move frequently, 
or the individual is in the service. 
3.	 Two voice majors, four instrumental majors, and five 
keyboard majors (total eleven) desire some means of 
consulting with professors on methods, materials, and 
other professional problemB. Three of these graduates 
thought 1 t t'iould be helpful if a system could be de­
vised so that professors could give guidance and 
assistance to qraduates during their first year of 
teaching. Oth~rs suggested the Music DepartIP.ent serve 
as a resource center where graduates could discuss 
problems and exchange ideas concerning materials, 
methods, and philosophies without enrolling in a course. 
One graduate suggested Drake be under contract \'i~th the 
State so that professors could travel about.the ~~ate 
assisting music teachers and presenting theJ.r proe,ram. 
4.	 One voice ma 10r and one instrumental major are interested 
in havino' ~nsemble rn'oup·s available fr.om Drake to.. per­
• C>	 w.. ... ... ~t their school.form in their classes or give cancer ts a 
5.	 One ins trumental g:radua te suggested other r~llow,:~P 11 f. 
stUdies j similar' to this report J be made ~e:rioclJ.ca J 
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6 0 e keyboard major would like to have her compositions 
· nperformed by Drake ensembles. 
One keyboard major suggested there be a piano workshop on 
7· beginning and young piano students. 
8 One instrumental major would like to see a program of 
. recitals and concerts for a greater area of the State. 
One instrumental major asked when Drake plans to start a 




GENERAL COMMENTS CONCERNING TRAINING AT DRAKE 
I. THEORY 
A Voice Majors 
. 1.	 Graduates of 1963-64:
 
a) "Ear training was poorly taught. 11
 
2.	 Graduates of 1965-66: 
aj IITheory was very adequate. ll 
b "Theory courses were excellent." 
c "There needs to be more emphasis on ear training I 
"was very pleased with the theory department. II • 
d)	 There should be seminars for like majors with regard 
to teaching the technique of sight-reading, harmony, 
etc." 




B.	 Instrumental Majors 
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64: 
a) ','The most important part of my training was in theory 
and composition."
b) "The theory courses \'18re excellent." 
c) IIThere is a need for practical theory." 
2.	 Graduates of 1965-66: 
a) "Teaching in a small school, I have found little use 
for the hours spent on counterpoint and history of 
music. 1I 
b)	 "There needs to be more emphasis on form. II 
3.	 Graduates of 1967:
a) "There needs to be more practical theory for instru­
mental majors. 1I 
4.	 Graduates of 1968:
a) "I did not have form Which would have been extremely 
helpful." 
5. Graduates of 1969:	 ' 
a) "At least one semester of contemporary theory snould 
be offered. II 
C.	 Keyboard ~mjor8 
1. Graduates of 1963-64:	 " . . . .
a)	 students should learn other me~hodS of narmony 
instead of just :t-1cHose. f! 
b) "In the area of music theory l11Y training was 
excellent." 
2 • Graduates of' 1 5-66: D 1 especially
a)"	 I r'eceived verv od training at .ra{e, 
~. 11 
in	 piano and theory. 
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3 Graduates of 1967: 
•	 a) "There is a need for more background in music
 
hiS tory, keyboard training and form. II
 
b) II student composers should be urged to conduct re­
hearsals of their works, and ensembles should exist 
which would offer credit for performing student 
works. It 
c)	 "I feel Drake is too conservative in its treatment 
of twentieth century musical forms, history that is 
being made in this music, and the performance of 
these modern works." 
4.	 Graduate of 1968: dit t D k i
a) liThe biggest ere 0 ra e s a professor whose 
outstanding teaching and guidance in composition 
is devoid of hindering the student's style, talents, 
and	 ideas. 1f 




II. ~1USIC HISTORY 
A Voice Majors 
. 1. Graduates of 1963-64: t II 
a) "There is a need for more emphasis in music his ory. 
2.	 Graduates of 1965-66: hi i
a) "Drake prepared me well for tT,ac ng n every 
aspect except music history. II 
b) II Th.€. re Sh.oUl.• d be mor.e listening. laboratory.
c) "Drake needs more emphasis on music h~s~ory with 
emphasis on humanltie~. There shoula be better 
listening facilities. 
3.	 Graduates of 1967:
 
a) No comments ..>'
 
4.	 Graduates of 1908: emphasis on related arts and 
a) "There should be more b e art history than 
humanities. There should e mar 
Fine Arts 70. II graduated from 
b) "I, as t-Je 11 as others I lcl10W \'lho background in musiC 
Drake, fee 1 \'lie have a very toar 
history and the humanities. 




B.	 Instrumental Majors, 
1. Gra.duates of 1963-64:	 d' usic 
. I	 1 Ma·.3 not mentione HI 111a ) 'Jazz and folk muS c ~
 







3	 Graduates of 1967: 
• a) "There is need for more emphasis on music11terature and performance practices" history ~ 
b) "Music his tory and listening should r~ i
emphas is. II ce ve more 
c) "Standards need to be raised in most areas f 
literature, history and methods Jl 0 music 
d) "Drake should put more emphasis ~n music histo and 
literature." ry 
4.	 Graduates of 1968: 
a) II There should be more emphasis on music history 
literature and performance practices 'If 
b ) /I As a result of only two semesters of • music history 
there was a gap in my preparation to teach music ~ 
history to music appreciation classes II 
II • 
c ) Need for more music history preparation. II 
5.	 Graduates of 1969: 
a) IIThere 1s a need for a semester of history in the 
development of folk and jazz music. II 
C.	 Keyboard Majors 
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64: 
a) liThe area of music history definitely needs more 
emphasis." 




3.	 Graduates of 1967: 
a) IIOne of the most valuable courses I r.ad at Drake was 
'Introduction to Music History'. II 
b) III feel the 1/1usic Department maintains a high stand­
ard 1n performance and teaching, but I feel it is 
too conservative in its treatment of Twentieth Cen­
tury musical forms~ history that is now being nnde 
in this area, and the performance of these modern 
\'lorks. II 





A.	 Voice lv'J.3.jors 
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64:
a) "Voice ma jors need more training in ~horal directing 
rather than instrumental directing.' II 
b.) "There 1s a need for more dlOral conducting. ,~ 
) IIrrhere should be an undergraduate choral co~ducti~~\c 
course t'!hleh would not lJe taught by an instrument,;a .... 
")	 II,conductor." • .... I,.·)'",'.he. stra conducting. 
a Conductlng elass \vas geareCl vO ""~. fl There \flaS no elloral conducting experIence. 
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2.	 Graduates of 1965-66:
 
a) "The lack of conducting skills has bee

in our last two student teachers II n very apparent 
b) "The training in conducting was v~ry weak II 




4.	 Graduates of 1968: 
a) "Even though I was a voice major, I felt very in d ­
qua te as a choral director." a e 
b) "There is a need for more experience in conducting II 
5.	 Graduates of 1969: · 
a) No comments 
B	 Instrumental Majors 




2.	 Graduates of 1965-66: 
a) "The conducting training was very weak. You can It 
learn to conduct from a record. There should be 
experience in front of a live band or orchestra." 
3.	 Graduates of 1967: 
a) "Band Directors need more training in conducting. II 
4.	 Graduates of 1968:
a)	 "Conducting class was instrumental rather than vocal. II 




C.	 Keyboard Majors 




2.	 Graduates of 1965-66:
a) "Conducting classes ,,,ere oriented too much to\'1ard 
instrumental. II 




IV. STUDENT TEACHING 
A.	 Voice Majors 
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64:
a) "There is a need for more student teaching 
experience. IIb) !lStudent teaching should be done at more than one 
level .. " .. i. ... !J"'e1c
c) !I Student teaching should be all day for ~ ne \ ~ ~ 
instead of a half day for one semester.. ... II 
d) IIStudent teaching was one of the greatest helps. 
2 .	 Graduates of 196:;-66:.... ......,
a) II There 1s a need foX' roore st.udent teachines 
experience. I{ 
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b) "student teaching should be done at more too 
level. " none 
c) "Beginning with the third year, MUsic Education 
majors should be out 1n the school teaching and 
learning how to teach without having to att d 
classes. II en 
d) "students should be required to stUdent teach at 
all three levels or at least two levels. StUdent 
teaching had very little meaning. II 
e) "New teachers should be prepared to handle the ele­
ments of different enVironments; for example 
Negro, underprivileged, etc. There should b~ 
student teaching in elementary, junior high and 
senior high school." 
f) "There needs to be more student teaching in varied 
situations; 1.e., a year in four schools at various 
levels would be helpful." 
3.	 Graduate of 1967: 
a) "There 1s a need for more student teaching experi­
1Ience. 
4.	 Graduates of 1968: 
a) "There should be student teaching at two levels. 
Many small school systems require a music teacher 
to teach at two or more levels." 
b) "There is a need for more practical teacher train­
ing with more experience in the classroom in 
various situations." 




B.	 Instrumental .MaJors 
1.	 Graduate of 1963-64: 
a.) "Student teaching experience might be more meaning­
ful if it involved either private or small group 
instruction. II 
2.	 Graduates of 1965-66: 
a.) "Sophomores and juniors should be involved in , 
observing various teachers and their methods at 
the elementary, junior high and senior high levels. 
These earlier observations would enable the stu­
dent to be more comfortable and relaxed during his 
student teaching experience and first year of 
actual teaching. II ... .. .. . . II 
b) "There should be more student teaching experience. 
3.	 Graduates of 1907= .... 
a) II Student teachin(r doesn I t begin to give the . 
0.. . .• ·0· d b·· be"'inning
necessary classroom experiences nee e' Y ~ ." 
teachers. It , .,. •. ~ ~f II 
b) liThe best training for teaching 15 teacIU• l1 t" it..,eJ. . 
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c) II Student teaching ShoUld be done 
teaching he Ips a student know hoea~lier.. Student 
different classes. Earlier stUd: 0 study for 
enable the student to know what tnt te~ching will 
training. By the time a student ~se:p aSize in his 
too late. Drake prepares a person mor:e~ooriv;t is 
private lessons than to function in ash gl) "Th i . t k·	 c 00 system. II d ere s a grea wea ness in the student teachin 
program. There is lack of materials, methods, a~d 
not enough time for observations in classes con­
ducted by professional teachers. There should be 
more sequential teaching experiences with the 
children. This would begin with FreShman year 
classroom observations, Sophomore year experience 
as a teacher aid, Junior year as part-time teacher 
and Senior year as a teacher with total responsi- ' 
bilities. In addition, it would be helpful to have 
a trial curriculum and a teaching methods book 
available. Much of this could be solved by having 
a Universi ty School. It would supply adequate 
training facilities because it should employ more 
professional teachers and more up-to-date methods. 
This college program would provide numerous experi­
ences for the student teachers instead of the one 
semester requirement. \I 
4.	 Graduates of 1968: 
a) "There is a need for stUdent teaching at more than 
one level." 
b) IIStudent teaching would be better if it was not 
necessary to attend classes at the same time. stu­
dent teaching would be more beneficial if taug~t 
for full day, every day, for a period of time. 
c)	 IIThere is a need to experience actual teaching 
situations. A teacher does not le~rn to teach out 
of a book but through actual work. 




C.	 Keyboard ~~jors 
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64~ 
a) II Student teaching should be done at more than one 
1 1 II eve	 • t' tire day at 
b) "Student teachers should spend ne ~~ become aware 
their student teaching as~ign~ent 
of all duties of the teacner.. . uch to be 
c) liThe student teaching situattion.l::~~:r~ r~quired.1I 
desired. There should be wo se 
2.	 Graduates of 1965-66: ." uable experience. 1I • ~ 
a) II StU.de.nt t.•. eac. h.. i. ng is a very vh~Ul.d be requiredJ g~Vl~1S 
b)	 II A year of student teaching ~ea "h at varioUS level.s. 
students an opportunity to v 
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c) "Student teaching should be 
such as bUdget, uniforms p~~~~ :realistic. Things 
need to be covered. Student te c relations, etc., 
pare the graduate for his fi t aching does not pre-
d) "Student teaching was vel' inrs year of teaching. II 
very little emphasis on ~lem~g~quate. Drake placed
general music."	 ary and junior high 
e) "Student teaching for two semeste 
better than such courses as ITea~~lwoU~d have been 
mentary I I Teaching MUsic i J i ng usic in Ele­
,	 . n un or High l etc
Actual experience at more than one level' l' 
more beneficial."	 wou d be 
3.	 Graduates of 1967: 
a) "Student teaching should be done at more than one 
level. II 
b) "Drake, like most universities, needs to offer more 
practical experiences for teaching. For instance, 
student teaching should be for two semesters at two 
different levels. Also, a class involving visits 
to numerous music classes throughout the city would 
be interesting. If this is not possible, a type of 
student teaching could be offered in which a person 
would spend three or four weeks at various schools 
either observing or teaching." 
c) "Student teaching experience is very poor. There 
should be work in all three levels. Contact between 
the stUdent teacher and Drake supervising personnel 
should be better. One visit during the whole semes­
tel', especially when the visitor and the teacher 
use the time for gossip rather than working with the 
stUdent, is not enough. One placement is not 
enough. Practically no time was given, in any 
course, to materials, films, correlation of art, 
records and use of standard music text series. No 
ideas w~re given as to where to write for informa­
tion and materials. 11 
4.	 Graduate of 1968: . 
a) "There is a need for more experience, more pract:L~al 
application, and more personal confrontation w1t~ 
different teaching situations. There is a need tor 
more personal evaluation beyond just a grade which 
would create better and more confident teachers. 
No trainlnc, can ever fully p.repare a person for, i 
b	 . t th re teacn ngactual teaching confrontation, bu e mo 
experience the more learning. II 
5.	 Graduate of 1969: 
a) No comments 
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V. MUSIC EDUCATION METHODS 
A.	 Voice Majors
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64:
 
a) "There is a need for more r t
 
courses. II P ac ical music education 
b) "There needs to be more stress
pUblic relations. II on music bUdgets and 
c) "There should be courses in d 
theater with emphasis on act~~ma~ic~ and children I s 
ing" scenery construction etcgll ec niques, light­
"Th i ' .d ) ere s a need for more training in the Liberal 
Arts area. This may not be possible with t t 
necessary music hours If ou cut ing 
e) "Some things which see~ed unimportant at the time 
are now of value. II 
fhlllDrake has a good music education program" 
g ::Training at Drake was very fine." • 
Wi th training in vocal and piano but teaching instru­
Ilmental" basic background is invaluable. II 
i) Since graduating from Drake, feel the music educa­
tion instruction has greatly improved" 
j) "All students preparing to teach need ~ required 
course in school finance which would include 
negotiation techniques as well as budgets, finan­
cial reports, state aid formulaes, etc. This 
becomes increasingly important as more states 
adopt a professional negotiations law. II 
k) II More repertoire needs to be covered concerning all 
areas. There is a need to perform in music educa­
tion." 
1) "Because of the confidence and competence Drake 
institutes in their students, and because of the 
high esteem in which Drake is regarded throughout 
the country, there is no problem in finding a 
position. 1f 
m) IITralnlng at Drake was very good but it does not pre­
pare a student to actually teach. This i~ perhaps 
because of the music education courses ana the 
education courses outside of the Music Department. II 
n)	 "There is a need for more music education coursesII 
and less general education courses. 
0) If There is too much emphasis placed on appl1e~ music 
and performance for music edu9ation majors. ._ 
p) II Drake has some brilliant faCUlty members as per 
formers but the major! ty are poor teach~~~~n~~t~o 
in teaching performance and preparing s 
teach. II 
2.	 Gractuates of 1965-66: th t 
a) "There is a need for music education cour~es, a 
give hints on where and how tOllorder or rind 
rna terials with which to teach. 
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b)	 "There is a need for m 
courses." are practical music education 
c) "There 113 not enough emphasis .1 
to teach music. II . P aced on what and how 
d) "There was too much time spent on non t 
t	 ii-essen ialsThere was no ra n ng for actual tea hi II • e~j	 "Too much time was spent on the instr~ n~. 
"Training and experiences at Drake weree~eal ~fogr~m." 
"Courses in junior high and senior high mu~r nee 
inadequate. li	 c were 
h) "Drake, and most U~iversities, inadequately prepare 
teachers for dealJ.ng with young people in a teach­
ing situation. Very little emphasis is placed on 
real-life situa tions. The Music Department is re­
moved from the main-stream of life and encourages 
1 ts students to isolate themselves and narrow their 
eXistence; i.e., hours upon hours in practice 
rooms, recitals, concerts, etc. Four years of this 
can't help but cripple one for being a teacher and 
dealing with young people and their problems in a 
contemporary situation." 
i) "The music methods courses have very little meaning. 
StUdent observations should begin before any methods 
courses are taken. There should be an arts and 
human!ties emphasis, relating the arts more than 
was done in one Fine Arts 70 course. If 
j) "After attending four colleges of considerable size J 
Drake rates slightly behind the University of 
.Michigan and far ahead of the other two institu­
tions. The Music Education Department was very 
fine. II 
k) f'More emphasis should be placed on the methods of 
teaching. " 
1) II Drake needs more emphasis on seminars among like 
majors with regard to teaching techniques of sight 
reading, harmony, e t c. " 
m) II Drake should prepare its new teachers to handle the 
elements of different environments; i.e., Negro, 
underprivileged, etc. II 1 
n) "Drake spent too much of its training on classic~­
mue 1e. There are other typ~s of music importan 
to the high school student. I ial situa­
0) "There should be a methods class °tn ~i~~ beginning
tions I in music teaching; L e oj eac , d r 
d It underprivilege amusic to youth or a u sJ.	 d but did not 
ill1terate. ~1ethods courses were t gO~plement the 
give enough time to actually tryt 0 deal with disci­
theory. Some guidelines on ~m'l Il a 
pline problems would be help~ul. 
189 3.	 Graduates of 1967: 
a)	 "There is a need for more practl
all levels including the mental~al experience in 
handicapped. II	 Y and physically 
b) "The Kodaly-Mary Helen Richards the 
music in the elementary grades sho~r~ ~f teaching 
every B.M.E. major." e given to 
c) "The courses teaching the student 'how' to teach in 
his chosen area were totally inadequate Tn 
needs to be more emphasis on materials ~vai{~~ 
inter-faculty problems, and how to handle p.r~ble, 
music students."	 em 
4.	 Graduates of 1968: 
a) IIThere needs to be more emphasis on 'how' to instruct 
and handle mentally and emotionally handicapped 
children. There needs to be a course on disci­
plinary techniques, especially for sixth grade and junior high students. JI 
b) "There is a need for more practical music education 
courses." 
c) "There 1s a need for more emphasis on junior high 
general music." 
d) "More emphasis should be made on extra materials 
for use in elementary music and ideas for elemen­
tary programs." 
e) Il There is a need for more practical teacher training 
wi th more experience in the classroom under various 
situations." 
f)	 II There is a need for more emprI8.sis on I what I and 
I how I to teach music. II 




B.	 Instrumental ~mjors 
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64: II 
a) "The music education program was good.' 
b) "There should be more emphasis placed on vocal and 
piano training for instrumental majors. It ..' .. , 
c) "There needs to be more emphasis on 'what' and 'noW 
i	 II 
d) Ilf~e;:a~~ ~u~e~d for training in stage band and 
. . II 
arranging for ins trumentaI maJors. .. ti ns in 
e) II Instrumental majors sh~uld do more observa 0 
general music classes.. 11 tl e is to know about 
f) II It is impossible to learn a. . 1errs of college. 
teaching music in four or five ~~:ir music studies. II 
Music teachers should continu~ enriching experiencesM 
g) "Drake provides interesting ~n 
for graduates to dr~w.upon. t Drake teaches a~d 
h) IIThere is a big gap Deti.,reen wha. .•. interested W 
What students in public schools are . 
.. If
and	 want to learn. 
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i) "Something 1s needed to 'brld 
'learning' acquired and its ~e tlhie gap' between the 
classroom." pp cation in the 
j) "Now that I've had an opportunlt
Colleges of Fine Arts are like yI ~o learn what other 
Drake. I've met several peo l~ . m glad I went to 
where performance and/or the~ry who went to schools 
music education, and they are no:as emphasized over 
a living in most instances" prepared to earn 
k) "There is need for emphasis· on methods courses d lit tpe agogy, era ure for particular instruments and 
ensembles, an instrument repair course, marching 
band for girl instrumental majors, more listening 
emphasis in music literature courses, less educa­
tion courses, and more music education course I! 
1) "The teacher-pupil relationship at Drake is s. 
excellent." . 
m) "There needs to be more emphasis in elementary and 
junior high general music, especially familiari­
zation with teaching materials." 
2. Graduates of 1965-66: 
a) "There needs to be more practical music education 
courses." 
b) "The required education courses were completely a 
waste of time and were totally irrelevant to the 
actual situation. It would be better to use this 
time on more music or liberal arts courses." 
c) "Training in music education is totally and abso­
lutely inadequate. It is too idealistic, antiquated, 
and out of touch with reality. If 
d) liThe thesis reauirement should be dropped and the 
student allowed to take 1n lieu of it more and de­
tailed work in an area of interest. I! 
e)	 "There is too much emphasis on applied music for 
education majors .<those real desire is to teach and 
not perform. II J:'	 • 
f) "There 1s not enough of the practical ~lde 01 mUB1C 
educa tion taught. The percussion trawing was 
very poor. 1I 
g) IIThere is too much emphasis placed on applied music 
and preparing for a senior reeltal. II ~ 
h) "In general, the music and music education CourDes 
are good. II . d t the elemen­1) II Observ lng teachers and their metho sad b 
tary j unlor high and senior high levels sl:1~lll e 
, . ... d . ior yearsdone during the sophomore anJ~nde uat~ keyboardj) "Instrumental majors should acqlllre a q 
facility. II	 .. h' ~. practice, 
k) "In addl tioD to more s tUden~ nt~~~a~~~ationJ budget-
there needs to be courses. -" sic proaram. 
1ng, and the administer:ing 01 •. ~ ~~e usele~s courses 
Drake should get rid of some or II 
in education and musiC education. 
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1) lIThere was too much wasted t:1.me in music education 
courses.. The courses could have been made much more 
valuable.. More courses in humanities and psychology
would have been beneficial II 
m) II Small school music teacher;. have little or no use 
for the hours spent on counterpoint and history of 
muslc. lI 
n ) "A good musician is not always a good teacher. Our 
school recently had this problem with a Drake grad­
uate .. Screening should be more carefully done so 
that these persons are not turned loose on the kids. 
I Middle of the road I recommenda tions are probably 
re sponsible ror this. These recommendations are 
all the superintendents have to go on. 11 
o) "A great deal was gained from training at Drake. II 
P ) "There is a need for more emphasis on music form 
and elementary and junior high general music. II 
q) ItDrake needs a full time percussion teacher on the 
faculty. Students need to be ex.posed to other 
instruments of the percussion family. Drake cer­
tainly takes a backseat to University of Northern 
Iowa and University of Iowa in this area. The 
saxophone was not offered in any of the methods 
classes. This is a handicap for the young teaCher 
since the saxophone is being used more in contem­
porary music. The instrumental methods courses 
are treated too lightly. One semester should be 
spent with each family of instruments. Drake is in 
need of a jazz imprOVisation class and jazz ensemble 
groups. t4any of these groups are found in the ele­
mentary and secondary schools. Drake has had a 
stuffed-shirt traditionalism about this SUbject for 
too long. There should be a course on proper care 
and repair of instruments. These cOlmnents should 
not be mie interpreted because Drake is a fine school. \l 
3. Graduates of 1967: 
a) "There is need for more practical music education 
courses." 
b) "There is not enough emphasis on (What ( and 'hOWl to 
teach music.1! 
c) IlMusic educa tioD classes were inadequate. Knowledge, 
about teaching all came from student teaching with 
an ex.cellent supervisor.'q 
d) lIThere needs to be more emphasis on music budgets 
and pUblic relations. 1I 
e) "Music education and general education. course~ should 
spend less time on background information ana vague 
long lists of objectives. 11 , 
f) IIMore time should be spent teaclling people to respond 
successfully in a teacher-like situation; Le., take" 
turns teaching the class and evaluating the results." 
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g) "Films of good and poor teachers would be helpful to 
students in music education courses II 
h) "There is a need in training and arr~nging for tbands. II sage 
i) "Requirements at Drake were adequate for musi 
teaching background." c 
j) 11 I feel I was well prepared for teaching music I 
stepped into a Job that is really an exper1en~ed 
mus ic tea cher I s job (that of a music supervisor) 
but more than once I paused to thank Drake Music 
Department for giving me an adequate background in 
something or other. 1I 
k) lITeaching at Drake was based largely on theory and 
ideal si tuat10ns, not the practical situation l'lhich 
most of us find ourselves in. II 
1) "Student teaching Should be done earlier. StUdent 
teaching helps a student know how to stUdy for dif­
ferent classes and where to put the emphasis in 
your learning. By the time you are a senior it is 
too late and the classes are gone. Drake prepares 
a person more to give private lessons than to func­
tion in a school system. II 
4.	 Graduates of 1968:
 




b)	 II Junior high general music was inadequate due to the 
. t t II1ns rue or.	 . ... II 
c) "Training at Drake was basically adequate.
 
5 Graduate of 1969:
 
•	 a) If A complete 1aboratory should be "proVided at Drake 
for composing electronic music. 
C.	 Keyboard Majors
1.	 Graduates of 1963-64: 
a) lIThere 1s a need for more practical music education 
II 
courses. .	 t teach vocal music, b) "For keyboard majors planning. a " te If 
vocal and choral background 1S /na~~~a"'e~eral music. II 
C
.)	 "More emphasis is needed in J~h~r c;rrel~tion of 
d ) "There is a need to emphasi ~e 
music \'1i th other subjects. .nd rar ahead of 
e) "Training at Drake was excell~nt atea~her colleagues
education received by ma~Y 0 my 
from other universi ties. . summer workshops at 
f) "Mus 1c educa tioD classes and.O' acquaintance. tilth 
Drake gave me an above-averaoe bool{s and other 
current music series, reference , 
teaching rna terials. If •.. c rraduates from other 
g) IIArter communicating with mU~in 1ts graduates with 
schools, I feel Drake prov~a~;alning.If 
outstanding preparation an 
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h) "The Music Department should train students to teach 
in the average high school and junior high school
s1 tua tion. II 
l) "There is not enough instruction on how to handle a 
muslc classroom situation; especially in regard to 
fleXibility and discipline needed in a ghetto
situation. " j) II I n comparison with the training of my co-workers 
.from other schools, I feel my Drake tral.ning was 
very adequate. All institutions need to up-date
their education and method courses. II 
k) "Although a full year of practice teaching or a half­
year of' I full-day' practice teaching would have 
been most valuable, no recommendations that I could 
give, in the way of more extensive music education 
courses or student teaching, could be adequate Bub­
s ti t ute for the experience of real teaching or 
haVing one I s own classroom. I am sure I learned 
more 1n the first year of teaching than any teacher 
could have told me in four years. II 
1) If I a ttended Drake during a period of poor Fine Arts 
administration and all courses suffered. I 
received a degree which I considered inferior to 
too t of most of my colleagues. /I 
2. Graduates of 1965-66: 
a) "There is a need for more practical music education 
courses. " 
b) IIMethods of teaching students to teach music should 
be revised. 1l 
c) ffMus1c budget and public relations should be empha­
sized. n 
d) II A course in folk and creative dancing would be 
helpful. II 
e) "Since music teachers are responsible for special 
programs, there should be a course in drama and 
children's theater.!! 
f."".). "There is a need for more humanities. If 
g) "There is too much emphasis on vocal-instrumental 
prepara tion. It would be better to specialize in 
just one area." 
h)	 "Music education classes should include class obser­
vations and clInic work. tI 
1) II I learned more about teaching from experienced 
teachers in the field and selective reading on my 
OVin. II 
J) "It 1s my constant feeling that Ilfjr training at. Drake 
t"Jas of the finest caliber due to the opportun1.tles 
provided. However, I do laok knowledge about con­
temporary idioms and present trends. Perhaps more 
attention should be given to requiring an academic . 
minor. This would be of great help when being hired 
for unusual school systems such as the "overseas 
program dealing with military schools. 
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k) "The elementary music educatio 
of time. It left me total1 n course was a waste 
too t area. It would be ben~f~6~~iP~~ed to teach in 
ers could observe in other school. dstudent teach-
outside of their own II s an other areas 
1) "I fe 1t my training w~s very ade uat 
area of percussion. I feel thaf fe except for the 
or a vocal major the need f or p i ano study is veryJ import nt J 
not be overemphasized. My main interesat anbd can­
k · b t fit . was andwor J u my rs position lnvolved ever thi l' 
grades K-12; so being a piano major, it w~s v~~ rom 
helpful for general music and the choruses YIf 
m) "There was very little emphasis placed on t~aching 
elementary and junior high general music II 
n) "I am very proud to be a Drake graduate a~d I have 
felt my instruction was excellent." 
0) II Work in dramatics should be required of all music 
education majors. This should include stage set 
building and basic fundamentals of drama. No time 
was spent in learning 'how' to prepare a program 
for the pUblic. From my observation, general music 
class methods were not taught as well as they are 
at the present." 
p) "Drake places far too much emphasis on performance 
and far too little on the practical aspects of being 
a music teacher. This tends to give one a great 
feeling of anti-climax When one wets his feet in the 
flood of students. The courses in music education 
which are so extremely important to the success of a 
beginning teacher J must somehow be strengthened so 
tha t the student is prepared in everyway possible 
for the magnitude of the task which lies before him." 
3. Graduates of 1967: 
a) "There is not enough emphasis on •what , and 'how' to 
teach music. 11 • 
b) II I fee 1 that the l-1usic Department prepares us to oe 
teachers of music but the Education Departwent does 
not prepare us to be teachers of children. 
c) "There should be an education course to cover the 
I IIproblems of the inner-city schoo • i 
d) llVoice and piano majors should have more training n 
instrumental mus i c. If . the training
e) "For my partic.ular field of teachlng J th-e prac­
' reas However, on 
was inadequateni some a •. h bably will not 
tical side, \'lhen one consider~ ~eP~~ll be teaching, 
know exactly \oJhat area of muS Cth t much training 
it would be impossible to. g~ve , .acurriculum and 
in all areas. The .. ?ourses ln, t~: been helpful. The 
workshops in gradua~e :ChOO: ~~em to sho\'1 greater
curriculum and emphasi:::; doet> . II 
improvement since my graduation. 
195 4.	 Graduates of 1968: 
a) "There needs to be more practical Dl i 
courses. II us c education 
b) "There is not enough emphasis I 
teach music. II	 on what I and I hOWl to 
c) II In comparison to other music teachers I kn r 
feel Drake introduced me to many experien ow, h 
others had not had. lJ ces W ich 
d) "B .M.E. students should be required to take all th 
methods courses. II	 e 
e) "The preparation I received in general music classes 
was exactly what I needed. All the required read­
ings were beneficial. II 
f) "The interest my supervisor at Drake showed While r 
II was student teaching has had a lasting influence. Jl 
g) Drake is producing musicians who will try to teach 
music to children rather than producing music 
teachers who will teach children music." 
h) IIDrake IS faculty and facilities helped me immensely 
in the first year. Although one learns from ex­
periences, suggestions and ideas of faculty members 
help one through the rough spots. II 
i) II Overall, the training and experiences are adequate 
and, in comparison to other institutions, quite 
excellent. I have always felt that more experience, 
more practical application, more personal confron­
ta t ion with different teaching situations and more 
personal evaluation beyond a grade would create 
better and more confident teachers. No training can 
ever fully prepare a person for actual teaching 
confronta tion, but the more experience the more 
learned. II 
5.	 Graduates of 1969: 
a) "Having been a keyboard major, I feel that my v?cal 
training was not as complete as it could have Deen. 
A course in choral literature would be very 
helpful. II 
